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Summary: 

This first chapter of the thesis deals with a general introduction of the topic, explanation the 

problem and context of the thesis. Structure and content of the thesis is also summarized in this 

introductory chapter. The outline of this manuscript is briefly illustrated highlighting the focus 

of each chapter. 
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I.1.  General introduction & context of the thesis 

Since the survival of cancer patients depends on early detection of tumour cells, developing 

technologies applicable for rapid detection of carcinoma is a challenge for the researchers. 

Breath analyzing has emerged as a non-invasive technique for anticipated diagnosis of lung 

cancer, as the breath extract of lung cancer patients are found to display elevated levels of 

several volatile organic compounds (VOC). Clearly, the invention of a fast, reliable, economic 

and portable technique is highly required before breath testing becomes a clinical reality. 

Nanomaterial based sensor arrays can fulfil all these requirements and can form a solid 

foundation for the identification of disease related VOC fingerprint in exhaled breath. It has 

already been proved by researchers of our group that conductive polymer nanocomposites 

possess far better sensing properties than pristine nanomaterials like carbon nanotube and 

graphene in terms of sensitivity and selectivity. Starting from the light of this finding, the goal 

of this thesis is to develop a new generation of conducting nanocomposite or nanohybrid based 

vapour sensors of high sensitivity and tuneable selectivity towards specific targeted disease 

VOC biomarkers, and finally to construct an electronic nose with the ability to identify and 

discriminate a set of specific disease VOC biomarker. 

 

I.2.  Outline of the manuscript 

The content of the thesis can be summarized briefly. 

After a general introduction to present the content of the thesis in this present chapter I, the 

next chapter is focused on the synthesis of bibliographic data. Chapter II begins with a 

background of several kinds of malignancy. An overview of cancer related death worldwide is 

provided to show how carcinoma has emerged as a major health problem of human race. The 

shortcomings of current diagnostic methods of malignancy and the importance of breath 

analysis to be recognized as a noninvasive tool for anticipated diagnosis of cancer is elaborated 

afterwards. The advantages of biomarker analysis by electronic nose composed of 

chemoresistive VOC sensors over the other conventional methods of breath analysis are also 

mentioned. Finally the entire focus is given to different smart carbon nanomaterials which can 

be used as a basic component for VOC sensors. A detailed description of literature is also 

provided on the different strategies to structure conductive networks and to functionalize 

carbon nanomaterials. 

Results and discussion of all the experiments for this dissertation is subdivided into the 

following three chapters. In order to develop set of sensors, selective towards different targeted 
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VOC, different strategies were developed. Each of the undertaken strategies aiming to develop 

conductive nanocomposites or nanohybrids was separately focused in these chapters along 

with their vapour sensing performance. Chapter III deals with the development of 

cyclodextrin based conductive nanocomposites for vapour sensing applications. The synthesis, 

fabrication and vapour sensing performance of a set of functionalized cyclodextrin wrapped 

reduced graphene oxide sensors is broadly discussed in this chapter. Tuning of the selectivity 

of these sensors, by variations of organic functionality on the cyclodextrins is the aim of this 

strategy. 

Chapter IV is devoted to a second strategy of structuring of the conductive architecture, i.e., 

the development of conductive nanohybrids which are multicomponent systems where two or 

more nanomaterials are integrated, for the purpose of synthesizing a novel nanomaterial with 

attractive multifunctionality. In the first part of this chapter, development and vapour sensing 

applications of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) and CNT based hybrid sensors 

are illustrated. Effect of variation of the organic functionality of POSS, on the selectivity of the 

sensors was studied in detail. Whereas, the second part of this chapter deals with hybridization 

of CNT/graphene with spherical Buckminsterfullerene nanoparticles. In this latter part, the 

effect of grafting Buckminsterfullerenes on the sensitivity of the CNT/graphene based 

nanosensors was thoroughly studied. 

Chapter V is focused on the fabrication and vapour sensing characterization of conductive 

polymer nanocomposites (CPC). This strategy has already been used in the last years by the 

researchers of our group. CPC, being the combination of an insulating polymer matrix and 

conductive nanofillers like carbon nanotubes, have shown to respond selectively towards 

targeted VOC through the choice of a proper polymer matrix. However in this part, the proper 

choice of a polymer matrix was combined with variation of the degree of sulfonation of the 

polymer matrix and the use of hybrid nanofiller as a controlling parameter of the sensitivity of 

the VOC sensors. 

Finally Chapter VI deals with construction of novel electronic nose by a judicial combination 

of high performance sensors in an array. This last chapter ends with conclusive remarks and 

future aspects of the development of conductive nanocomposite sensors for anticipated 

diagnosis of diseases. 

To facilitate the reading of the document, a detailed description of all the materials, methods, 

tools and some synthesis procedures are gathered in appendix at the end of this manuscript. 

This appendix also covers the basic carbon nanomaterials used in this work and the stepwise 
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methods of sensor fabrication along with morphological, thermal, structural characterization 

methods undertaken.  
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Summary 

The inability of currently available techniques used for cancer detection, to diagnose the 

malignancy of a tumour cell at its very early stage of development, is mostly responsible for 

death of approximately 7.6 million people from cancer each year. Therefore, the development 

of advanced technology, capable of doing rapid and reliable discrimination between healthy 

and cancer cells is an important challenge for the diagnosis and treatment of tumours. The 

analysis of specific VOC in exhaled breath (identified as biomarkers of specific disease like 

cancer) gives an idea of metabolic and physiological activities of an individual and can provide 

non-invasive and potentially inexpensive anticipated diagnosis of cancer. The potential role of 

nanotechnology in the development of electronic noses, as a non-invasive complementary 

technique for the detection of malignancy at the primary stage, is thoroughly reviewed in this 

chapter. 
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II.1. Brief note on cancer 

Uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal cells leads to the initiation of a group of diseases, 

known as cancer. In a healthy adult body, cell division occurs either to replace damaged cells 

or to repair injuries. There are many kinds of cancer, but they all start because of out-of-control 

growth of abnormal cells followed by invasion of other tissues. In normal cell, when DNA gets 

damaged, either the damage gets healed up or the cell dies. In cancer cells, the damaged DNA 

neither gets repaired, nor dies of. Instead, this cell goes on making new cells having the same 

damaged DNA. In most cases the cancer cells form a tumour. Cancer cells often travel to other 

parts of the body, where they begin to grow and form new tumours that replace normal tissue. 

This process is called metastasis. Metastasis is frequently the terminal process in the 

progression of tumours. Cancer is caused by both external factors (tobacco, infectious 

organisms, chemicals, and radiation) and internal factors (inherited mutations, hormones, 

immune conditions, and mutations that occur from metabolism). These causal factors may act 

together or in sequence to initiate or to promote the development of cancer. Ten or more years 

often pass between exposure to external factors and detectable cancer [1]. 

 

II.2. Statistics of cancer related deaths  

Cancer is a major public health problem all over the world. In 2013, a total of 1,660,290 new 

cancer cases and 580,350 cancer deaths are estimated to occur in the United States [2]. Another 

study states that there were 3.45 million new cases of cancer (excluding non-melanoma skin 

cancer) and 1.75 million deaths from cancer in Europe in 2012. In the European Union, the 

estimated numbers of new cases of cancer were approximately 1.4 million in males and 1.2 

million in females, and around 707,000 men and 555,000 women died from cancer in the same 

year [3]. The current 5-year survival rate for lung cancer is 15 %, but this rate may rise to 49 % 

if the cancer could be diagnosed when it is still localized [4]. The most widespread cancers in 

the developed world, accounting for half of the cancer deaths, are prostate, lung, and colorectal 

cancers for men, and breast, colorectal, and lung cancers for women. Therefore lung cancer is 

the leading cause of cancer related deaths common for both men and women and causes 1.4 

million deaths per year worldwide. It is the second most common cancer in men and the third 

in women (22% of all cancer cases). However breast cancer is one of the most common cancer 

in women. Throughout the world, more than 1 million women are diagnosed with breast cancer 

every year and in the USA, the National Cancer Institute estimated that more than 182,000 

women were diagnosed with breast cancer in 2008, and more than 40,000 died of the disease 
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[5]. The incidence rate of cancer depends upon geographical location of the world, for 

instance, the highest rates of the diseases in men are determined in Europe, particularly eastern 

and central Europe, and northern America as depicted in Figure 1 [6], [7]. 

 

Figure 1 Mortality and incidence rate of lung cancer based on geographical location (A) female (B) male [7] 

 

II.3. Conventional diagnostic tools for cancer 

Lung cancer is rapidly becoming one of the greatest health hazards of our day. The problem 

associated with lung cancer detection is the lack of symptoms in its early stage of 

development. Unfortunately, the most common methods currently used to diagnose lung 

cancer can occasionally miss tumours because they depend on tumour size [8]. Also these 

methods are expensive and unsuitable for widespread screening. Survival of a cancer patient 

depends on early stage detection and thus developing technologies applicable for sensitive and 

specific methods to detect cancer at its primary stage, is an inevitable task for cancer 

researchers.  

Detection method Advantage Disadvantage 
Chest X-ray Reliable Use of radiation, false negative 

response, high cost 
Computerized tomography(CT) Reliable Use of radiation, false negative 

scan, high cost 
Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) 

Reliable Use of magnetic field, high cost, 
not suitable for all patients that 
have other complications 

Positron emission tomography Reliable Need for radioactive substance 
and sophisticated instrument, 
high cost, not suitable for all 
patients that have other 
complications 

Sputum cytology Easy and non-invasive Degradation of biomarkers due 
to the enzymes in sputum, false 
positive results 

Biopsy Fast and easy Inflammation, painful, invasive 
Table 1 Currently available detection methods for lung cancer (extracted from [7]) 
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Existing cancer screening methods include the PAPANICOLAU test for women to detect cervical 

cancer, mammography to detect breast cancer, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level detection 

in blood sample for men to detect prostate cancer, occult blood detection for colon cancer, 

chest radiography, sputum cytology, bronchoscopy, biopsy, endoscopy, CT scans, X-ray, 

ultrasound imaging, MRI, computer tomography, nuclear magnetic resonance, positron 

emission tomography, and single photon emission computed tomography [8] for various 

cancer detection [9]–[11]. None of these methods are completely free from all short comings as 

shown in Table 1. In most cases the efficiency of detection is directly proportional to tumour 

size and fails to detect malignancy at early stage. Some of the techniques are very expensive or 

painful.  

Therefore extensive research is still on progress to help early detection and treatment of cancer. 

In one direction research is going on for the development of cancer biomarker sensors and 

biosensors which might help in early level the detection of malignancy [12]. In another 

direction, the design of targeted anticancer drug delivery nanocarriers has received a great deal 

of attention, which possess significant potentiality in efficient treatment of malignant cells 

[13], [14]. 
 

II.4. Interest of VOC sensing 

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) are a diverse group of carbon-based chemicals that are 

volatile at ambient temperature. The demand for the development of miniaturized sensors 

arrays for fast, low-cost, low-power detection and discrimination of VOC has increased 

dramatically over the years. Breath testing is a recognized diagnostic method which links 

specific VOC in exhaled breath to medical conditions. Our exhaled breath is a complex matrix 

with thousands of molecules that constitute a breath print carrying certain information about 

our state of health. It may provide the metabolic and physiological status of body organs such 

as liver [15], kidneys [16], [17] breast, colorectum, prostate or even skin [18]–[20]. The 

detection and identification of VOC in exhaled breath may lead to the development of novel, 

noninvasive diagnostic methods for a wide range of diseases [21]–[24], including different 

types of cancer [25], [26], tuberculosis [27], [28] liver failure [29], kidney failure, 

PARKINSON’s disease [30] etc.  

 The application sphere of VOC sensing beyond medicine [31], [32] are food degradation 

monitoring [33]–[36], aroma characterization of alcoholized beverages [37], [38], environment 

monitoring (e.g. indication of hazardous chemical leakage, monitoring of organic solvent 
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vapour concentration in the air) [39]–[45] space exploration, and homeland security [46], 

process control of chemical and food production [47], monitoring of quality and alcohol 

content in automotive fuel [48], [49]. In the fields of workplace safety and environmental 

monitoring, there is a growing need for monitoring VOC from exogamic sources, mostly from 

industrial processes, that could be hazardous, even at very low levels, to humans, animals, and 

plants [50], [51]. Chemical sensors for the rapid detection of explosives are also important for 

tactical and humanitarian demining, remediation of explosives manufacturing sites, and 

forensic and criminal investigations [52]. 

 

II.5. Exhaled breath VOC biomarkers  

In 1971, PAULING reported that normal human breath contained over 200 VOC, which 

presented a potential source of information concerning both systemic and lung physiology 

[53], [54]. Only 1% of these VOC can work as biomarker for a certain disease; 75% of them 

are common to all subjects and can be discriminating in case of altered concentration levels, 

while 25% of this 1% is unusual volatiles and could be indicated as biomarkers for specific 

diseases. A biomarker is an indicator of a biological state of disease. It can be used to study 

cellular processes, and to provide us information on the underlying mechanism of the initiation 

of a disease, the process of aggravation, and ultimately to provide a method to diagnose and 

treat the disease with appropriate measures at desired time. VOC present in exhaled breath may 

be either endogenous or exogenous. First they are produced during different biochemical 

processes which occur in living organisms and second they can be undertaken with food, 

inhaled with the air or absorbed by the skin. Endogenous VOC in exhaled gases of human 

breath provide important information about the metabolic or any pathologic processes in the 

body [55], [56].  

 

Figure 2 Breath collection and VOC extraction [2] (left) Overview of the processes involved in breath testing 
(right) [31] 
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In addition, also VOC are emanated by the skin [57], which are intermediaries in cell 

metabolism [58], [59]. The method of extracting and testing of breath VOC is schematically 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

II.6. Biomarker analysis: a non-invasive technique of cancer diagnosis 

The development of specific, easily accessible and reliable technology, for painless detection 

of cancers at preliminary stages, is of utter importance. Therefore, researchers are tapping into 

this field to develop a non-invasive technique that can diagnose cancer by identifying specific 

cancer-related VOC [60]. Biomarker analysis is a complementary method and seems to be a 

relevant screening method for early cancer detection [61], [62]. Early detection while the 

tumour cells are still localized, is essential to reduce the morbidity and mortality rates 

associated with cancer [63], [64]. However, using exhaled breath as a diagnostic test method, 

is an age old concept. The ancient Greek physicians already knew that some diseases could be 

diagnosed from the characteristic odour of patients’. For example, a fishy smell of breath could 

indicate liver disease; the sweet acetonic smell of breath is related to uncontrolled diabetes, a 

urine-like odour to kidney disease, the smell of “freshly baked bread” on the skin of patients 

with typhoid and the smell of grapes to Pseudomonas infections [65]. A compendium of all the 

volatile organic compounds emanating from the human body are known as ‘volatolome’ [66] 

and 1840 VOC have been assigned from breath (872), saliva (359), blood (154), milk (256), 

skin secretions (532) urine (279), and faeces (381) in apparently healthy individuals [67]. The 

breath of human, a basic characteristic of life carrying various information [68], [69], is 

significant to the comprehensive analysis of lung function [70], [71] asthma detection, diabetes 

mellitus diagnosis etc [72]–[74]. Increased concentrations of VOC in exhaled air correlate with 

diseases, for example ammonia in relation to hepatitis, dimethyl sulfide in relation to cirrhosis, 

and dimethyl and trimethylamine in relation to uraemia. Breath analysis [75] is a promising 

approach to identify inflammatory and oxidative stress markers implicated in the pathogenesis 

of various respiratory conditions. Although disease diagnosis by breath analysis is very 

interesting, it has two serious problems like presence of huge quantity of water and very low 

concentration (parts per billion level) of VOC biomarker (out of detection limit in most cases). 

Table 2 displays the list of all the cancer biomarker VOC. 
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II.7. Cancer biomarkers 

Biomarkers have opened up a new era of early cancer diagnosis [76], [77]. VOC sensors have 

found a high potential in the field of cancer detection in recent years, as a number of VOC 

found in the exhaled breath of human beings are marked as cancer biomarkers. The exhaled 

breath VOC profile of cancer patients can be discriminated from that of healthy subjects 

through pattern recognition of VOC [78], [79]. Recent studies using gas chromatography/mass 

spectroscopy (GC-MS) [80] linked with a pre-concentrator have shown that the compounds of 

interest are generally to be found at 1-20 parts per billion (ppb) in healthy human breath but 

can be seen in distinctive mixture compositions and at elevated levels of 10-100 ppb in the 

breath of lung cancer patients [81], [82]. The VOC biomarkers of cancer and other diseases can 

be broadly divided into polar and nonpolar compound. The polar VOC are part of categories 

such as alcohols, carbonyl compounds like aldehydes, ketones. Whereas nonpolar VOC are of 

two types; aliphatic hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons. However the concentrations of 

alkanes and aromatic hydrocarbons in human breath are from 10−12 parts per trillion (ppt) to 

10−9 parts per billion (ppb); hence pre-concentration became a very important step before 

analysis [83], [84]. 

 

Cancer type Chemical nature of VOC VOC biomarkers 
Lung cancer 
[9], [85]–[90] 

Alcohols methanol, ethanol, isopropanol,1-propanol 
Aliphatic hydrocarbons heptane, decane, undecane, cyclopentane, 

1,3-butadiene, octane, 1-hexene, nonane, 
methyl heptene, cyclohexane, pentane 

Aromatic hydrocarbons isoprene, benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, 
xylene, styrene, propyl benzene, 
trichlorofluoro benzene, 1,2,4-trimethyl 
benzene, 1,4-dimethyl benzene 

Carbonyl compounds formaldehyde, propanal, butanal, pentanal, 
hexanal, heptanal, octanal, nonanal, acetone, 
butanone 

Skin cancer 
[18] 

Alcohols ethyl hexanol, cyclohexanol 
Aliphatic hydrocarbons cyclohexane, nonane, decane, heptadecane 
Aromatics benzaldehyde, benzyl alcohol, 1,4-dimethyl 

benzene, 1,2,4-trimethyl benzene 
Breast cancer 
[91], [92] 

Aliphatic hydrocarbons nonane, 5-methyl tridecane, 3-methyl 
undecane, 6-methyl pentadecane, 2-methyl 
propane, 3-methyl nonadecane, 4-methyl 
dodecane, 2-methyl octane 

Carbonyl compounds heptanal and hexanal 

Table 2 Cancer biomarkers among breath VOC 
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II.7.1. Alcohols  

Alcohols mostly originate from food and alcohol beverages and are absorbed from all parts of 

the gastrointestinal tract, largely by simple diffusion into the blood. Alcohols are also derived 

from the metabolism of hydrocarbons. Since alcohol has high affinity for water, it is found in 

body tissues and fluids and is absorbed rapidly in the blood. Hakim et al. in 2012 and Gordon 

et al. in 1985 had stated that 1-propanol was found at increased concentrations in the case of 

lung cancer, as compared to healthy subjects [85], [86]. Moreover in 2005, Machado et al. 

proved that breath extract of lung cancer patients contain alcohols like methanol, ethanol, and 

isopropanol [87]. On the other hand ethyl hexanol and cyclohexanol were proved to be skin 

cancer biomarkers [18]. 

II.7.2. Carbonyl compounds  

Straight chain aldehydes found in breath extract of humans, include all C1−C9 aldehydes. All 

of them, apart from acetaldehyde, were found in the breath of lung cancer patients. According 

to Spanel et al. formaldehyde is a potential biomarker of bladder and prostate cancer too [93]. 

Concerning other aldehydes such as heptanal and hexanal they are supposed to be 

characteristic of patients with breast cancer also [91]. Acetone is one of the most abundant 

compound in breath and an important lung cancer biomarker as it is formed under metabolic 

conditions associated with a high oxidation rate of fatty acids in lung cancer [88], [89], [94]. In 

1985, Gordon et al. identified acetone, and methyl ethyl ketone as lung cancer biomarkers. 

Acetone is also an indicator of serum glucose level [95]. The level of acetone in the breath 

extract of healthy person is around 5 ppm while up to 300 ppm acetone could be found in the 

breath extract of patients suffering from diabetis mellitus [96]. 

II.7.3. Aliphatic hydrocarbons 

In 1985, Gordon et al. identified several alkanes and monomethylated alkanes in the exhaled 

breath of lung cancer patients [86]. In 1999 a combination of VOC like 2,2,4,6,6-pentamethyl 

heptane, 2-methyl heptane, decane, undecane, cyclopentane, methyl-cyclopropane, 1-methyl-2-

pentyl-methane, 1,3-butadiene, 3-methyl-octane, 1-hexene, nonane, 3-methyl-1-heptene, 

heptane, cyclohexane etc were proved to provide breathprint of lung cancer by Philips et al. 

[90]. A combination of VOC like pentane, 2-methyl pentane, heptane, octane, decane, 

pentamethyl heptanes are proved to be non small cell lung cancer biomarkers by Poli et al. [9]. 

In 2005 Machado et al. proved that breath extract of lung cancer patients contain several VOC 

like pentane [87]. Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a cancer mainly caused by 

asbestos exposure and cyclohexane is the predominant discriminative compound in the breath 
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extract of MPM patients. [97]. Breast cancer is accompanied by increased oxidative stress [5] 

leading to increased concentration of pentane [98]. The breast cancer biomarkers reported by 

Phillips et al. in 2003 are nonane, 5-methyl tridecane, 3-methyl undecane, 6-methyl 

pentadecane, 2-methyl propane, 3-methyl nonadecane, 4-methyl dodecane, 2-methyl octane 

[92]. Nonane, decane, heptadecane are found to be skin cancer biomarkers [18]. 

II.7.4. Aromatic hydrocarbons 

A combination of VOC styrene, propyl-benzene, trichlorofluoro benzene, 1,2,4-trimethyl-

benzene, 2-methyl isoprene, 1,4-dimethyl benzene, 1-methylethenyl benzene were proved to 

provide breathprint of lung cancer by Philips et al. [90]. A combination of VOC like benzene, 

toluene, ethyl benzene, isoprene, xylene, styrene, are proved to be non small cell lung cancer 

biomarkers by Poli et al. [9]. In 2005 Machado et al. proved that breath extract of lung cancer 

patients contained several VOC like, isoprene, benzene, toluene [87]. Several aromatic 

hydrocarbons such as benzaldehyde, benzyl alcohol, 1,4-dimethyl benzene, 1,2,4-trimethyl 

benzene were identified as skin cancer biomarkers [18]. 

 

II.8. Different methods of biomarker analysis 

Many research papers have already been published on the breath analysis by gas 

chromatography- mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) [99]. There are some other methods used for the 

analysis of breath of a person such as ion flow tube mass spectrometry, proton transfer reaction 

mass spectroscopy [100], chemo-luminescence sensors, opto-chemical fibres, infrared 

spectroscopy, and polymer coated surface acoustic wave sensors. So far, the use of these 

techniques for the analysis of volatile fingerprints has been impeded by the need for expensive 

equipment, the degree of expertise required for operating such instruments, the long times 

required for sampling and analysis, the need for pre-concentration, non portability and large 

response time [101]. 

 

II.9. Electronic nose 

An electronic nose (e-nose) is an artificial mimic of mammalian olfactory system. The human 

nose is composed of a number of receptors in nasal epithelium each of which respond to a wide 

variety of odorants. This response after being transmitted through the primary and secondary 

neuron reaches the brain as elaborated in Figure 3 [102].  

Therefore olfactory receptors respond non-specifically to smelly compounds and the overall 

response is interpreted by the brain, by providing information about volatile derivatives. In 
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2004, AXEL and BUCK won the Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine for their research on 

“odorant receptors and the organization of the olfactory system” where it is estimated that 

humans can sense as many as 10000 to 100000 chemicals as having a distinct odor. The 

olfactory epithelium contains millions of olfactory sensory neurons. Evidence for as many as 

1000 different odor receptor genes has been found [103]. 

 Similarly an electronic nose consists of an array of nonspecific sensors which are analogous to 

the receptors in the nasal epithelium of mammals [104]. A characteristic response pattern is 

provided by these sensor arrays which, treated by appropriate data analysis techniques, allows 

us to identify and quantify certain gas compounds [105]–[107]. 

The electronic nose consists of three functional components that operate serially on an odorant 

i.e., a sample handler, an array of vapour sensors and a signal-processing system [108]. The 

odour molecules are drawn into the e-nose using sampling techniques such as headspace 

sampling, diffusion methods, bubblers or pre-concentrators [109], [110] and induce a 

reversible physical and/or chemical change in the sensing material, which causes an associated 

change in electrical properties, such as conductivity [111], [112]. 

 

Figure 3 Schematic showing the comparison between mammalian olfactory system and an e-nose [102] 

Different VOC have been identified in human exhaled breath. Thus far, only a small 

proportion of those VOC has been identified as disease-related. Most (respiratory) diseases are 

not characterized by an increase of a single chemical compound. The challenge therefore is to 

capture the mixture (profile) of exhaled VOC, which can be seen as a signature related to 

particular underlying conditions [113].  

The electronic nose consists of a matrix of chemical sensing elements having partial selectivity 

coupled with an appropriate data analysis system enabling the characterization of complex gas 
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mixtures by recognition of sensor response patterns [114]. The output of e-noses represents a 

signature of the total expired VOC-profile, which is called a ‘smellprint’ or ‘breathprint’. 

Individual VOC cannot be identified, but breath prints can be analyzed by modern pattern 

recognition algorithms in order to discriminate different VOC mixtures and thereby potentially 

diseases and disease phenotypes. Figure 4 represents a spectrum of exhaled VOC biomarkers, 

provided by the e-noses in the form of fingerprint of the breath VOC. Several independent 

studies have recently shown that an electronic nose can distinguish the VOC pattern in exhaled 

breath of lung/breast/skin cancer patients compared to healthy subjects [115]. 

 

Figure 4 Differentiation between odorants: an array of broadly-cross reactive sensors in which each individual 
sensor responds to a variety of odors; (left) pattern of differential responses across the array produces a unique 
pattern for each odorant or odor (right) [116] 

 

Figure 5 Schematic reviewing the links between the different frameworks of breath marker-prints and the 
appropriate sensing approach (specific vs cross-reactive approach) [117] 
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E-noses may serve as a cheap and rapid alternative to chemical analytical methods for 

anticipated diagnosis of disease by biomarker detection. They have the advantages of 

portability, continuous real time monitoring at specific sites, cost-effectiveness, easy operation, 

fast reading, and the potential to produce a chemical fingerprint when an array of chemical 

sensors coupled with pattern recognition is used. 

The sensor arrays are multi-sensor systems, used to enhance the redundancy and diversity of 

the sensors responses and to provide a reliable and unique profile for analysis using pattern 

recognition techniques, as shown in Figure 5. Sensors in the array differ from each other in 

terms of the chemical and physical properties of the mediator molecules, which include 

hydrophobicity, hydrogen-bonding capacity, chain length or structure etc.  

 

II.10. Chemical sensors in e-nose 

According to the definition of gas sensor, given by the International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry (lUPAC), "a chemical sensor is a device that transforms chemical 

information, ranging from the concentration of a specific sample component to total 

composition analysis, into an analytically useful signal. The chemical information, mentioned 

above, may originate from a chemical reaction of the analyte or from a physical property of the 

system investigated". Typically, chemical sensors consist of two main parts, a receptor and a 

transducer. The receptor transforms chemical information into a form of energy, which can be 

measured by the transducer. The transducer converts this energy into a useful, typically 

electrical, analytical signal [26].  

Chemical sensors are normally designed to operate under well defined conditions for analytes 

of certain groups. Therefore, it is not always necessary that a sensor responds specifically to a 

specific analyte. Unspecific but partially selective, satisfactory reproducible sensors can be 

assembled in an e-nose in series for multicomponent analysis.  

A variety of signal transduction mechanisms have now been implemented to construct 

electronic nose systems, such as acoustic wave (SAW, BAW) sensors [119] or quartz crystal 

microbalance (QCM) [120]–[125], metal oxide semiconductor, field effect transistors (FETs) 

[126]–[130], conductive nanocomposites [131]–[133], conducting polymers (CP) [134], optical 

sensors [135], gas chromatography [136], [137], ion flow tube mass spectroscopy [138], 

infrared spectroscopy [139], colorimetric sensors, and gold nanoparticles [140]–[144]. Besides 

there are many examples of amperometric electrochemical sensors to measure target gases 

[145]. Most of these e-noses have been developed for a broad range of applications [146]–
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[148]. The suitability of the instrument for detection of specific disease states depends on the 

selection of sensors in relation to the gas mixture of interest and the choice of pattern.  

 

II.11. Smart materials 

By definition, “Smart” materials are materials that respond to a stimulus on their environment 

to produce a dynamic and reversible change in critical properties and have enabled progress in 

many areas, including sensor technologies, drug delivery, and self-healing materials for 

coating applications [149], [150]. The response of smart materials to various stimuli is shown 

schematically in Figure 6. Many of the current examples of smart materials are biomimetic. 

Smart materials are used to construct these smart structures, which can perform both sensing 

and actuation functions. A smart structure is a system containing multifunctional parts that can 

perform sensing, control, and actuation; it is a primitive analogue of a biological body.  

 

Figure 6 Two potential approaches toward the design of smart materials. The orientation of anisotropic particles 
as well as the conformation of molecular switches are altered relative to a surface by application of a stimulus 
[150] 

 

II.12. Definitions of properties related to vapour sensing 

Generally, there are several basic criteria for good and efficient vapour sensing systems such as 

(i) high sensitivity; (ii) good selectivity; (iii) fast response time and recovery time; (iv) high 

reproducibility; (v) reversibility; (vi) low noise; (vii) low operating temperature; (viii) stability 

in performances; (ix) long range limit of detection. However it is important to define some of 

these terms in order to have a proper understanding of sensing performance. In order to 

characterize sensor performance a set of parameters is used which are listed below. 
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 Sensitivity is the ratio between output signal and measured property. A sensor's 

sensitivity indicates how much the sensor's output changes when the measured quantity 

changes.  

 Selectivity refers to characteristics that determine whether a sensor can respond 

selectively to a group of analytes or even specifically to a single analyte. Selectivity is a 

qualitative value that measures the difference in sensitivities as shown in Figure 7. 

 Stability is the ability of a sensor to provide reproducible results for a certain period of 

time. This includes retaining the sensitivity, selectivity, response, and recovery time. 

 Limit of detection is the lowest concentration of the analyte that can be detected by the 

sensor under given conditions, particularly at a given temperature. 

 Response time is the time required for sensor to respond to a step concentration change 

from zero to a certain concentration value. 

 Recovery time is the time it takes for the sensor signal to return to its initial value after 

a step concentration change from a certain value to zero [151]. 

 

Figure 7 Ideal case for selectivity 

 

II.13. Classification of sensors 

Normally the sensors can be been categorized into following general groups on the basis of 

their operating principal: (1) chromatography and spectrometry; (2) electrochemical sensors; 

(3) mass sensors; (4) optical sensors and (5) chemoresistive sensors.  

II.13.1.  Chromatography 

Chromatography is a method for the separation and analysis of complex mixtures of volatile 

organic and inorganic compounds. Chromatography relies on separation of complex mixtures 
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by percolation through a selectively adsorbing medium, with subsequent detection of 

compounds of interest. When a mixture of components is injected into a chromatograph 

equipped with an appropriate column, the components travel down the column at different 

rates and therefore reach the end of the column at different times. Non-portability, high cost 

and dependence on handling efficiency are the disadvantages of this technique. 

Chromatography/spectrometry, includes ion-mobility spectrometry and mass spectrometry 

which also have excellent discrimination capabilities, but like the gas chromatographs, they are 

not currently amenable for in-situ applications [152]. 

II.13.2. Electrochemical sensors 

Electro-chemical sensors, include sensors that detect signal changes (e.g. resistance) caused by 

an electrical current being passed through electrodes that interact with chemicals. Such effects 

may be stimulated electrically or may result in a spontaneous interaction at the zero-current 

condition. Electrochemical sensors have been categorized by Wilson et al. [153] and Janata 

[154] into three groups: (1) potentiometric (measurement of voltage); (2) amperometric 

(measurement of current); and (3) conductimetric (measurement of conductivity). However, 

the amperometric and potentiometric devices are not widely used for detection of VOC. The 

conductimetric sensors may include polymer-absorption chemiresistors, catalytic bead sensors, 

and metal oxide semiconductors. These devices are sensitive to VOC exposure, resulting in 

large changes to resistance in the device but mainly used for liquid medium.  

II.13.3. Mass sensitive sensors 

Mass sensors rely on disturbances and changes to the mass of the surface of the sensor during 

interaction with chemicals, due to accumulation of the analyte. The detection can be 

accomplished through changes in acoustic waves propagated along the surface by QCM as in 

Figure 8 (a) or SAW devices or by actual bending or a change in shape of the device as mass is 

accumulated (micro-cantilever devices) [155].  

II.13.4. Optical sensors 

Optical sensors detect changes in visible light or other electromagnetic waves during 

interactions with chemicals [156]. These include fibre optical sensors as in Figure 8 (b) [157], 

colorimetry, and infrared sensors [158]. These sensors rely on changes in electromagnetic 

radiation (e.g. visible, infrared) to detect and identify the presence of chemicals. The sensitivity 
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of these sensors to VOC can be good but are also complex and expensive. Within each of 

these categories, some sensors may exhibit characteristics that overlap with other categories.  

 

 

Figure 8 (a) The quartz crystal micro- balance (QCM) sensor made of a polymer-coated resonating disk, a few 
millimeters in diameter, with metal electrodes on each side connected to lead wire. Gas molecules adsorbed to the 
surface if the polymer coating increase the mass of the disk, thereby reducing its resonance frequency [108] (b) 
Odorant optical fibre sensors employ a glass fibre coated on its sides or ends with a thin chemically active 
materials containing fluorescent dyes immobilized in an organic polymer matrix. A pulse of light from external 
source propagates along the fibre and interrogates with the active materials with which VOC can interact leading 
to alteration of polarity of the dyes i.e., shifting of fluorescent spectrum [108] 

II.13.5. Chemoresistive sensors 

Chemoresistive sensors belong to a class of chemical sensors in which the absorption of 

chemical molecules leads to a change in electrical resistance [159]. One of the main ideas 

behind the chemical vapour sensor is based on a change in resistance of the sensitive material 

in response to the binding of chemical vapours (chemoresistors). The main focus of this review 

will retain on literature study and general trends of chemoresistive gas/ vapour sensors. 

The operating mechanism of conductive nanocomposite based chemoresistive vapour sensors 

can be explained by a positive vapour coefficient (PVC) effect [160], [161]. The exposure of 

the sensors to vapour molecules, leads to the swelling at the junctions of the polymeric or non-

polymeric matrix by the diffusion of gas or vapour molecules, which increases in turn 

filler/filler average gap and partially destroys the interconnected conductive networks of the 

nanocomposites. As shown in Figure 9, resistivity of conductive nanocomposite enhances due 

to partially disconnection of inter-connected network.  
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The stabilization of the selectrical signal, characterized by a plateau, is usually observed after 

exposing it a sufficiently long time to vapours, corresponding to its thermodynamic 

equilibrium. Relative amplitude (Ar), can be expressed by R-R0 / R0 where R and R0 are 

electrical resistance of the nanocomposite sensor under exposure to the vapour and the initial 

resistance when exposed to  inert gas atmosphere respectively.  

 

Figure 9 (a) Vapour sensing mechanism of chemoresistive sensors (b) Percolation of the conductive 
nanocomposites  

II.13.5.1. Metal oxides  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 ZnO nanostructures. (a) Randomly 
distributed nanorods produced by hydrothermal 
process (b) Flowerlike nanorods produced by 
hydrothermal process (c) Vertically aligned 
nanorods produced by chemical vapor deposition 
process (d) Hierarchical dendrites produced by 
vapor-phase transport process [170] 

Figure 10 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of (a) SnO2 nanofibres produced by 
electrospinning after heating at 600 °C for 2 h (b) 
SnO2 nanoribbons synthesized by direct oxidization 
(c) On-chip fabrication of SnO2 nanowires grown on 
Au deposited Pt interdigitated substrate by thermal 
evaporation (d) SnO2-ZnO hybrid nanofibre by 
electrospinning [170] 
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Metal oxides are among the most widely used materials for chemical vapor sensors [162]–

[165]. The principle operation of metal oxide sensors is based on the change in conductance of 

the oxide on interaction with a gas and the change is usually proportional to the concentration 

of the gas.  

There are two types of metal oxide sensors; n-type sensors (zinc oxide, tin dioxide, titanium 

dioxide or iron (III) oxide) which respond to reducing gases and p-type sensors (nickel oxide, 

cobalt oxide) which respond to oxidizing gases. The SEM micrograph image of various types 

of nanostructured metal oxide is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Indium tin oxide has been 

shown to respond to methanol, ethanol, butanol, and acetone by Vaishanv et al. as in Figure 12 

(a) [166]. Wang et al. [167] demonstrated that a metal oxide semiconductor sensor responds to 

methyl, ethyl, isopropyl and butyl alcohol in Figure 12 (b) [168]. Gas sensing response of 

TeO2 nanowires is shown in Figure 12 (c) and (d). Despite their sensitivity, the applications of 

these materials have been limited by their high power consumption, poor selectivity and high 

operational temperature from 100 °C to 400 °C in most cases [169], [170]. 

 

Figure 12 (a) Response of ITO thin fim gas sensor at different VOC [166] (b) Typical response curves of 14-
faceted polyhedral (line 1) and octahedral (line 2) ZnSnO3 and ZnSnO3 powder (line 3) gas sensors to ethanol 
[168] (c) Response of p-type TeO2 nanowires towards oxidizing NO2 gas (d) Response of p-type TeO2 nanowires 
towards reducing H2S gas (right) [170] 
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II.13.5.2. Conjugated polymers 

Intrinsically Conducting polymers (ICP) have been widely used as polymer-based chemical 

gas/vapor sensors in electronic nose systems [171]–[175]. Intrinsically conducting polymers, 

such as poly (aniline) (Pani) [176], poly (pyrrole) (PPy) [177]–[179], poly (thiophene) (PTh) 

and their derivatives have been used as the active layer of gas sensors from the 80’s and are 

typically used for e-nose sensing [180]–[182]. As the ICP interacts with gaseous species it can 

act either as an electron donor or an electron acceptor. If a p-type ICP donates electrons to the 

gas its whole conductivity increases. 

Conversely, when the same ICP acts as an electron acceptor its conductivity decreases. Besides 

the change in the number of carriers, there can be a change in their bulk mobility due to 

conformational changes of the polymer backbone [183]. However, the poor environmental 

stability and sensor drift, due to oxidation of the polymers over time associated with most 

conjugated polymers, has limited the scope of their use for practical applications [184]. Also 

one-dimensional conducting polymer nanostructures are promising materials for fabricating 

polymeric nanodevices such as chemical and bio-sensors [185]. Hosono et al.  investigated the 

VOC gas sensing properties of highly conducting poly (pyrrole) thin films prepared by plasma 

polymerization and doped with 4-ethylbenzenesulfonic acid (EBSA) as shown in Figure 13 (a) 

[186]. The sensitivity of poly (pyrolle) nanowire to methanol vapour is shown in Figure 13 (b) 

[187]. 

 

Figure 13 (a) Dynamic response of the PPy/EBSA film maintained at room temperature to increasing 
acetaldehyde concentration in air [186] (b) Reproducibility of nanowire PPy sensor to ethanol [187]  
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II.13.5.1. Conductive polymer nanocomposite (CPC) sensors  

CPC sensors are polymer composite materials consisting of an insulating polymer matrix and 

conducting filler. Quantum resistive sensors based on conductive polymer nanocomposites are 

able to behave as chemoresistive, piezoresistive or thermoresistive, depending upon the nature 

of external solicitations. External solicitations like chemicals, mechanical strain or temperature 

lead to interpretable electrical signals, i.e., change in resistivity for chemical sensor, strain 

sensor [188]–[193] and temperature sensor respectively. These sensors offer some distinct 

advantages with respect to commercially available sensor technologies such as catalytic 

sensors, metal oxide sensors, electro-chemical sensors, infrared and optical sensors [194]–

[197]. Arrays of detectors, in which each element contains a chemically different polymer, 

have been demonstrated to allow discrimination between various vapours based on the 

differences in response patterns produced by the detector array [198].  

 

Figure 14 Chemo-electrical response of 6 sensors' array to the saturated (a) 7 polar VOC biomarkers and (b) 11 
less and nonpolar VOC biomarkers (chloroform is more a pollutant in breath than a biomarker) [196] (c) Real-
time response curves of PEO-MWNT sensors to various toluene vapor concentrations [199](d) Sensing response 
of RG-O:PIL/PEDOT composite-based chemiresistor sensors upon periodic exposure to different analytes [197]  
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Polymers are useful materials for chemical vapour sensing for several reasons, such as, their 

capability to collect and concentrate analytes on sensor surfaces by reversible sorption; their 

suitability for application on devices as thin adherent films (sensing skins); and the fact that 

their selective interactions with the vapour is determined by their chemical structure, which 

can be easily tuned through synthesis. Polymers can yield sensors with rapid, reversible, and 

reproducible responses. In addition, diverse sets of polymers nanocomposites can be assembled 

for use in sensor arrays, providing the variable selectivity across the array that is required to 

obtain useful chemical information for pattern-recognition analysis. For example a room 

temperature operating electronic nose has been developed by Chatterjee et al. by the assembly 

of conductive polymer nanocomposite (CPC) quantum resistive sensors (QRS) where the 

selectivity of QRS was varied by changing the chemical nature of the polymer matrix. The e-

nose was then successfully used to detect several volatile organic compounds (VOC) selected 

among lung cancer biomarkers  as shown in Figure 14 (a) and (b) [196]. 

Sensor-array design for detecting organic vapors includes the selection of a set of polymers 

where each emphasizes a different interaction [200], [201]. For instance, poly(ε-caprolactone) 

grafted CNT sensors, resulting from the assembly of MWNT functionalized by in-situ ring 

opening polymerization of caprolactone, were found to be highly sensitive and selective 

towards organic vapours [202]. Nevertheless, to ensure that functionalization will not degrade 

nanotube surface, it is possible to use non-covalent bonding, as proposed by Star et al. [203] 

who have adsorbed 1-pyrenesulfonic acid (PSA) on CNT prior to the polymerization of 

poly(aniline) to form a continuous film on their surface, or Johnson et al. [204] who have 

decorated SWNT with DNA strands. Moreover, Feller et al. proposed to control directly 

CNT/CNT junction gap by either coiling amylose chains around CNT [205] or crosslinking a 

thin layer of chitosan around CNT [206] which resulted in stable responses with enhanced 

sensitivity and selectivity. Additional solutions to stabilize the architecture of CNT networks 

can be found through the use of exclusion volumes with hard [207] or soft spheres [208]. Zhou 

et al. synthesized MWNTs-PEO composite film and bilayer film, fabricated by airbrush spray 

deposition technology which was sensitive to toluene vapour as depicted in Figure 14 (c) 

[209]. Tung et al. synthesized a thin hybrid film of reduced graphene oxide (RG-O) and 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) which was fabricated by means of vapor phase 

polymerization and explored as active material for chemical sensors for trace level VOC as 

depicted in Figure 14 (d) [197]. As swelling of the polymer at the nanojunctions is generally 

assumed to be the key operating mechanism in CPC chemical sensors; Francia et al. carried 
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out a real time investigation of swelling kinetics and electrical response in poly(2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate)/ carbon nanoparticle nanocomposites chemical sensor with respect to ethanol 

vapours [210].The filler structure and morphology have been found to differently affect the 

polymer nanocomposite swelling behaviour. 

 

II.14. Smart carbon nanomaterials  

Diverse nanostructured materials ranging from nanoparticles (0D) to nanowires and nanotubes 

(1D) have been explored as active sensing materials because their high surface-to-volume ratio 

enables electron transport through these materials to be highly sensitive to adsorbed molecules 

[211]–[213]. Carbon nanomaterials have attracted significant attention from the scientific 

community for various applications [214] due to their unique electronic, optical, thermal, 

mechanical, and chemical properties. Carbon nanomaterials, composed entirely of sp2 bonded 

graphitic carbon, are found in all reduced dimensionalities including zero-dimensional 

fullerenes, one-dimensional carbon nanotubes, and two-dimensional graphene [215], [216]. 

With nanometer-scale dimensions, the properties of carbon nanomaterials are strongly 

dependent on their atomic structures and interactions with other materials.  

II.14.1. Structural aspect of carbon nanomaterials 

Carbon is well known to form distinct solid state allotropes with diverse structures and 

properties ranging from sp3 hybridized diamond to sp2 hybridized graphite. Diamond is 

metastable whereas graphite is the most thermodynamically stable form of carbon at room 

temperature and consists of a layered two-dimensional structure [217] where each layer 

possesses a hexagonal honeycomb structure of sp2 bonded carbon atoms with a C–C bond 

length of  0.142 nm These single atom thick layers (i.e., graphene layers) interact via 

noncovalent van der WAALS forces with an interlayer spacing of 0.335 Ȧ. The weak 

interlayer bonding in graphite implies that single graphene layers can be exfoliated via 

mechanical or chemical methods. Various carbon allotrops are shown in Figure 15 (a) to (g). 

Graphene is often viewed as the two-dimensional building block of other sp2 hybridized carbon 

nanomaterials as shown in Figure 15, in that it can be conceptually rolled or distorted to form 

carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. Graphene, first discovered by Geim and Novoselov in 2004, 

single layer of carbon packed in a hexagonal lattice, with a carbon-carbon distance of 0.142 nm 

is the first truly two-dimensional crystalline material, which is stable at room conditions [218]–

[220]. 
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The joint award of the 2010 Physics Nobel prize to Andre GEIM and Konstantin NOVOSELOV, 

as stated by the Royal Swedish Academy (2010), "for groundbreaking experiments regarding 

the two-dimensional material graphene", highlights the importance of this single atomic layer 

of carbon. This discovery is considered a breakthrough in the nanotechnology era, bringing the 

concept of single atomic component closer to reality [221], [222]. 

Fullerenes are the zero-dimensional form of graphitic carbon that can be visualized as an 

irregular sheet of graphene being curled up into a sphere by incorporating pentagons in its 

structure. Fullerenes come in various forms and sizes ranging from 30 to 3,000 carbon atoms.  

Carbon nanotube belong to the family of fullerene structures. There are several types of 

nanotubes including single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT), double-walled carbon 

nanotubes (DWNT), few-walled carbon nanotubes (FWNT) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes 

(MWNT). The structure of the SWNT can be considered as a one-atom thick layer of graphite 

rolled up into a seamless cylinder with a diameter of several nanometers, and length on the 

order of 1–100 microns. MWNT consist of multiple layers of graphite wrapped up together to 

form a tube shape, sharing the same central axis with a spacing between individual walls of 

0.34 nm [223].  

 

Figure 15 Forms of sp2-bonded carbon (a) Fullerene (0D), (b) single-walled carbon nanotubes (1D), (c) graphene 
(2D), graphite [224] (d) schematic of the lattice structure of graphene. Wrapping a rectangular section of graphene 
along the chiral vector conceptually produces a SWCNT [215] (e) Structural model of pristine graphene, (f) TEM 
image of graphene, and (g) SEM image of graphene produced from chemical reduction of graphene oxide [225]  
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II.14.2. Synthesis and growth  

The first carbon nanomaterial to be successfully isolated was C60 (Buckminsterfullerene) using 

laser ablation of graphite in a high flow of helium by Kroto et al. [226]. Fullerenes have since 

been synthesized by a large number of groups using a variety of processes which include 

electric arc discharge, electron beam ablation, and sputtering. Fullerenes have been detected in 

common combustion flame soot and have also been synthesized using bottom-up chemical 

methods. 

 

Figure 16 (a) Mechanical exfoliation of graphene using scotch tape (b) SEM image (c) Oxidation of graphite to 
graphene oxide and reduction to reduced graphene oxide 

CNT were firstly observed by Radushkevich et al. [227] and then popularized by Iijima [228]. 

Three main techniques to prepare CNT are: (i) arc-discharge technique; (ii) laser ablation 

technique; (iii) chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique. CNT were observed in 1991 in 

the carbon soot of graphite electrodes during an arc discharge. During this process, the carbon 

contained in the negative electrode sublimates because of the high discharge temperatures. Of 

the various means for nanotube synthesis, laser ablation is the most expensive and arc 
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discharge results in the lowest yield. Therefore, CVD is best for industrial-scale deposition, 

because of its price/unit ratio, and because CVD is capable of growing CNT directly on a 

desired substrate, whereas the CNT must be collected in the other growth techniques [229]. 

 Different methods have been reported to fabricate graphene. These methods consist of the 

mechanical cleaving of graphite, chemical cleaving or exfoliation of graphite, epitaxial growth 

and chemical vapour deposition [230], [231]. 

Mechanical exfoliation was the method first used by Noveselov et al. to produce high-quality 

single crystal graphene by repeated stripping of graphite fragment with adhesive tape to 

eventually obtain isolated single layers [232]. Figure 16 (a) shows such a flake which is a 

single-layer graphene flake captured on a 300 nm surface. This process is laborious but results 

in nearly defect-free graphene. Clearly, the micromechanical cleavage method of Nobelists 

GEIM and NOVOSELOV is not suitable for producing large quantities of graphene from graphite 

[233]. 

Chemical exfoliation is a low cost technique for large scale production of multifunctional 

graphene oxide. Chemical exfoliation of graphite implies employing a strongly acidic solution 

to introduce oxygen-containing moieties into graphene sheets and create graphene oxide as 

illustrated in Figure 16 (b). 

 

Figure 17 Classification of graphene-related materials Routes: (1) Oxidation of graphite to graphite oxide 
according to the HUMMERS, STAUDENMEIER or BRODIE method. (2) Step-wise exfoliation of graphite oxide to 
give graphene oxide in aqueous colloidal suspensions by sonication and stirring. (3) Reduction of graphene oxide 
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by chemical reactions, thermal annealing, flash reduction, enzymatic reduction  or electrodeposition. (4) 
Mechanical exfoliation of graphite to give graphene (tape method). (5) Oxidation of graphene sheets to graphene 
oxide. (6) Thermal decomposition of an SiC wafer. (7) Growth of graphene films by chemical-vapour deposition. 
Group A includes graphene materials primarily used for their electronic properties, group B for their optical 
properties. [234] 

Graphene oxide can be easily exfoliated into individual sheets and dispersed into an aqueous 

solution due to the strength of interactions between water and the oxygen-containing (epoxide 

and hydroxyl) functionalities. Graphene oxide is then reduced, either chemically or thermally 

in an attempt to eliminate as many as possible of these functional groups to restore the original 

properties of graphene. However the harsh oxidizing conditions irreversibly damage the basal 

plane of graphene, leading to deterioration of its properties [234]. 

Epitaxial growth of graphene involves heating hexagonal silicon carbide crystals to 

temperatures of more than 1200 ºC, which allows evaporation of silicon and then formation of 

graphene on the basal planes. This technique can produce large areas of continuous graphene 

layers but electronic properties are disturbed by disorder introduced by the substrate [235], 

[236].  

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) provides an inexpensive and readily accessible method for 

producing single-layer and few layer graphene of reasonably high quality. It allows growth of 

graphene on metal substrates such as copper or nickel from hydrocarbon vapours at 

temperatures that typically range from 700 ºC to 1000 ºC. CVD-grown graphene is continuous 

with uniform thickness over large areas, thus making it promising for electronic applications 

[237]. Classification of the graphene family and the possible routes from one material to 

another is proposed in Figure 17. 

II.14.3. Carbon nanomaterials for vapour sensing applications 

The development of nanotechnology has created huge potential to build highly sensitive, low 

cost, portable sensors with low power consumption. Various nanomaterials such as carbon 

nanotube [238]–[240], metal oxides nanowires [241], carbon nanoparticles [242] and graphene 

sheets [243], [244] along with their nanocomposites have been successfully used for the 

detection of a wide range of gases and vapours. Low-dimensional carbon structures have most 

of their atoms exposed to the environment and, therefore, offer high specific surface area, 

which is ideal for adsorption of vapour molecules leading to high sensitivity. Therefore carbon 

nanomaterials with inherent nanoscale features have the potential for becoming ideal 

components for the next generation of autonomous sensor technology, since they combine 
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excellent detection sensitivity with interesting transduction properties in a single layer of 

material.  

The discovery of carbon nanotubes [228] has generated great interest among researchers to 

explore their unique electrical, physical, mechanical and chemical properties to develop high 

performance devices. Particularly, the advent of carbon nanotubes has fuelled the inventions of 

gas/vapour sensors that exploit CNT unique geometry, morphology, and material properties. 

Upon exposure to certain analytes, the changes in CNT properties can be detected by various 

methods [245]. The quick change of their intrinsic properties such as conductivity, capacitance 

and dielectric constant with the adsorption of vapour/gas molecules, makes CNT very 

attractive candidates for sensors [246]–[248] and biosensors [249], [250]. Although both 

SWNT [251] and MWNT can be applied for  vapour sensing, MWNT exhibit advantages over 

SWNT, such as ease of mass production, low product cost per unit, and enhanced thermal and 

chemical stability hence better retention of inherent physical properties on surface 

functionalization. Because of these advantages of MWNT over SWNT, multiwalled carbon 

nanotubes (MWNT) were used for vapour sensor construction in this thesis. 

Single & multi (few) layer graphene (SLG and FLG, respectively) are shown to have countless 

scientific and technological breakthrough with novel nanodevice applications [252], [253]. 

Among this, the most important are chemical [254] and bio sensors [255]–[257] owing to its 

unprecedented structural, mechanical and electrical properties [258]. The operational principle 

of graphene based gas or bio electronic sensors is based on the change of graphene’s electrical 

conductivity (σ) due to adsorption of molecules on graphene surface. The ultra sensitive sensor 

response of graphene with the lowest detection capability approaching even a single molecule 

for detection of different gases existing in various environments, is due to the following 

features: (1) potentiality of ultrafast electron transport (highest mobility 200,000 cm2.V-1.s-) 

since electrons traveling through the perfect honeycomb lattice of graphene have the smooth 

sailing [259] (2) every carbon atom in graphene is a surface atom providing the greatest 

possible surface area per unit volume so that electron transport through graphene is highly 

sensitive to adsorbed molecular species (3) graphene is transparent, conducting, bendable and 

yet it is one of the strongest known materials (4) the electrical conductivity of graphene 

changes drastically upon exposure to and subsequent adsorption of the target chemical species 

owing to change in free electron concentration (concentration increases/decreases if the target 

species act as donor/acceptor) [260] (5) Graphene has inherently low electrical noise due to the 

quality of its crystal lattice and its very high electrical conductivity [261], [262]. The reason 
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behind the ultra sensitivity of graphene based sensor was nicely explained by Prof. Andre 

Geim, who said, “Graphene has the ultimate sensitivity because in principle it cannot be 

beaten—you cannot get more sensitive than a single molecule”. So, in principle the dynamic 

range of detection (gas/vapor concentration level) may cover from a single molecule to a very 

high concentration level, which is impossible with the conventionally used 3D gas sensing 

materials. The limit of detection (LOD) of graphene sensors are as low as some parts per 

billion (ppb) level because of low electrical noise of graphene based devices compared to those 

based on CNT. This is attributed to the two dimensional nature of the material. Khojin et al. 

reported simple chemiresistors with randomly stacked graphene films using surfactant-assisted 

exfoliation of graphite. They showed superior sensitivity towards target molecules at low 

filtration volumes compared to previously developed polycrystalline graphene, polycrystalline 

graphene microribbon, and CNT chemical sensors as depicted in Figure 18 (a) [263]. As 

shown in Figure 18 (b), Schedin et al. fabricated a microscopic sensor made from graphene 

that is capable of detecting individual gas molecules [264]. 

 

Figure 18 (a) Sensitivity response (%) of randomly stacked graphene sensors with varying filtration volumes to 
toluene molecules [263] (b) Changes in resistivity, of graphene by exposure to various gases diluted to 1 ppm 
[264]  

In this context it is relevant to remember that computational studies have been useful in 

elucidating electronic and structural properties of the nanomaterials and demonstrating the gas-

sensing mechanisms [265]. Interaction between gas or vapour molecules with different carbon 

nanomaterials during gas/vapour sensing may be determined via comparison with density 

functional calculations of gas molecule absorption onto representative defect structures. 

Density functional theory (DFT) is a computational quantum mechanical modelling method 

used in physics, chemistry and materials science to investigate the electronic structure of 

many-body systems, in particular atoms and molecules. Weak covalent interactions, hydrogen 
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bonding, dipole–dipole and other static binding interactions are included in the density 

functional calculations although dynamic interactions such as dispersion forces are not 

considered. Ewels et al. had explained through DFT modelling that doping with B or N 

modifies carbon nanotube morphology and enables the detection of NO2, CO and C2H4 at very 

low (ppb) concentrations, unlike that of pristine carbon nanotubes [240]. 

II.14.4. Different strategies for functionalization of carbon nanomaterial 

based sensing materials: State of the art 

The direct use of pristine carbon nanotubes to design vapour transducers is limited by the 

difficulty to change their selectivity, resulting from their surface chemistry and low sensitivity 

towards vapour molecules. Moreover although individual graphene sheets are exquisitely 

sensitive to the chemical environment and offer ultrahigh sensitivity for gas-sensing, the 

fabrication and operation of devices that use individual graphene sheets for sensing can be 

complex, expensive, and can suffer from poor reliability due to contamination and large 

variability from sample-to-sample [262]. As the CNT/graphene network is not protected from 

pollution by adsorption of non-desirable molecules or structural changes by unexpected 

deformation, it is likely that their sensing performances will be altered and not durable. 

 Consequently, functionalization of the sidewalls is mandatory to improve both the solvent 

dispersion [266] and sensitivity, selectivity of CNT/graphene based vapour sensors. Sensor 

applications of carbon nanomaterials require chemical modification of the nanotubes by 

controlled functionalization for the amplification of molecular recognition, selectivity and/or 

electrocatalytic properties. Robinson et al. could show that for chemical sensors, increase in 

sensitivity and decrease in the level of noise occur by tuning the chemically modified graphene 

film chemistry [267]. On this account there are two main types of functionalizations: organic 

and inorganic.  

The main focus is on mainly organic functionalization techniques of CNT/graphene, which can 

be made by two distinct approaches. 

1. Covalent attachment via the formation of covalent bonds  

2. Non-covalent attachment via electrostatic, van der WAALS, or hydrophobic 

interactions.  

Different functionalization strategies applied on SWNT are schematically shown in Figure 19. 

While covalent attachment requires complex chemical reactions, the non-covalent attachment 
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involves dispersing the graphene/ CNT in a solution of functional substances such as 

surfactants, or protein of polymers.  

 

Figure 19 Several functionalization mechanisms for SWNTs [74] (A) Defect-group functionalization; (B) 
covalent sidewall functionalization; (C) noncovalent exohedral functionalization with surfactants; (D) 
noncovalent exohedral functionalization with polymers; and (E) endohedral functionalization with C60 [268]. 

II.14.4.1. Noncovalent functionalization  

Noncovalent functionalization of CNT or graphene [269] are based on secondary interactions 

such as π–π stacking, hydrogen bonding, or electrostatic, van der WAALS, or hydrophobic 

interactions. Non-covalent functionalization of carbon nanomaterials is of particular interest 

because it does not compromise the physical properties of CNT/graphene, does not interfere in 

any destruction of aromatic structure [270], [271]. 

Graphite oxide (GO) is chemist’s principal tool to modify graphene. It is obtained from the 

exhaustive oxidation of graphite, and contains a range of oxygen functional groups with 

specific chemistry, rendering it a good candidate for further functionalization [272]. GO can 

also form various multifunctional materials through non-covalent bonds, either of the Van der 

WAALS or ionic type, as its surface is negatively charged due to the presence of oxygen 

functional groups. In addition, its graphitic structure with delocalized π orbital allows π-π 

interaction. Chemical functionalization of graphene enables this material to be processed by 

solvent- assisted techniques, such as layer-by-layer assembly, spin-coating, and filtration. It 

also prevents the agglomeration of single layer graphene during reduction and maintains the 

inherent properties of graphene [273]. 

Chemical or thermal reduction of graphene oxide platelets can restore the graphitic network in 

the basal plane of reduced graphene oxide platelets. Consequently, reduced graphene oxides 

have been frequently modified by non-covalent physisorption of both polymers [274] and 
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small molecules onto their basal planes via π-π stacking or van der WAALS interactions. 

Adsorption of pyrene and perylene derivatives and other aromatic species is likely caused by 

π-π stacking interactions [275]–[277]. It is reported by Mao et al. that non-covalent 

functionalization of graphene with 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA), enhances the sensitivity of 

graphene to a large variety of polar molecules, such as acetone, ethanol, ethyl acetate, iso- 

propanol, methanol etc., as shown in Figure 20 [278]. 

 

Figure 20 Variations of PCA functionalized graphene sensor resistance in response to periodic exposure to 
saturated vapors of different organic solvents [278] 

 

Figure 21 Schematic diagram of surfactants adsorbed nanotube [279] 

Noncovalent functionalization of CNT mainly involves surfactants [280]–[282] 

biomacromolecules or wrapping with polymers, and are based on weak interactions such as 

hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic forces, van der WAALS forces and hydrophobic 

interactions [283]. In the search for non-destructive purification methods, nanotubes can be 

transferred to the aqueous phase in the presence of surfactants. In this case, the nanotubes are 

surrounded by the hydrophobic components of the corresponding micelles. The electrostatic 

repulsion provided by adsorbed surfactants stabilizes the nanotubes against the strong van der 
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WAALS interactions between the nanotubes, hence preventing agglomeration. This repulsive 

and attractive force balance creates a thermodynamically stable dispersion, which results in 

separation of CNT from the bundles into individual nanotubes. Anionic surfactants, such as 

sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (NaDDBS) shown in 

Figure 21, are commonly used to disperse CNT aggregation in polar media [284].  

The physical interaction of polymers with CNT to make specific formation can be explained 

by the ‘wrapping’ mechanism which is π-stacking interactions between the polymer and the 

nanotube surface.  

II.14.4.2. Covalent functionalization  

The covalent functionalization of CNT/graphene creates discrete zones of discontinuity on sp2 

hybridized network not allowing the electron conduction, which has significant implications in 

reducing the conductivity of nanocomposites.  

 

Figure 22 (A) Schematic representation of the intercalation reaction of a diaminoalkane in the interlayer spacing 
of GO, showing the intercalant in a bridge conformation (a), loop conformation (b), and tail conformation (c) 
[285] (B) Functionalization of GO with poly ether amine [286] 
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But this functionalization can improve solubility as well as dispersion in solvents and polymer 

and can help in the improvement of selectivity and sensitivity of CNT/graphene based sensors 

by utilizing the interaction between analyte VOC with the organic functionality grafted 

covalently on the surface of nanofiller. Covalent functionalization can be accomplished by 

either modification of surface-bound carboxylic acid groups or by direct reagents to the side 

walls.The covalent modification of graphene can be achieved in four different ways: 

nucleophilic substitution, electrophilic addition, condensation, and addition [273]. In contrast 

to reduced graphene oxide, the existence of various types of oxygenated species (carboxyl, 

epoxy and hydroxyl groups, etc.) facilitates the covalent molecular functionalization of GO as 

in Figure 22 (A) and (B) [285], [286]. The main reactive sites in the nucleophilic substitution 

reaction are the epoxy groups of GO. The amine functionality of the organic modifiers bearing 

a lone pair of electrons attacks the epoxy groups of the GO. In comparison to other methods, 

nucleophilic substitution occurs very easily, also at room temperature and in an aqueous 

medium. 

 

Figure 23 (a) Schematic illustration of covalent functionalization of graphene [287] (b) Schematic representation 
of different steps leading to PCL-g-CNT CPC [202] 
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Graphene is chemically unsaturated due to the presence of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, 

thereby its surface functionalization is associated with rehybridization of one or more sp2 

carbon atoms of the carbon network into the sp3 configuration accompanied by simultaneous 

loss of electronic conjugation [65], [288] as shown in Figure 23 (a) [287].  

Because of the orbitals of the sp2-hybridized C atoms, CNT are more reactive than flat 

graphene sheets, and they have an enhanced tendency to covalently attach with chemical 

species [289]. The chemically functionalized CNT can produce strong interfacial bonds with 

many polymers, allowing CNT-based nanocomposites to possess high mechanical, functional 

properties and good sensing performance. For example, Castro et al. fabricated vapour sensors 

by covalent grafting of ε-caprolactone on the surface of CNT by ring opening polymerization 

as in Figure 23 (b) with high amplitude of response [202]. 

II.14.4.3.  Hybridization 

In general, combining two or more different materials via interaction forces leads to novel 

hybrid materials [290]–[294] which have received substantial interest in both the academic and 

technological domains due to their exceptional properties and applications [295]–[304]. 

Although CNT, graphene or fullerenes may constitute a highly functional architecture 

individually, their different shapes and material properties can also be synergistically 

hybridized by a co-assembly strategy [305]–[309].  

Rapid charge transfer and conduction is normally expected from the 3D multiplexed highly 

conductive network. The incorporation of CNT into graphene either by CVD or physical 

mixing can not only improve the surface area of graphene materials, but also act as “spacer” to 

supply diffusion path, facilitating rapid transport of the electrolyte ions within the electrode 

material [310], [311].  

Jeong et al. presented a flexible room temperature NO2 gas sensor as shown in Figure 24 (a) 

consisting of vertical carbon nanotubes CNT/reduced graphene hybrid film supported by a 

polyimide substrate [312]. Tung et al. reported a  hybrid of magnetic and silver nanoparticle 

decorated-reduced graphene oxide sensor with better sensitivity and selectivity when compared 

to pristine graphene sensor as in Figure 24 (b) [243]. Zhang et al. have demonstrated the 

preparation of 3D CNT-pillared graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide nanostructures 

with tuneable length of the CNT as shown in Figure 24 (c) resulting in reduction of the 

dynamic resistance of ion transport due to the synergetic effect between the 1D CNT and 2D 

reduced graphene oxide platelets [313]. 
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Figure 24 (a) Sensing responses as a function of different ppm concentrations of ethanol vapors [243] (b) 
Resistance response of reduced graphene and CNT/reduced graphene gas sensors measured after 60 min exposure 
to NO2 at various concentrations [312] (c) Schematic illustration of tailored assembly of carbon nanotubes and 
graphene into hierarchically organized three-dimensional architectures. [310] 

 

II.15. Safety and security: Environmental issue with carbon nanomaterials 

Although carbon nanomaterials have gained immense research interest for multidisciplinary 

applications due to their extraordinary properties, synthesis and application of carbon 

nanomaterials by many industries increase unintended or intentional human exposure, creating 

the need to determine its safety profile and potential toxic effects.  

II.15.1. Toxicity of carbon nanotubes 

Potential toxic effects of MWNT on living organisms are due to the following properties of 

CNT: 1) being nanoscopic, MWNT may deposit in the deep lung on chronic exposure, leading 

to damage to the mitochondrial membranes, oxidative stress, and even death [314], [315]. They 

can also enter the bloodstream leading to cardiovascular diseases or inflammatory response in 

the lung [316]; 2) MWNT are thin, fibrous with high aspect ratio, which may exert asbestos-

like pathogenic effects like mesothelioma on prolonged exposure [317]; and 3) MWNT are 

resistant to high temperature and acid treatment, so are considered durable. Moreover 

intratracheal administration of SWNT or MWNT may cause pulmonary inflammation as 
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shown in Figure 25. MWNT are genotoxic as shown by in vitro studies, hence carcinogenic. 

Chronic exposure to MWNT may induce DNA damage and increase mutation frequency [318]. 

However toxic effects of CNT are influenced by various factors such as surface charge, shape, 

length, diameter, agglomeration, and purity [319]. 

 

Figure 25 Physicochemical characteristics of CNT and graphene relevant to pulmonary exposure and adverse 
effects. The first characteristic in brackets induces the most severe biological response [320] 

II.15.2. Toxicity of graphene 

Although both carbonaceous, carbon nanotube and graphene are structurally very distinct as 

shown in, Figure 25. Overall, graphene and its derivatives are characterized by a lower aspect 

ratio, larger surface area, and better dispersibility in most solvents compared to carbon 

nanotubes. Very importantly, graphene nanostructures are not fibre-shaped. These features 

theoretically offer significant advantages in terms of safety over inhomogeneous dispersions of 

fibre-shaped carbon nanotubes.  

Three primary rules have been ordered that can be applied in the development of graphene-

based biomedical applications to enhance the overall safety from exposure of the material and 

minimize the risks for adverse responses: (1) use of small, individual graphene sheets that 

macrophages can efficiently internalize and remove from the site of deposition; (2) use of 

hydrophilic, stable colloidal dispersions of individual graphene sheets to minimize aggregation 

in vivo; and (3) use of graphene material that can be excreted or chemically modified graphene 

that can be degraded effectively [320]–[322].  
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II.15.3.  Occupational exposure limits: safe handling of toxic nanoparticles 

In the workplace, inhalation is suspected to be the most potentially harmful human exposure to 

nanoparticles (NP), followed by dermal exposure and ingestion [323], [324]. Concern about 

health and environmental effects due to NP was taken into consideration by industries and 

public agencies, and the first study of workplace-related exposure was performed in 1998 by 

the International Carbon Black Association [325]. One of the major tools for prevention of 

occupational disease from exposure to specific agents is the use of occupational exposure 

limits (OELs) [326]. The nano-reference values (NRV) are also introduced as a voluntary risk-

management instrument for airborne nanomaterials in the workplace. NRV are intended to be 

precautionary warning levels, and, when they are exceeded, exposure-control measures should 

be taken. 

 

II.16. Conclusion and outlook 

This review was initially focused on the limitations of conventional diagnostic tools for 

detection of cancer at preliminary stage, which has emerged as a serious problem for the cancer 

researchers. Afterwards, in this context, the immense importance of breath testing as a 

noninvasive cancer diagnostic technique was elaborately discussed. Although a huge amount 

of research has taken place on spectroscopic and chromatographic tools of breath VOC 

biomarker analysis, it is found that until now the commercial applications of this technique has 

been impeded by the need for expensive equipment, nonportability, large response time and 

complexity of operational technique. Clearly, the invention of a noninvasive, fast, reliable, 

economic, portable and easy technique is highly required before breath testing become a 

clinical reality. Nanomaterial based sensor arrays can most possibly fulfil all these 

requirements and are therefore very attractive for breath VOC biomarker analysis. Thus arrays 

of broadly cross reactive nanomaterial based chemoresistive sensors can form a solid 

foundation for identification of disease related VOC patterns in exhaled breath.  

 

II.17. Experimental strategies undertaken from the light of literature survey 

From this literature survey it is well clear that pristine CNT is considered as a suitable 

candidate for vapour sensing because of its fast change in conductivity, dielectric constant or 

capacitance with adsorption of gas or vapour molecules [22]. Graphene is also expected to 

perform well as a chemical vapour sensor, since absorption of individual gas molecules onto 

graphene-based sensor brings about significant changes in electrical resistance [264]. Moreover 
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because of the high carrier mobility of graphene [232], [327], a high room temperature 

sensitivity and high signal to noise ratio [328] are achievable with graphene based quantum 

resistive sensors. Unfortunately its poor dispersbility in organic solvents, inability to control 

selectivity (due to surface property), low sensitivity to vapour molecules (due to small junction 

gap) and hence poor tunnelling effect, are the limitations of using pristine CNT or graphene for 

vapour sensing [246]. Covalent or noncovalent functionalization of CNT/graphene with 

various polymeric or non-polymeric organic, inorganic or biological molecules may bring 

about a solution to the above mentioned problems of pristine carbon nanomaterials.  

The development of a set of sensors with enhanced sensitivity and selectivity towards targeted 

cancer biomarker VOC is our objective so that the set of sensors can be integrated finally into 

an electronic nose with high efficiency in the discrimination of diverse group of VOC. For this 

purpose different strategies were undertaken to synthesize conductive nanocomposites, which 

are mentioned below. 

II.17.1.  Strategy 1: Conductive oligomeric nanocomposites (COC) 

Non-covalent modification of chemically functionalized cyclodextrin with reduced graphene 

oxide was carried out by using pyrene adamantan as a linker wherever necessary, in order to 

construct a supra molecular assembly. The chemical functionality on cyclodextrin was varied 

utilising the principle of selective chemical modification of cyclodextrin.  

The final objective of this strategy is to exploit, the combined benefits of host-guest inclusion 

complex formation ability and tuneable chemical functionality of cyclodextrin, as well as high 

surface area and electrical conductivity of graphene, for the development of a set of highly 

selective chemical vapour sensors as elaborated in chapter III. 

II.17.2.  Strategy 2: Conductive nanohybrids 

Hybridization of more than one nanofillers by covalent or non covalent functionalization was 

adopted in this strategy (as described in chapter IV) to develop a multicomponent system 

where two or more nanomaterials are integrated, for the purpose of synthesizing a novel 

nanomaterial with attractive sensing performance [329]. 

II.17.3.  Strategy 3: Conductive polymer nanocomposites (CPC) 

Conductive polymer nanocomposites were synthesized using an insulating polymer matrix and 

conductive nanofillers like CNT as elaborated in chapter V. In this strategy the selectivity of 
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the sensors towards a targeted VOC is brought about by the appropriate choice of the polymer 

matrix. 
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Chapter III:  

Vapour sensing properties of cyclodextrin based conductive 

nanocomposites  
 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

A novel electronic nose system comprising functionalized β-cyclodextrin wrapped reduced 

graphene oxide (RGO) sensors with distinct ability of discrimination of a set of volatile 

organic compounds, has been developed. Non-covalent modification of chemically 

functionalized cyclodextrin with RGO was carried out by using pyrene adamantan as a linker 

wherever necessary, in order to construct a supra molecular assembly. The chemical 

functionality on cyclodextrin was varied utilizing the principle of selective chemical 

modification of cyclodextrin. In the present study, the combined benefits of host-guest 

inclusion complex formation ability and the tuneable chemical functionality of cyclodextrin, as 

well as high surface area and electrical conductivity of graphene were utilized for the 

development of a set of highly selective chemical vapour sensors. Finally the effect of 

polymerized cyclodextrin on vapour sensing performance of graphene based sensors was 

studied.   
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III.1. Introduction 

Because of its unique physicochemical properties such as high electrical (7200 S.m-1) [330] 

and thermal conductivity (5000 W.m-1.K-1) [331], large surface area (2630 m2.g-1 for single 

layer) [332], high aspect ratio, mechanical strength (130 GPa) [333], optical transmittance, 

flexibility [334], high carrier mobility and charge carrier concentration at room temperature 

(250000 cm2.V-1.s-1) [222], graphene has found many potential applications [335] including 

sensors [336]. Non-covalent modification of graphene oxide (GO) with different functional 

molecules followed by reduction not only helps to prevent the restacking of individual 

graphene sheets, but also may bring about alteration of sensitivity and selectivity of the 

graphene based quantum resistive sensors to different volatile organic compounds [337], [338]. 

The β-cyclodextrin (CD) is a cyclic oligosaccharide having a toroidal shape. β-CD is 

composed of 7 D-glucopyranosidic units containing a hydrophobic internal cavity and a 

hydrophilic outer side with primary and secondary hydroxyl groups on narrower and wider 

side respectively. The presence of hydroxyl groups on its outer surface not only makes CD 

water soluble but also makes it eligible for regio-selective chemical modification [339], while 

the hydrophobic internal cavity provides an ability to form host guest inclusion complexes with 

various organic, inorganic, biological guest molecules and polymers showing high molecular 

selectivity [340]. The main driving forces for the host guest inclusion complex formation are 

hydrophobic interaction, van der WAALS interaction or hydrogen bonding. Various fields of 

applications of chemically modified CD include drug delivery [341], catalysis [342], sensing 

[343], artificial channels [344], and loading and release of hydrophobic molecules [345]. 

A synergistic effect between RGO (due to high conductivity and high surface area) and native 

CD (thanks to host-guest recognition and enrichment) has been anticipated in 2010 by Guo et 

al. who found that RGO-CD hybrids simply prepared by dispersing CD in a graphene oxide 

(GO) solution followed by the reduction of GO, led to interesting electrochemical response 

towards biomolecules and drugs, unlike unmodified graphene or carbon nanotubes [346]. 

Additionally, Kong et al. have successfully grafted monofunctional-CD derivatives onto 

SWNT (Single wall carbon nanotube) by in situ diazonium reaction, to synthesize novel 

SWNT-CD with excellent sensitivity and selectivity towards organic pollutants, thanks to 

molecular recognition [347]. MWNT (multi walled carbon nanotubes) was also functionalized 

with monofunctional CD, dangling on the MWNT and thus providing an easy access to the 

cavity of the CD [348]. Yang et al. also reported the adsorption of a protein, bovine serum 

albumin, on these functionalized MWNT through non-covalent interactions with CD 
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derivatives functionalized aligned carbon nanotubes for the electrochemical sensing of DNA 

via host–guest recognition [349]. Their study recalls that the diazonium reaction does not allow 

the formation of a single layer of cyclodextrin on the carbon nanotubes, which may limit the 

performances of the detection. Finally, Guo et al. modified native CD with a pyrene residue to 

allow the adsorption of the pyrene labeled cyclodextrin on SWNT to prepare light-switchable 

SWNT [350]. However, the reported modifications of graphene or CNT for sensing 

applications are not versatile, and can only be dedicated to one kind of detection. Furthermore, 

no chemo-resistive sensing application has been investigated with cyclodextrin functionalized 

conductive nanocomposites so far. 

The originality of the present work is to take benefit from the multiscale architecture of 

quantum chemo-resistive transducers resulting from the supramolecular assembly of graphene 

and CD-derivate hybrids, in order to get a high sensitivity of the nanoswitching at junctions 

due to the insertion of CD between graphene foils. A tailorable selectivity to cancer biomarkers 

can also be obtained due to CD functionalization and geometry. This strategy includes the 

effectiveness of spray layer by layer to maintain the nanomaterial’s properties across the 

different scales (from nano to micro) and the versatility of non-covalent bonding of 

functionalized-CD onto graphene via a pyrene spacer (by - stacking), which preserves at the 

same time the integrity of conducting foils and manages to some extent junctions’ gap. 

Moreover, RGO-CD is expected to combine two types of molecular recognitions, non-specific, 

via van der WAALS interactions, and specific reversible chemical reactions with CD 

functions, coming for instance, from a free amino group that can react with acetone. 

The objective of the present study was to develop chemo-resistive sensors with distinct ability 

to discriminate a set of VOC lung cancer biomarkers. Efficient detection and clear 

discrimination of alcohols, ketone bodies like acetone and aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbons 

was targeted in the present study. Since breath extract contains huge amount of water with 

trace amounts of VOC [83], water is also be included into the selected set of VOC. In the 

present work different varieties of chemically functionalized cyclodextrins were wrapped onto 

RGO using pyrene adamantan as linker wherever necessary. A nanocomposite of cyclodextrin 

modified graphene can be considered as a functional hybrid material which can take the 

advantages of high electrical conductivity and large surface area of graphene and also tuneable 

molecular selectivity of CD. Hence further, these functionalized CD modified graphene are 

leading to high performance chemical sensors. The key goal of this present work is, to be able 

to tune the molecular selectivity of cyclodextrin modified graphene based sensors by altering 
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the chemical functionalities of CD. The specific functionality of CD would thus act as the key 

parameter to control the molecular selectivity of the sensors.  

 

III.2. Synthesis of nanocomposites and fabrication of sensors 

The consideration of the wide range of polar/non-polar interactions possible with the selected 

biomarkers is justifying the varieties of transducers used (Table. 3): 

 Reduced graphene oxide (RGO) will exhibit non-polar interactions and low 

disconnection capability, it is used as a reference, 

 Pyrene adamantan linked RGO (RGO@PYAD) will increase junctions’ gap due to 

PYAD spacer but is not expected to change selectivity, 

 Native cyclodextrin linked RGO (RGO@PYAD-CD) is providing OH polar groups 

susceptible of interaction with polar analytes, 

 Mannose functionalized cyclodextrin linked RGO (RGO@PYAD–MCD) is providing 

OH polar groups with a longer spacer capable of easier disconnection, 

 Amino functionalized cyclodextrin linked RGO (RGO@PYAD-NCD) is bringing 

reversible covalent bonding of its free amino group with acetone for instance, 

 Perbenzylated cyclodextrin linked RGO (RGO@PBCD) is providing a strong non-polar 

character to the junction due to its numerous aromatic rings. 

The variety of CD functionalization is a strong advantage, which makes this molecule an 

important brick in the sensors’ design, allowing tailoring the junction’s physico-chemical 

properties, i.e., the gap and the intermolecular interactions. Moreover, the association of 

functionalized CD with RGO foils is expected to preserve the accessibility of analytes to 

functional sites by maintaining a distance between foils that can be varied as a function of 

substituents’ size and conformation.  

The fabrication of quantum resistive sensor (QRS) is a key point to ensure a good 

reproducibility of sensing performances. Firstly, the RGO decorated with different kinds of 

functionalized cyclodextrins needs to be efficiently dispersed in acetone with the aid of ultra-

sonication for 1 h at 50 ◦C with a BRANSONS 3510 device (100 W, 40 kHz), and secondly this 

well dispersed solution can be sprayed layer-by-layer (sLbL) onto inter-digitated electrodes 
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[351]. Both the solutions’ content and the number of sprayed layers allow to adjust the initial 

resistance of all the sensors to comparable values, so that only the chemical functionality of 

CD and not the transducer’s percolation level [352], will have an influence on sensors 

sensitivity to VOC. After fabrication, all sensors were conditioned in controlled atmosphere for 

one night before chemo-resistive tests. 

III.2.1. Synthesis of pyrene butyric acid adamantine methyl amide (pyrene 

adamantan/ PYAD) 

0.77 g of 1-pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxy succinimide ester (2 mmole) was dissolved in dried 

methylene chloride followed by the addition of 2 mmole 1-adamantanemethylamine. The 

reaction mixture was stirred under nitrogen at room temperature for 91 hours. After 

evaporation of the solvent, the product was purified by silica flash chromatography. The used 

eluant was first CH2Cl2 then a mixture CH2Cl2/methanol (95/5). Pure pyrene butyric acid 

adamantanemethyl amide was obtained with a yield of 65% as in Figure 26. 

       

Figure 26 Synthesis of  pyrene adamantan 

III.2.2. Synthesis of Graphene Oxide (GO) 

Graphite oxide (GO) was synthesized from natural graphite powder by a modified Hummers 

method [353]. Briefly, 5 g of graphite and 3.75 g of NaNO3 were placed in a flask. Then, 375 

mL of H2SO4 was added while stirring in an ice-water bath, and 25 g of KMnO4 were slowly 

added for 1 h. Stirring was continued for 2 h in the ice-water bath. The reaction mixture was 

washed with deionized water, and reacted with a 30 wt. % 150 mL aqueous solution of H2O2 to 

complete oxidation. The ions of oxidant and other inorganic impurity were removed by 

repeating cycle of centrifugation, removal of the supernatant liquid, and redispersing the solid 

using 3 wt. % HCl aqueous solution. Finally, the solid was dispersed again in water using 

ultrasonication for 2 h and centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 30 min to remove the multilayered 

species followed by reduction with hydrazine hydrate at 100°C under reflux condition for 24 

hours. 
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III.2.3.  Synthesis of RGO and pyrene adamantan linked RGO 

(RGO@PYAD) 

For preparation of pyrene adamantan linked RGO, 250 mg pyrene adamantan was dispersed in 

ethanol and added to aqueous homogeneous dispersion of GO followed by stirring at room 

temperature for 6 hours. After addition of hydrazine hydrate the in-situ reduction of GO was 

carried out at 100°C under reflux condition for 24 hours. The stable black dispersion was 

filtered with a nylon membrane (0.2 µm) to obtain pyrene adamantan linked RGO. 

Additionally, the preparation of RGO was similar except addition of pyrene adamantan. 

III.2.4.  Synthesis of functionalized CD wrapped RGO 

In the final step of synthesis, three different functionalized oligomeric cyclodextrins (CD) were 

treated with RGO@PYAD. Synthesis and characterizations of functionalized CD is available 

in the appendix at the end (page number 148). Globular shaped adamantan of about 0.7 nm 

diameter  [354] fits inside the cage of cyclodextrin as shown in route (a) of Figure 27. 

Preparation technique was similar for perbenzylated CD modified graphene except the fact that 

chemical modification of graphene with perbenzylated CD was done directly, taking the 

advantage of π-π interactions between them, without the use of pyrene adamantan as in route 

(b) of Figure 27. 

        

Fig. 27 Synthesis of supramolecular assembly of functionalized cyclodextrin and RGO 
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The synthesis, characterizations of functionalized cyclodextrins along with the sensor 

fabrication techniques are available in the appendix (page number 148) at the end of this 

manuscript. The details of composition and fabrication conditions of each sensor are provided 

in Table 3. 
Description 

of the sensor 
Designation   of 

sensor 
Structure of CD attached Number 

of layers 
sprayed 

Initial 
resistance 

of the 
sensor 

(R0) KΩ 
Reduced 
graphene 

oxide 

RGO N.A 8 120±4 

Pyrene 
adamantan 

linked RGO 

RGO@PYAD N.A 9 130±6 

Native 
cyclodextrin 
linked RGO 

RGO@PYAD-
CD 

 

10 150±7 

Mannose 
functionalized 
cyclodextrin 
linked RGO 

RGO@PYAD–
MCD 

12 150±3 

Amino 
functionalized 
cyclodextrin 
linked RGO 

RGO@PYAD-
NCD 

 

15 155±4 

Perbenzylated 
cyclodextrin 
linked RGO 

RGO@PBCD 

 

Bn=   

10 125±5 

Table 3 List of the fabricated sensors 
 

Also star polymer (triazole PEG) functionalized β-CD was wrapped on to reduced graphene 

oxide in the similar manner using pyrene adamantan as linker (Figure 28).Click chemistry 
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based synthesis of star polymer (triazole PEG) functionalized β-CD [PEGCD] is available 

from literature [355]. 

 

Figure 28 Synthesis of star polymer triazole PEG functionalized CD wrapped RGO@PYAD    

 

III.3. Morphological characterizations of nanocomposites 

The technique consisting in the superimposition of layers of several tens of nm up to a final 

film thickness of some µm showed in Figure 29 (a), has proved to allow the building of 

hierarchically structured transducers, which presents the advantage of bridging the original 

nanostructures developed by self assembly of RGO with CD, to the macroscopic parameter to 

measure (resistance variation). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can give a good idea of the 

nano-structure obtained after sLbL in ambient conditions, using light tapping mode (TM-

AFM) on a calibre multimode scanning probe microscope from Bruker-Veeco, France. By 

comparing the images of Figure 29 (b) and Figure 29 (c), one can notice a three times increase 

of graphene sheets’ thickness in RGO@PBCD (around 3 nm) compared to GO (around 1.2 

nm), which is comforting the idea that the decoration of RGO with functionalized CD has been 

effective and useful to prevent the restacking of graphene sheets.  

Comparing the SEM images of RGO@PYAD and PEG-CD-RGO@PYAD in Figure 30 (a) 

and (b) respectively, attests that the presence of PEG-CD on the surface of graphene sheets is 

effective in PEGCD-RGO@PYAD. Moreover the AFM images of Figure 30 (c) and (d) 

indicate the presence of PEG-CD on the surface of graphene in PEG-CD-RGO@PYAD. 
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Figure 29 (a) Scheme showing spray LbL deposition and AFM images of (b) GO and (c) RGO@PBCD. 

 

Figure 30 SEM images of (a) RGO@PYAD (b) PEGCD-RGO@PYAD and AFM images of (c) RGO@PYAD 
(d)PEGCD-RGO@PYAD 
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III.4. Other characterizations in support of successful synthesis 

III.4.1.  Compositional analysis by thermo gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

The comparison of thermo gravimetric analysis curves for RGO, RGO@PYAD and pyrene 

adamantan (PYAD) in Figure 31 (a) confirms that about 60 wt. % of pyrene adamantan has 

been grafted onto RGO in RGO@PYAD. Hence the ratio of PYAD to RGO in RGO@PYAD 

is 1.5/1. Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was done as a proof of successful non-covalent 

modification of RGO with perbenzyle  β- Cyclodextrin (PBCD) as shown in Figure 31 (b). The 

experiment proves that about 45 wt. % of PBCD has been wrapped onto RGO in 

RGO@PBCD. In RGO@PBCD, the ratio of PBCD to RGO is 1/1.22  

 

Figure 31 (a) TGA curves of RGO, RGO@PYAD and PYAD and (b) Thermogravimetric analysis of RGO, 
RGO@PBCD and PBCD (c) UV-vis spectra of pyrene adamantan  in ethanol concentrations of 0.9 mg/mL (violet 
curve), 0.45 mg/mL (green curve), 0.225 mg/mL (red curve), 0.1156 mg/mL (blue curve)and absorbance vs 
concentration  at constant wavelength (286 nm) curve following LAMBERT-BEER’s law (inset) 

III.4.2.  Compositional analysis by UV-Visible spectroscopy 

The amount of pyrene adamantan linked to RGO was also confirmed by UV-Vis Spectroscopy 

as shown in Figure 31 (c). A solution of pyrene adamantan in ethanol was made in four 
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different concentrations as shown in Figure 31 (c) and they were submitted to UV-visible 

spectroscopy. The Absorbance was plotted as a function of concentration at constant 

wavelength to get the calibration curve. Using the calibration curve after doing UV-Vis 

spectroscopy for the filtrate obtained after reaction of graphene and pyrene adamantan, it was 

found that the concentration of unreacted pyrene adamantan in the filtrate is 0.43 mg/mL 

whereas, initial concentration of pyrene adamantan before reaction was 0.67 mg/mL. So 

amount of pyrene adamantan reacted is 0.24 mg/mL, i.e., 54 mg. The total production of 

RGO@PYAD obtained was 100 mg. Thus, a weight ratio of pyrene adamantan to graphene of 

1.1/1 was found. The good agreement between TGA and UV-Visible spectroscopy is 

validating our results. 

 

III.5. Vapour sensing performance of functionalized CD wrapped RGO sensors 

The chemo-electrical properties of the fabricated sensors were studied by measuring the 

electrical resistance when exposed alternatively to a 5 minute cycle of dry nitrogen and 

saturated VOC while the sensors were placed in a 100 mm× 10 mm× 3 mm chamber with 10 

slots. The dynamic vapour sensing device is provided with a mass flow controller, solvent 

bubbler, electrical valves controlled by Labview software program and KEITHLEY 6517 

multimeter as depicted in Figure 32 (a). The total flow rate is always kept constant at 100 

mL/min. The chemo-resistive responses of conductive CD nanocomposite (CCDC) sensors can 

be easily expressed by calculating the relative amplitude of electrical signals (Ar) towards 

solvents using Equation 1: 

퐴 =   .......... (1) 

Where R0 and R are the initial resistance of the sensor in pure nitrogen and the resistance of the 

sensor in the presence of solvent vapour, respectively. 

However, the same volume of each vapour under saturated condition does not contain the same 

number of molecules due to differences in saturation vapour pressure of each analyte. Hence, 

in order to get rid of the influence of the number of molecules, which acts on the response 

amplitude, each response was normalized by a factor related to the number of analyte 

molecules, following Equation 2. 

푨풓 풏풐풓풎풂풍풊풛풆풅 = 푨풓
[푨풏풂풍풚풕풆]풔풂풕

푻,풑 ∗ ퟏퟎퟓ…………….. (2) 
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Where [Analyte]sat is the concentration of analyte molecules at saturation in ppm, T = 25 

°C and p = 0.098 MPa 

The vapour sensing performance of sensors under exposure of a ppm-ppb level 

concentration of VOC was carried out using a combination of LABVIEW software and OVG-4, 

a versatile chemical vapour generator which consists of two main sections, the oven and the 

flow control system. The flow control system is comprised of a sample flow and a split flow. 

The sample flow was kept fixed at 100 mL/min and the split flow was varied to alter the 

concentration of vapour at a fixed temperature of 25° C. 

 

Figure 32 (a) Dynamic mode of vapour sensing (b) Normalized Average maximum relative amplitude of 6 
sensors array towards 10 VOC 

III.5.1.  Sensitivity and selectivity of the functionalized cyclodextrin 

wrapped graphene based sensors 

The normalized average maximum relative amplitude of RGO, RGO@PYAD, RGO@PYAD-

CD, RGO@PYAD-MCD, RGO@PYAD-NCD, RGO@PBCD sensors successively exposed to 

a set of 10 saturated VOC (all of which are known as cancer biomarkers) and dry nitrogen 

streams have been expressed in three dimension, in Figure 32 (b). The resistance of graphene 

based sensors quickly increased with starting of a VOC cycle, and went back to the initial 

value of resistance when purged with dry nitrogen after the end of the VOC cycle as depicted 

in the chemo-resistive response curves of RGO@PYAD-MCD and RGO@PBCD in Figure 33 

(a) and (b) respectively. The chemo-resistive signals obtained during the sensing of VOC by 

conductive nanocomposite based sensors suggested a reversible and reproducible behaviour of 

sensors. The CD modified graphene based sensors showed a distinct sensitivity for VOC, and 

the difference in sensitivity of CCDC based sensors to different VOC indicated a good 
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selectivity of the sensors for some VOC. Looking at Figure 32 (b) in more details shows the 

selectivity of the different sensors and also allows noticing their non-specificity (they all 

respond to all VOC but not with the same segregation ability, as it is the case for the olfactory 

receptors of mammal nostrils). 

 

Figure 33 Chemo-resistive response of (a) RGO@PYAD-MCD and (b) RGO@PBCD sensor in a set of 
10 VOC 

As postulated before, the sensitivity/selectivity of each sensor can be interpreted as a function 

of the modification of junctions’ physico-chemical properties. In this study two main 

parameters can significantly affect junctions to promote tunnelling to the detriment of ohmic 

conduction in the CCDC network, the steric hindrance of linkers and their ability to adsorb 

analytes that will expand the junctions. This last parameter is in turn related to the functionality 

of the CD. For instance the slightly higher sensitivity of RGO@PYAD than RGO must be due 

to a better exfoliation of the graphene sheets due to PYAD spacing that is preventing at the 

same time the restacking of foils. However it can be noticed that PYAD is not changing the 

selectivity of pristine graphene, meaning that this molecule is not specifically interacting with 

any of the studied VOC. The best selectivity of RGO@PYAD-CD towards polar VOC 

(although of low magnitude) can be explained by the presence of several hydroxyl groups on 

native CD. Moreover the fact that RGO@PYAD-MCD, RGO@PYAD-NCD and 

RGO@PBCD have different selectivity than RGO@PYAD-CD is a confirmation of the 

effectiveness of the strategy chosen in this work i.e., to tailor the sensors’ selectivity, by 

changing its van der WAALS interactions with the analytes by CD functionalization. 

Nevertheless, the strong sensitivity of RGO@PYAD-NCD sensors to acetone vapour is more 

likely coming from its free amino group in RGO@PYAD-NCD that might have undergone a 
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reversible imine formation reaction with acetone, and not from specific van der WAALS 

interactions. The ranking of sensitivity to VOC of RGO@PBCD deduced from Figure 32 (b) [ 

benzene> toluene > p-xylene> isopropanol> propanol> ethanol> acetone> methanol> water> 

formaldehyde] is consistent with the fact that the perbenzylation of β-CD enhances the affinity 

of RGO@PBCD for non-polar VOC. Reversely the ranking of sensitivity to VOC of 

RGO@PYAD-MCD sensors is demonstrating a higher affinity for polar vapours, i.e., 

methanol > ethanol > propanol > isopropanol > water > benzene > toluene > p-xylene > 

acetone > formaldehyde. In this case the presence of triazole rings and free hydroxide groups 

(of the sugar residue) in the MCD can explain the enhancement of affinity of this sensor for 

polar solvents, especially alcohols, thanks to the possibility of hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, 

it can be noticed distinctly that RGO@PYAD-MCD sensors are able to discriminate alcohols, 

depending on their number of carbon atoms. Hence, in this case the analytes’ size might also 

contribute to the selectivity of sensors. 

III.5.2.  Functionalization of CD as a tool of tailoring selectivity of sensors 

As intuited in an early work [356] and confirmed later [357] the van der WAALS interaction 

between the chemical groups present in the CCDC and in the VOC can be correlated to the 

normalized amplitude of their chemo-resistive response (A  ), thus explaining the 

selectivity of CCDC sensors provided that no stronger effect interferes, such as size of analytes 

or stronger interactions (ionic, or covalent bonding). When these constraints are satisfied, 

secondary interactions between molecules can be well described by the FLORY-HUGGINS 

interaction parameter (χ12). χ12 is expected to tend to zero in case of strong secondary 

interactions that correspond also to high values of A  . Normally for CPC vapour 

QRS, Ar increases exponentially with the inverse of χ12 according to Equation 3, but it is 

expected to be the same in CCDC in which the polymer phase is replaced by functionalized 

CD. As CD is oligomeric it is expected to share many of polymers characteristics. 

푨풓 풏풐풓풎풂풍풊풛풆풅 = 풂풆풃/풙ퟏퟐ…………………. (3) 

With χ12 the FLORY-HUGGINS intermolecular interaction parameter which can be determined 

using Equation 4,  

흌ퟏퟐ  푽풎 
푹푻

(휹푻 푷풐풍 − 휹푻 푺풐풍)ퟐ………… (4) 
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where Vm is the molar volume of the solvent, T is temperature in KELVIN, R is the 

universal gas constant and δT pol and δT sol are the polymer and the solvent total solubility 

parameter respectively 

To check that functionalized cyclodextrins, which can be considered as oligomers, satisfy also 

the FLORY-HUGGINS approach, the global solubility parameter δT of four of them, i.e., CD, 

MCD, PBCD and NCD, have been evaluated by the FEDORS’ method of groups contribution 

[358]. The following values of δT were found to be respectively 27.6, 28.3, 20.29 and 25.9 J 
½.cm-3/2, allowing to calculate the corresponding χ12 parameters using Equation 3 and gathered 

in Table 4.  

VOC Vm (cm3.mol-1) δ T sol (J ½.cm-3/2) (χ12)CD (χ12)MCD (χ12)PBCD (χ12)NCD 

Methanol 40.7 29.6 0.06 0.02 1.438 0.227 

Ethanol 58.5 26.6 0.02 0.06 0.95 0.011 

Propanol 74.84 23.8 0.44 0.62 0.37 0.13 

Isopropanol 76.4 23.57 0.5 0.69 0.335 0.169 

Benzene 89.7 18.5 3.44 3.51 0.117 2 

Toluene 106.3 18.16 3.86 4.45 0.196 2.59 

p-Xylene 122.8 18.2 4 5.1 0.218 2.968 

Water 18.1 47.9 3 2.83 5.62 3.57 

Acetone 74 19.7 1.88 2.23 0.01 1.16 

Formaldehyde 36.8 24.6 1.195 0.205 0.278 0.025 

 
Table 4 Florry-Huggins interaction parameters of functionalized cyclodextrins 

The validity of the model can then be evaluated by plotting the evolution of the normalized 

relative amplitude Ar of RGO@PBCD, RGO@PYAD-NCD, RGO@PYAD-MCD and 

RGO@PYAD-CD transducers with 1/χ12 using Equation 2. The resulting curves plotted in 

Figure 34 (a), show that three over the four sensors, i.e., RGO@PBCD, RGO@PYAD-MCD 

and RGO@PYAD-CD are well fitting the exponential law, whereas RGO@PYAD-NCD 

evolution seems to be better described by a logarithm. Comparing the curves of RGO@PYAD-

CD and RGO@PYAD-MCD shows that they can almost be superimposed by translation, 

which means that they have quite the same discrimination ability due to similar interactions 

with analytes, RGO@PYAD-MCD being always more sensitive probably because of the larger 

size of its spacer, making more easy the disconnection of junctions. The larger slope of 

RGO@PBCD compared to that of RGO@PYAD-MCD demonstrates the superior 

discrimination ability of the former, which appears to offer a better compromise between 
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selectivity and sensitivity. The peculiar behaviour of RGO@PYAD-NCD, which is not 

following the same law as the other sensors, seems to confirm the possibility of a chemo-

resistive response based on molecular recognition by the reversible reaction of the amine 

function of NCD that can form an imine with analytes such as acetone. Thus, this chemo-

resistive behaviour must not be mainly based on weaker van der WAALS interactions. 

Therefore it can be concluded that the decoration of graphene platelets with different types of 

cyclodextrins is an effective strategy to tailor the sensors’ selectivity to VOC, simply by 

changing the chemical nature of the functions present on CD. 

 
Figure 34 (a) Correlation between χ12 parameter and transducer’s selectivity for RGO@PBCD, RGO@PYAD-
NCD, RGO@PYAD-MCD and RGO@PYAD-CD (b) Response of RGO@PBCD and RGO sensor to benzene 
vapour in the ppm-ppb concentration range (c) Signal to noise of sensor response at 400 ppb concentration of 
benzene vapour 

III.5.3.  Limit of detection  

Since all the lung cancer biomarker VOC found in breath extract are usually at ppm-ppb level, 

it is very relevant to check the limit of detection of at least some selected sensors used in this 

study. In order to assess the efficiency of the sensors during sensing of trace level of vapour 

molecules in the surroundings, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the CPC sensors during 
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sensing of VOC was introduced [359]. The SNR value of the sensor was determined by the 

following equation 5 

푆푁푅 = …………..… (5) 

where ΔRmax corresponds to steady-state resistance change upon exposing the sensor to solvent 

vapour molecules (analyte), i.e., difference between the maximum resistance of a sensor 

obtained after exposure to solvent and the baseline resistance of a sensor and σbaseline is the 

standard deviation in baseline resistance of the sensor before analyte’s delivery, calculated 

using 10 data points. The concentration of the solvent vapour (analyte) determined by a sensor 

is considered acceptable if its SNR value is larger or equal to 2.0 (SNR ≥ 2.0) at that solvent 

concentration. 

As shown in Figure 34 (b) and (c), a limit of detection down to 400 ppb of benzene 

vapour has been reached. SNR ratios are found as high as 11 and 88 for RGO and 

RGO@PBCD respectively, when exposed to 400 ppb of benzene vapour. This demonstrates a 

strong capacity of the RGO to reduce the noise density and to enhance the sensitivity of the 

sensor after it has been wrapped by perbenzyle cyclodextrin (PBCD). 

 

III.6. Vapour sensing performance of star polymer (triazole PEG) 

functionalizaed β-CD wrapped graphene 

Description of the sensor Designation of 
sensor 

Structure of CD 
attached 

Number 
of layers 
sprayed 

Initial 
resistance of 

the sensor 
(KΩ) 

Native cyclodextrin wrapped 
RGO 

RGO@ PYAD -
CD 

 

10 150±7 

Star polymer (triazole 
PEG) functionalized 

cyclodextrin wrapped 
RGO 

RGO@ PYAD-
PEGCD 

 

15 205±5 

PEG 
+RGO@PYAD 

RGO@ PYAD –PEG - 10 200±5 

Table 5 Details of the set of sensors to analyze the influence of polymerized CD on vapour sensing 

As we could see from the above results, the selectivity of functionalized oligomeric CD 

wrapped RGO sensors could be intelligently tuned by varying the organic functionality on CD. 

But is it possible to extend the same concept to polymerized CD based sensors to get an even 
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larger sensitivity? As it is expected that polymers may bring about enhanced sensitivity, the 

vapour sensing performance of polymerized CD (star PEG polymer) wrapped RGO sensors 

were studied in this section. In order to understand the influence of each component of this 

sensor, a set of sensors were prepared. The details of each sensor in this set are available in 

Table 5. 

RGO@ PYAD -PEGCD is the main sensor to be studied in this set. In order to understand the 

influence of the star structure and chemical functionality of this polymer on its sensing 

performances, it’s responses have been compared respectively with RGO@PYAD-CD and 

RGO@PYAD-PEG, RGO@PYAD being kept as a reference. 

 

Figure 35 (a) Chemo resistive response of RGO@PYAD-PEGCD sensors to a set of 9 VOC under saturated 
atmosphere (b) ppm-ppb level sensor response of RGO@PYAD-PEGCD sensors (c) Sensing response of an array 
of four sensors in nine selected VOC 

As evident from Figure 35 (a), the RGO@PYAD-PEGCD sensor is highly sensitive with the 

following ranking of affinity for VOC [propanol≈ ethanol>acetone≈ methanol> benzene> 

cyclohexane> butanone> toluene> water]. Figure 35 (b) indicates that this sensor is still 

operative down to 400 ppb range. From Figure 35 (c), comparing the sensing performance of 
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RGO@PYAD-CD with RGO@PYAD-PEGCD, it is evident that the presence of a star PEG 

polymer on the surface of the CD does not only considerably enhance the sensitivity, but also 

amplifies the selectivity towards propanol and ethanol VOC. This enhanced sensitivity and 

selectivity to polar VOC is brought about by the PEG polymer matrix which is highly polar. 

Now in order to understand the influence of CD on the sensing response, RGO@PYAD-

PEGCD sensor was also compared with RGO@PYAD-PEG sensor which was prepared by 

simple solution mixing of PEG polymer into RGO@PYAD. It is clear from Figure 35 (c), that 

the sensitivity of RGO@PYAD-PEGCD sensor is 5-6 times higher than that of RGO@PYAD-

PEG. Its higher sensitivity is certainly also responsible for its better selectivity towards 

alcoholic VOC. In RGO@PYAD-PEGCD, the adamantan group of RGO@PYAD fits inside 

the cage of the star polymer functionalized CD unlike RGO@PYAD-PEG where a random 

distribution of polymer chains within graphene foils has taken place. However, the selectivity 

for alcohols brought by PEG is the same in both cases, whereas it is different for other vapours. 

The effect of CD cages used as linkers between the polymer and graphene in the conducting 

architecture,seems to be limited to the improvement of junctions’ disconnection and hence to 

increase sensitivity. Thus, the effect of CD on sensors selectivity appears negligible compared 

to PEG. These results fully justify the strategy used to tailor sensors sensitivity and selectivity.  

 

III.7. Conclusion 

The sensing performances of an electronic nose composed of 3 types of functionalized 

oligomeric CD wrapped graphene sensor along with one pristine graphene and one pyrene 

adamantan linked graphene sensor were analyzed, after being exposed to 10 selected cancer 

biomarker VOC. One of the sensors was found selective towards aromatic hydrocarbons while 

the other was more selective to acetone. Another sensor was found to show a higher sensitivity 

for alcohols and was found able to discriminate different alcoholic VOC. This is an interesting 

finding as, elevated levels of acetone (several ppm) is found in the breath extract of lung 

cancer patients because of the higher rate of oxidation of fatty acids under the conditions of 

oxidative stress. Aromatic hydrocarbons like benzene, toluene are prominent lung cancer 

biomarker. Alcohols are abundant in the breath extract of both healthy subjects and lung cancer 

patients but 1-propanol is found in the breath extract of lung cancer patients at higher 

concentration than healthy subjects [94]. The specific functionality of CD is found to be a 

predominant influencing parameter to tune the specific molecular selectivity of the sensors. 
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Our study is opening a novel approach to control the multiscale architecture of quantum 

chemo-resistive transducers by the supramolecular assembly of graphene and CD-derivate 

hybrids. This strategy allows to get a high sensitivity of the nanoswitching at junctions due to 

the insertion of CD between graphene foils and to obtain a tailorable selectivity to cancer 

biomarkers due to CD functionalization and geometry. The resulting CCDC QRS have 

demonstrated a high sensitivity, evidenced by SNR up to 88 at a concentration as low as 400 

ppb without any pre-concentration of vapours or amplification of electrical signals. These 

sensors also proved to have good discrimination ability towards the 10 lung cancer VOC 

biomarkers studied, which could interestingly be predicted by a model based on van der 

WAALS interactions, excepted in case of a covalent bonding used for molecules’ recognition 

(acetone).  

Later, in order to understand the effect of polymerization of CD on the sensing performance, a star 

polymer functionalized CD wrapped graphene was prepared and from the sensing response, it is 

clear that in this system, the conductive network is formed by graphene, whereas, both sensitivity 

and selectivity are enhanced by the influence of the star polymer and also further enhancement of 

sensitivity is brought about by cyclodextrin cages which acts as a spacer. 
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Chapter IV:  

Vapour sensing properties of conductive nanohybrids 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

This chapter is devoted to another strategy of structuring of the conductive architecture, i.e., 

the development of conductive nanohybrids which are multicomponent systems where two or 

more nanomaterials are integrated, in order to synthesize a novel nanomaterial with attractive 

multifunctionality. In the first part of this chapter, the development of hybrid sensors based on 

polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) and CNT has been investigated. The organic 

functionality on the surface of POSS can be tuned to change the selectivity of the sensors. In 

the second part of this chapter, the hybridization of CNT and graphene is achieved with 

spherical Buckminsterfullerene nanoparticles. In this strategy, the electronic mobility through 

the CNT/graphene network is enhanced by the grafting of Buckminsterfullerenes of very high 

surface to volume ratio at their junctions, which results in a strong enhancement of 

nanosensors’sensitivity. 
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IV.1. Influence of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane on the molecular 

selectivity of CNT based hybrid chemical vapour sensors for disease specific 

biomarker detection  

 

IV.1.1. Introduction 

The hybridization of CNT/graphene by covalent or non covalent functionalization is found to 

be interesting to develop a multicomponent system where two or more nanomaterials are 

integrated, for the purpose of synthesizing a novel nanomaterial with attractive 

multifunctionality [329]. So far metals, metal oxide, graphene, various biological compounds 

have been used to develop hybrid nanomaterials with carbon nanotubes (CNT) for various 

applications such as sensors and biosensors [291], [360] solar cells [361], and supercapacitors 

[362] etc. In addition, nanostructured hybrids derived from polyhedral oligomeric 

silsesquioxanes (POSS) and carbon nanomaterials like CNT or graphene were found to be 

quite efficient for optical limiting [363] and EMI shielding [364] applications. POSS is the 

smallest known silica particle with a rigid, cubic shaped, three-dimensional Si–O cage 

structure with overall diameter of 1.5-3 nm, where tetravalent silicon atoms are externally 

surrounded by eight covalently bonded organic groups that may or may not be reactive [365]. 

The monodispersed, nano-scopic size of POSS as well as the presence of synthetically well 

controlled organic functionalities on its surface enhance its reactivity and solubility with the 

organic solvents [366].  The potentiality of POSS to develop nanohybrid materials by further 

functionalization is of great interest to experiment. In particular, the ability of POSS cage to 

allow a change of its surface organic functionality makes it a versatile nanoparticle for 

applications in the field of sensors. Castaldo et al. developed polymeric nanocomposite 

sensors, based on a POSS matrix and nanostructured fillers, that could be used in the sensing 

of both polar and  apolar analytes such as water vapour and hexane respectively, although they 

did not mention sensing responses towards any other vapour and also the limit of detection of 

these sensors were not reported [367]. POSS based polymeric nanocomposite, amperometric 

chemical sensors were also studied by Massera et al., which exhibited very strong, nicely 

reversible, response to relative humidity varying from 0 to 100 % [368]. 

In the present study, two kinds of POSS, with open or close cages,were hybridized with 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes by either non-covalent or covalent bonding,in order to study 

whether CNT chemo-resistive sensing  performances could be enhanced by POSS. In addition, 
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the influence of the chemical structure of POSS organic functions on the molecular selectivity 

of CNT based sensors was examined. 

IV.1.2. Synthesis of nanohybrids and fabrication of sensors 

Dry CNT (Nanocyl™ NC3100) were subjected to acyl chloride functionalization with thionyl 

chloride followed by an amidization with amino propyl isooctyl POSS in order to obtain 

isooctyl POSS-g-CNT where POSS is grafted onto CNT via amide linkage [363], [364]. On the 

other hand trisilanol phenyl POSS was non-covalently modified with carboxylated CNT by π-π 

stacking between sp2 hybridized carbon atoms of CNT and phenyl groups of POSS to obtain 

TSPH-POSS/CNT. Sensors were then fabricated using the technique elaborated in appendix 

(page number 142). The details of composition of the hybrid sensors are provided in Table 6. 

Nomenclature of hybrid 

sensor 
POSS structure 

   

POSS cage 

nature 
Nature of 

bonding 

IO-POSS-g-CNT 

 

  

 

Open cage 

 

 

Covalent 

bonding via 

amide linkage 

TSPH-POSS/CNT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R=phenyl group 

 

 

 

Closed cage 

 

 

Non-covalent 

bonding via 

π-π interaction 

Table 6 Structural characteristics of hybrid sensor 

 

IV.1.3. Characterization of nanohybrids 

IV.1.3.1. Morphological study by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Figure 36 (a) and (b) present AFM images of carboxylated CNT and IO-POSS-g-CNT 

respectively. Diameter of carboxylated CNT and IO-POSS-g-CNT were measured to be 12 nm 
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and 20 nm respectively. Therefore around 1.6 times increase in diameter of carboxylated CNT 

has been observed after grafting with amino propyl isooctyl POSS. Hence POSS has coated the 

surface of CNT. 

 

Figure 36 AFM height images and profile measurement for IO-POSS-g-CNT (a, c) and carboxylated CNT (b, d) 

IV.1.3.2. Structural characterization by Fourier transform infra red 

spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Figure 37 (a) shows the FTIR spectrum of carboxylated CNT where the peaks at 3442 cm-1 and 

at 1704 cm-1 are attributed to acidic carboxyl groups, whereas the prominent peak at 1561 cm-1 

is assigned to the carboxylate anion stretching mode. FTIR absorption spectrum of amino 

propyl isooctyl POSS displays characteristic peaks at 2953 cm-1 and 2880 cm-1,corresponding 

respectively to –CH3and -CH2 stretching vibrations of iso-octyl group on the POSS molecule, 

while the strong peak at 1106 cm-1 is coming from Si-O-Si stretching. Additionally the peaks 

at 1666 and 3180 cm-1can be assigned to primary amine functions. 

In POSS-g-CNT, the absorption peaks at 1630 cm-1and 3442 cm-1are assigned to –C=O and  

to–NH stretching modes respectively. The O-Si stretching at 1100 cm-1 supports that POSS 

molecules have effectively been covalently attached to CNT by the formation of amide bonds. 

Figure 37 (b) displays the FTIR spectrum of trisilanol phenyl POSS modified CNT, where the 

strong and sharp peak of Si-O-Si at 1123 cm-1 (unlike carboxylated CNT) proves that POSS 

has been well wrapped onto CNT by π-π interaction between phenyl groups of POSS and that 

of CNT. 
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Figure 37 (a) FTIR images of CNT-COOH, Amino propyl iso octyl POSS (IO-POSS) and IO-POSS-g-CNT (b) 
FTIR images of CNT-COOH and TSPH-POSS/CNT (c) X-Ray diffractogram of IO-POSS-g-CNT and 
carboxylated CNT (d) UV-vis spectra of IO-POSS-g-CNT in THF in different concentrations (i) 1.25mg/L ,(ii) 
2.5mg/L ,(iii) 3mg/L and (iv) 4mg/L and absorbance as a function of concentration  at constant wavelength of 294 
nm following LAMBERT-BEER’ law (inset) 

IV.1.3.3. Structural characterization by X-ray diffractogram 

The Figure 37 (c) shows the X-ray diffractogram of carboxylated CNT and IO-POSS-g-CNT 

respectively. In carboxylated CNT some XRD peaks appear at 26° and 43° showing the 

fingerprint of pure CNT whereas in IO-POSS-g-CNT the characteristic peaks of CNT still 

exists but are completed by a new peak at 7.1 ° which is the characteristic of POSS. Therefore 

XRD supports that POSS has been successfully incorporated onto CNT. 

IV.1.3.4. Study of dispersion of CNT by UV-Visible spectroscopy 

UV–vis spectroscopy was used to monitor the dynamics of the dispersion process of CNT in a 

particular solvent as shown in Figure 37 (d). Individual CNT are active in the UV/Vis region 
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and exhibit characteristic bands corresponding to additional absorption. This is evident from 

the UV/Vis spectra of solutions of IO-POSS-g-CNT in THF, where the absorbance is 

increasing gradually with the concentration of CNT,following LAMBERT-BEER’ Law. Thus it 

can be concluded that POSS functionalization has led to an enhancementof CNT dispersibility 

and individualization in THF.  

IV.1.3.5. Elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(SEM-EDX) 

Figure 38 (a) shows EDX spectra of IO-POSS-g-CNT. The atomic percent and weight percent 

of Si for the MWNT-POSS nanohybrids were calculated by EDX measurement of the same 

sample under SEM, as shown in Table 7.  

 

Figure 38 (a) EDX spectra of IO-POSS-g-CNT (b) TGA curve and data of carboxylated CNT, IO-POSS and IO-
POSS-g-CNT 

Sample Element Weight 
(%) 

Atomic 
(%) 

 
IO-POSS-g-CNT 

C 66.14 75.17 

O 18.27 15.46 
Si 11.78 5.7 
N 3.9 3.67 

 
TSPH-POSS/CNT 

C 54.86 67.35 

O 22.58 20.81 
Si 22.56 11.85 

    
Carboxylated CNT 

 
C 86.38 89.42 

O 3.62 10.58 

Table 7 EDX experimental data 
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The atomic % of Silicon in IO-POSS-g-CNT and TSPH-POSS/CNT were found to be 5.7% 

and 11.85% respectively whereas the silicon content in carboxylated CNT is nil. This finding 

proves that the silicon content in IO-POSS-g-CNT and TSPH-POSS/CNT is due to POSS 

grafting onto CNT. 

IV.1.3.6. Compositional analysis by thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

As shown in Figure 38 (b) the TGA analysis provides further evidence of the functionalization 

of MWNT with POSS. The difference in weight loss between carboxylated CNT and 

carboxylated CNT-POSS nanohybrid can be attributed to the presence of POSS molecules on 

the surface of the CNT. The TGA data of POSS show almost 94.6 % mass loss at temperatures 

over 600°C. By comparing the TGA curves of carboxylated CNT, IO-POSS and IO-POSS-g-

CNT and applying the rule of mixture from TGA data, it is confirmed that about 38 wt. % 

POSS has been grafted onto CNT in IO-POSS-g-CNT. 

IV.1.4. Dynamic vapour sensing 

The average maximum chemo-resistive response of carboxylic acid functionalized CNT, IO-

POSS-g-CNT and TSPH-POSS/CNT sensors, successively exposed to pulses of 9 saturated 

cancer biomarkers VOC (methanol [87], ethanol[87], propanol [85], [86] acetone[85], [86], 

butanone[85], water, toluene [85], [87], cyclohexane [97], and pentane) and dry nitrogen 

streams are presented in Figure 39 (a).Since breath extract contains a huge amount of water 

with trace amounts of VOC [83], water is also included into the selected set of VOC. The 

average of responses’ maxima were calculated over 3 cycles and then normalized to 1ppm for 

each vapour using ANTOINE’s equation. 

The nanoscopic size of POSS as well as the presence of organic functions on the surface of 

POSS/CNT hybrid makes it soluble in organic solvents. Therefore, sidewall functionalization 

of CNT with POSS improves their dispersion stability in suitable organic solvents like THF. 

This in turn increases the specific surface accessible to vapour molecules and finally CNT 

based sensors’ sensitivity. 

Figure 39 (a) clearly shows that among the set of VOC the IO-POSS-g-CNT sensor is 

distinctly more selective to non-polar hydrocarbon solvents like cyclohexane, pentane and 

toluene than the other polar VOC. In IO-POSS-g-CNT the POSS cage is closed and hence not 

expected to adsorb vapour molecules that could contributed to the disconnection of the CNT 

network. In such a case, the sensitivity of the hybrid sensor to organic vapour molecules is 

only due to the physico-chemical interactions of the targeted VOC with the organic functional 
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group (R) of POSS. The presence of seven iso octyl groups on the surface of the POSS 

molecule, covalently bonded to tetravalent silica atoms of the cage, bring a marked 

hydrophobic character to POSS and hence selectivity for non-polar hydrocarbons. The large 

amplitude of the responses of these sensors to most saturated vapours is suggesting that they 

will have also a detectable sensitivity at the ppm level, which will be studied in the following. 

It is clear that their selectivity is well matching with the polarity of targeted VOC analytes, 

leading to a higher sensitivity for aliphatic hydrocarbons such as cyclohexane and pentane. 

 

Figure 39 (a) Average maximum relative amplitude of 3 sensors array towards 9 saturated VOC; Chemo resistive 

signals of (b) IO-POSS-g-CNT sensor and (c) TSPH-POSS/CNT sensor 

The TSPH-POSS/CNT sensor is a non-covalently modified hybrid of carboxylated CNT and 

trisilanol phenyl POSS (with an open cage), which shows the following ranking of sensitivity 

for various VOC: [acetone> butanone> propanol> toluene> ethanol> cyclohexane> pentane> 

methanol> water]. As in this case the POSS cage is open, some free hydroxyl groups from 

inside the cage are now available to interact with analytes, together with the phenyl groups 

brought by the silane. Most of the phenyl groups are expected to be involved in π-π interaction 

with CNT, but some hydroxyl groups from the silane may also not have reacted with POSS 
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and be free to interact with analytes. Since both polar and nonpolar groups are present on 

POSS, it is difficult to directly deduce the selectivity of these sensors simply from polarity 

considerations. Thus it is likely that the solubility parameter χ12 canbe more helpful to explain 

the selectivity ranking, what will be discussed in the next section. 

Moreover, Figures 39 (b) and (c) are showing that both IO-POSS-g-CNT and TSPH-

POSS/CNT transducers are exhibiting fast, reversible and reproducible chemo-resistive signals 

when exposed to the set of 9 selected VOC. 

IV.1.5. Tailoring selectivity 

The selectivity of conductive polymer nanocomposites towards organic vapours is generally 

well described by the solubility parameter δ through the FLORY-HUGGINS intermolecular 

interaction parameter χ12 that can be calculated from equation (4) as described in chapter III. 

The solubility parameter approach is expected to fit well also with the POSS based hybrid 

sensor systems used in the present study, since organo-silicon materials like polyhedral 

oligomeric silsesquioxane share many similar features with common organic oligomers. 

Theoretical solubility parameter of POSS is determined by HOY’s method. POSS is inherently 

an organic-inorganic hybrid although, only the organic functional groups in the vertex of its 

inorganic cage influences the solubility parameter while the inorganic siloxane bonded cage is 

excluded in the solubility parameter calculation. The lower the difference of polarity between 

the POSS vertex organic group and the solvent, the higher the swelling of POSS in that solvent 

hence higher the sensitivity of POSS based sensor to a VOC.  
VOC δ T 

(Jcm-3)1/2 
VMolar Volume 
(cm3mol-1) 

Δδ (TSPH) χ12 
(TSPH) 

A r 

Normalized 
(TSPH) 

Δδ (IO) χ12 
(IO) 

A r 

Normalized 
(IO) 

Water 47.9 18.1 26.67 5.25 0.5 31.85 7.25 0.05 

Pentane 14.4 115.2 6.83 2.19 1.5 1.65 0.127 3.02 

Methanol 29.6 40.7 8.37 1.16 1.15 13.55 3 0.22 

Cyclohexane 16.8 108.7 4.43 0.87 2.35 0.75 0.02 5.3 

Ethanol 26.6 58.5 5.37 0.68 2.68 10.55 2.65 0.5 

Toluene 18.6 105.9 2.5 0.4 3.25 2.617 0.29 1.6 

Propanol 23.8 74.84 2.57 0.2 4.06 7.75 0.94 0.94 

Butanone 19.3 89.57 1.93 0.136 4.26 3.25 0.24 0.24 

Acetone 19.7 74 1.53 0.07 4.92 3.65 0.25 0.2 

Table 8 Solubility parameters (δ),FLORY-HUGGINS interaction parameters (χ12) and response (Ar) of POSS 
based hybrid sensors. 
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The HOY’s solubility parameter of trisilanol phenyl POSS and iso octyl POSS are reported to 

be 21.23(J.cm-3)1/2 and 16.05 (J.cm-3)1/2 respectively[369]. Table 8 shows that the sensitivity 

ranking of TSPH-POSS/CNT hybrid sensor is coherent with its χ12 values. Similarly, the 

sensitivity ranking of IO-POSS-g-CNT hybrid sensor:[water< acetone< methanol< butanone< 

ethanol< propanol<toluene< pentane< cyclohexane], is coherent with the χ12 values excepted 

for acetone and butanone. 

The normalized values of Ar were perfectly fitted with a logarithmic law, when plotted against 

reciprocal of χ12 for all the VOC in case of IO-POSS-g-CNT hybrid and also for TSPH-

POSS/CNT hybrid as shown in Figure 40 (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

Figure 40 Correlation between normalized Ar and χ12 for (a) IO-POSS-g-CNT and (b) TSPH-POSS/CNT  

IV.1.6. Limit of detection  

As shown in Figure 41 (a) a limit of detection of 6 ppm of acetone vapour and a SNR ratio of 

20 for carboxylated CNT and 66 for TSPH-POSS/CNT has been confirmed respectively, when 

exposed to 6 ppm of acetone vapour. Consequently, the non-covalent modification of 

carboxylated CNT with TSPH-POSS is found to significantly decrease its noise density and 

strongly enhance its sensitivity. Additionally the progressive increase of amplitude of TSPH-

POSS/CNT sensor’s response with increasing concentration of acetone from 6 ppm to 26 ppm 

is a proof of its efficiency to quantify the concentration of vapour even at the ppm level (top 

inset image). Similarly, the response of carboxylated CNT and IO-POSS-g-CNT sensors to 
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cyclohexane vapour at 7, 3 and 1.5 ppm concentrations can be seen in Figure 41 (b). 

Interestingly, one can see that the SNR of carboxylated CNT at 1.5 ppm of cyclohexane has 

been enhanced from 29 to 40 after grafting of IO-POSS, which is suggesting that the limit of 

detection could be still decreased to the ppb level. 

 

 

Figure 41 (a) Response of TSPH-POSS/CNT and carboxylated CNT sensors to acetone vapour at 6 ppm (main 
image), response of TSPH-POSS/CNT and sensor to acetone vapour at 6, 13 and 26 ppm (inset image top), signal 
to noise ratio of sensor response at 6ppm concentration of acetone vapour (inset image below) (b) Response of 
IO-POSS/CNT and carboxylated CNT sensor to cyclohexane vapour at ppm level  

IV.1.7. Conclusion 

The potential of POSS as an effective modifier of CNT to develop hybrid functional 

nanomaterial with distinct molecular selectivity when applied in the field of chemical vapour 

sensor, has been investigated. The selectivity of hybrid sensors could be tuned using two 

different synthesis strategies i.e., covalent and noncovalent modification. The presence of 

POSS on the surface of CNT not only improves the sensitivity of resulting sensors due to a 

better dispersion of CNT in organic solvents, but also brings adjustable molecular selectivity. 
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One of the sensors was found highly selective to cyclohexane and the other one towards 

acetone which is a very interesting finding since, elevated levels of acetone are found in the 

breath extract of diabetic [96] and lung cancer patients [370] while cyclohexane is a biomarker 

of both malignant pleural mesothelioma [97] and lung cancer [90]. Therefore the possibility of 

variation of pendant organic groups on the surface of POSS cage opens future prospects of 

POSS based hybrid sensors to develop novel chemical sensor of specific molecular selectivity. 

  

IV.2. Tailoring the selectivity & sensitivity of CNT / graphene based vapour 

sensors by grafting of fullerene  

IV.2.1. Introduction 

Fullerenes are fully carbonaceous molecules that can have a planar, hollow spherical or tubular 

shape. Carbon nanotubes, graphene, Buckminsterfullerenes (C60) each of these three allotropes 

of carbon belonging to fullerene family, have attracted a tremendous research interest since 

their discovery, because of their unique physic-chemical properties. C60 are zero dimensional 

with discrete molecular weight while CNT and graphene are one and two dimensional 

respectively with an anisotropic structure and a broad molecular weight distribution. But each 

of these carbon allotropes is composed of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms [371]. However the 

electrical conductivity of C60 (10-14-10-8 S/cm) is much lower than that of CNT and graphene 

(≈105 S.cm-1). 

Buckminsterfullerenes (C60) were discovered in 1985 by Kroto et al. [226]. But the true 

research interest of this material has been demonstrated in1990, when Kratschmer et al. 

developed a method of synthesis in macroscopic quantities [372]. C60 consists of polyhydral 

pentagonal-hexagonal carbon rings with each carbon atom bonded to three other neighbours. 

C60 has drawn appreciable research interest since several decades because of its exceptional 

physical, chemical and electronic properties, such as very high reactivity, an excellent 

solubility in organic solvents, a very high surface to volume ratio, a high electron mobility 

(~0.1 cm-2 V-1 S-1) [373] and the free electron trapping ability [374], [375]. It is considered as a 

novel electron pool π system [376]. In addition, C60 can be reduced readily because of the 

presence of low energy LUMO which are triply degenerated t1u orbital. Even they can be 

readily polymerized into directly linked fullerenes nanotubes by application of pressure, 

temperature or light. A potential application of C60 is hydrogen storage since it can bind a 

number of hydrogen molecules without structure disruption [377]. In addition gas sensing 
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characteristics of C60 were studied by Sakurai et al. by observing change of electrical 

conductivity on exposure to gases such as ammonia, acetaldehyde etc. 

The literature survey reveals that the hybridization of C60 with polymers, various organic 

molecules or different nano-materials by covalent or non covalent technique may provide a 

synergistic combination of properties of both the two components, hence attractive for a 

number of electronic and optical applications. Yu et al. developed covalently bonded C60- 

Graphene hybrids for bulk heterojunction polymer photovoltaic devices such as solar cells 

[378]. Immobilized C60-SWNT complexes were synthesized by Li et al. via microwave 

induced functionalization approach for the same application in polymer photovoltaic cells. 

These devices could exploit the strong electron accepting feature of C60 and the high electron 

transport ability of CNT [379]. Liu et al. developed C60-graphene hybrids by covalent 

techniques to reach superior nonlinear optical properties [380]. C60-graphene hybrids were also 

prepared by Zhang et al. by chemical coupling between graphene oxide and pyrollidine 

fullerene for potential applications in solar cells or optical limiting [381]. Song et al. fabricated 

fullerene decorated CNT for applications in flame retardant poly (propylene). Flame retardancy 

could be enhanced by utilizing free electron accepting property of C60 with barrier property of 

CNT [382]. However so far there is no report on vapour sensing applications of C60 based 

nanohybrids. 

By the control of geometry and dispersion of the nanofillers, conductive architecture, organic 

functionality etc, it is possible to achieve a concerted disconnection of entangled percolated 

network upon chemical solicitation leading to large change in electrical resistance. The 

sensitivity of CNT or graphene based chemo-resistive sensors can however be tuned by the 

control of tunnel junctions in the percolated network. In one of our previous studies, unique 

hierarchical structure of hard PMMA micro beads bridged by CNT was developed to form a 

segregated network, in which high specific surface could enhance the sensitivity of CNT by 

240% keeping the original selectivity of CNT unaltered [206]. 

In the present study, Buckminterfullerene (C60) have been grafted on to MWNT and reduced 

graphene oxide in order to construct a conductive architecture of CNT/graphene with 

nanoscopic C60 of large surface to volume ratio, at the junctions. A new generation of hybrid 

chemical vapour sensors have been synthesized in this study by the combination of two 

original techniques i.e., hybridization of two nanomaterials and spray layer by layer (sLbL) 

deposition [195], [243], [383] of the synthesized nanohybrids for a controlled structuring of the 

3D conductive architecture. The presence of spherical C60 at the junctions of CNT or graphene 
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sheets is expected to enhance the sensitivity of CNT based chemoresistive vapour sensors 

appreciably which might be integrated into an electronic nose with distinct ability of 

discrimination of a set of VOC disease biomarkers. The final objective of this work is to 

construct a set of new generation chemoresistive hybrid nanosensors whose sensing 

performance would be better than each of the two component nanomaterials in terms of both 

sensitivity and selectivity.  

IV.2.2. Synthesis of hybrid nanomaterials 

In the first step of synthesis, lithiated CNT was produced by the dropwise addition of n-butyl 

lithium (in hexane) into a dispersion of CNT in toluene under the condition of continuous 

stirring and nitrogen protection. In the next step the lithiated CNT is reacted with a large 

excess of Buckminsterfullerene by a nucleophilic addition reaction, resulting in C60-g-CNT as 

in Figure 42. C60-g-RGO was then produced [378] following the similar procedure as C60-g-

CNT. The details of composition of the hybrid sensors are provided in Table 9. 

 

Figure 42 Schematics for synthesis of CNT-g-C60 and structure of CNT-g-C60 

Nomenclature of 
hybrid sensor 

Fabrication process Initial resistance 
of the sensors 

(kΩ) 
CNT 

 
2layers of CNT solution in chloroform 

sprayed 
5±2 

            CNT-g-C60 
 
 

2layers of C60-g-CNT solution in 
chloroform sprayed 

8±3 

CNT-l-C60 
 

1layer of CNT solution in chloroform 
sprayed followed by spray of 1layer of C60 

solution in toluene 

4±2 

RGO 5layers of RGO solution in acetone 
sprayed 

10±4 

RGO-g-C60 5 layers of C60-g-RGO solution in 
acetone sprayed 

10±5 

Table 9 Structural characteristics of hybrid sensors 

 

e

e
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IV.2.3. Morphological study by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

The three dimensional AFM images of pristine CNT, GO and C60 are exhibited in Figure 43 

(a), (b), (c) respectively. The diameter of C60 nanoparticle clusters, were calculated to be 

around 230 nm on an average.  

 

 

Figure 43 AFM images of (a) CNT (NC 7000) (b) GO (c) Buckminsterfullerene (C60) (d) C60-g-CNT and (e) C60-
g-RGO 

The comparison of AFM images of pristine CNT and C60-g-CNT shown respectively in Figure 

43 (a) and (d), distinctly proves that a large number of C60 particles has been grafted on to 

CNT. Pristine CNT appears to have smooth cylindrical surface without any visible catalyst 

particles, whereas C60-g-CNT consists of many protrusions from the surface of CNT mostly at 

the junctions which indicates that C60 nanoparticles are grafted mostly at the junctions of 

entangled CNT network. On the other hand the surface of pristine GO nanosheets appears to be 

quite smooth unlike that of C60-g-RGO shown in Figure 43 (e), where dotted clusters are 

clearly visible on the surface of GO nanosheets due to the grafting of C60 nanoparticles. 
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IV.2.4. Morphological study by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Figure 44 (a) shows the SEM image of C60 nanoparticles when dropcasted on a silica substrate. 

Originally polyhedral pentagonal hexagonal shaped particles of some hundreds nanometer 

diameter are found to be observed. Whereas Figure 44 (b) and (c) exhibit SEM image of C60, 
after dispersion in toluene and spraying onto silica substrate at high pressure at low and high 

resolution respectively. Surprisingly fullerene nanowhiskers (FNW) are formed in this case. It 

is reported by several researchers that C60 can be converted into FNW by the application of 

high temperature, pressure, or solvent atmosphere controlled self assembly approach [384], 

[385]. Interfacial polymerization of C60 nanoparticles may also produce FNW of diameters 

ranging from 300 nm to 1 µm with lengths of several micrometers [386], [387]. Therefore our 

case definitely provides an interesting finding where spray layer by layer technique could be 

used for the production of fullerene nanowhiskers. SEM image of C60 -g-RGO as depicted in 

Figure 44 (e) is full of dotted clusters of C60 nanoparticles on surface of graphene sheets. 

Comparison of this image with that of pristine RGO in Figure 44 (d) show the successful 

grafting of C60 on the surface of RGO.  

 

Figure 44 SEM images of (a) Buckminsterfullerene (C60) spin coated on silica substrate (b, c) C60 sprayed on 
silica substrate (d) RGO (e) C60-g-RGO  

IV.2.5. Compositional analysis by thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

As shown in Figure 45, C60 undergoes only 3 wt. % of loss up to 650 °C whereas, around 9 wt. 

% of loss takes place between 650 and 800 °C. The slope of the decomposition curve changes 

clearly at around 650 °C. RGO undergoes around 12 wt. % of mass loss up to 800 °C with the 

TGA curve following a continuous slope. C60-g-RGO on the other hand shows a combined 
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decomposition trend. It decomposes by 30 wt.% up to 800 °C may be due to the degradation of 

butyl group used as a linker between RGO and C60. Beyond 600°C the slope of its 

decomposition curve is similar to that of C60 which proves successful grafting of .C60 on to 

RGO. Similarly C60-g-CNT undergoes around 20 wt. % of mass loss up to 800 °C although the 

component nanomaterials like CNT and C60 degrade of 4 wt. % and 12 wt. % respectively. 

 

Figure 45 Compared thermogravimetric analysis curves of (a) C60, RGO and C60-g-RGO (b) C60, CNT 
and C60-g-CNT nanohybrids 

IV.2.6. Dynamic vapour sensing characterizations 

Figure 46 shows the normalized responses of a combination of three sensors CNT (NC 7000), 

C60-l-CNT, C60-g-CNT, when exposed to a set of eight VOC lung cancer biomarkers. As 

evident from Figure 46, the sensitivity of pristine CNT sensors underwent massive 

enhancement after hybridization with C60 either by layer after layer deposition of C60 and CNT 

in C60-l-CNT or by covalent grafting in C60-g-CNT. Moreover, it can be noted that the grafting 

of fullerene on CNT does not really change the selectivity of pristine CNT sensors, but it 

dramatically enhances its sensitivity, keeping the same ranking of selectivity. As already 

evident from the morphological images, C60 is grafted mostly at the junctions of CNT. The 

presence of spherical, strong electron acceptor C60 nanoparticles of exceptionally high surface 

to volume ratio at the CNT junctions may have a strong influence on the electronic mobility of 

CNT. Also for RGO, it is understandable that C60 causes separation of foils more easily, 

whereas for CNT it can also separate CNT junctions more easily. A strong influence on 

sensitivity naturally leads to an effect on selectivity of the sensors too. Thus, grafting of C60 

onto CNT leads to a sensor, with a high inclination towards nonpolar VOC like cyclohexane, 

benzene, toluene etc. The effect of fullerene in the sensing performance of CNT is same for 

both C60-l-CNT (deposited alternatively one layer after the other) and C60-g-CNT (fullerene 
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being grafted on to CNT). But the enhancement of sensitivity reached in C60-g-CNT is even 

much higher than that of C60-l-CNT. In C60-g-CNT, the morphology is expected to be better 

controlled, with C60 nanoparticles grafted at the junctions of CNT, unlike C60-l-CNT where 

layers of C60 and CNT solutions are deposited one after the other onto the electrodes. 

 

Figure 46 Normalized response of a 3 sensors array towards 8 VOC (equivalent to 1ppm) and chemo-resistive 
response of the C60-g-CNT sensors towards 8 VOC (inset) 

This finding is further supported by the fact that when chemo resistive signals of pristine RGO 

and C60-g-RGO were compared in Figure 47 (a) and (b) respectively, the order of selectivity 

was found to be same for both. However the sensitivity i.e. the relative amplitudes were found 

to be much higher in the case of C60-g-RGO sensors. 

IV.2.7. Limit of detection at ppb level 

The comparison of the chemo-resistive response pattern of RGO and C60-g-RGO as depicted in 

Figure 47 (c) and (d) respectively, clearly shows that the signals have become more sensitive 

and smooth after the grafting of RGO with C60. Table 10 also demonstrates that the noise 

density of the RGO based sensors has been considerably reduced after the grafting of C60. The 

enhancement of sensitivity of RGO based sensors by around four times, due to the grafting of 
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C60 even at 400 ppb of VOC fully validates the reliability of our sensors even at extremely low 

levels of exposure to VOC. 

 

Figure 47 Normalized chemo-resistive response of (a) RGO and (b) C60-g-RGO sensors towards 8 VOC under 
saturated vapour and chemo-resistive response of (c) RGO and (d) C60-g-RGO sensors towards four selected VOC 
at 400 ppb  

VOC RGO C
60

-g-RGO 

Toluene 61 109 

Methanol 30 224 

Benzene 18 231 

Water 19 153 

Table 10 Signal to noise (SNR) ratio of RGO and C60-g-RGO sensors towards four selected VOC at 400 
ppb concentration 

IV.2.8. Conclusion 

It has been demonstrated in this section that grafting of Buckminsterfullerene at the junctions 

of CNT or graphene networks can strongly enhance both sensitivity and/or selectivity of CNT 

or graphene based vapour sensors. Controlled and amplified disconnection at junctions of CNT 

or graphene network, due to the grafting of spherical shaped zero dimensional 
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Buckminsterfullerene of high surface area, is the most probable reason of this improved 

sensing. Their low sensitivity and non adjustable selectivity to volatile organic compounds is a 

major limitation of pristine CNT or graphene sensors, which could be overcome by 

synthesizing their nanohybrids based on Buckminsterfullerene. The response’s amplitude of 

pristine CNT or graphene sensors, which is designated by relative resistance amplitude, could 

be enhanced by more than ten times on grafting of Buckminsterfullerene. Although the ranking 

of selectivity to different selected VOC remained the same, but still due to an increase in 

sensitivity to a very high extent, the selectivity (designated by the difference in sensitivity to 

various VOC molecules) was improved automatically.  

Thus the present study opens a new and novel approach for incrementing the sensitivity and 

tuning the selectivity of CNT or graphene sensors by improving the steric hindrance at their 

junctions through the grafting of Buckminster fullerene of high surface area instead of using a 

polymeric matrix. 
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nanocomposites (CPC) 

 
 

 

 

 

Summary: 

The vapour sensing performance of sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) based nanocomposites 

is thoroughly studied in this chapter. The 3D architecture of nanoscale sensors were structured 

using a combination of two versatile techniques; adsorption of sulfonated poly (ether ether 

ketone) polymers of varying degree of sulfonation onto CNT along with its deposition onto 

electrodes by spray layer by layer process. The novelty of this part relies on the use of the 

degree of sulfonation as a tailoring parameter to control the sensitivity and selectivity of 

sulfonated PEEK/CNT based sensors. The ability of these sensors to construct an e-nose with 

an ability of discrimination of both single and binary mixture of VOC is elaborately studied. In 

the later part of this chapter the influence of hybrid nano-fillers on the vapour sensing 

performance of conductive polymer nanocomposite (CPC) sensors was studied keeping both 

the identity and the degree of sulfonation of the polymer matrix unaltered. 
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V.1. Introduction 

Covalent/ non-covalent functionalization or coating of carbon nanomaterials [337] with 

selected macromolecules is a well appreciated strategy for the construction of performing 

vapour sensors. The selectivity of nanocomposite based chemoresistors is a function of several 

parameters such as size, shape and geometry of the nanofillers, control of tunnel junctions of 

the nano-fillers, structuration of 3D conductive architecture, dipolar, dispersive or hydrogen 

bonding interactions and overall solubility parameters [388]. Specifically in CPC, composed of 

an insulating polymer matrix in which a conductive network is structured from the percolation 

of nanofillers, the selectivity is brought about by the nature of the interactions between the 

chemical functions brought by the polymer matrix and the targeted VOC [389]. The selection 

of several polymer matrices of interest for CPC sensors has been investigated by researchers of 

our group already. Among them polymers such as poly (carbonate) [352], poly (methyl 

methacrylate) [207], poly(styrene) [196], poly (lactic acid) [390] and poly (ε-caprolactone) 

[202], were found highly selective towards acetone and chloroform [194]. Whereas, 

biopolymers like chitosan [206], [242], [391], starch, amylose, amylopectine [205] were 

showing a higher selectivity towards water vapour. Still there is a need for the fabrication of 

alcohol selective vapour sensors since some of the alcohols like methanol, ethanol, n-propanol 

etc are considered to be lung cancer biomarkers. With this target to fabricate alcohol selective 

vapour sensors and also keeping in mind, the potentiality of sulfonated poly (ether ether 

ketone) polymers for an application in methanol fuel cell [392], [393], the possibility of 

SPEEK /CNT nanocomposite to work as an alcohol selective VOC sensor could not be 

overruled. So far there is no report in literature on the vapour sensing application of poly (ether 

ether ketone). Poly (ether ether ketone) [PEEK] i.e., poly(oxy-1,4-phenylene-oxy-1,4-

phenylene-carbonyl-1,4-phenylene) is a linear high performance thermostable engineering 

polymer with an aromatic, non-fluorinated backbone, in which 1,4-disubstituted phenyl groups 

are separated by ether (–O–) and carbonyl (–CO–) linkages [394]. Being highly crystalline, this 

polymer is insoluble in organic solvents, which is a serious disadvantage for several 

applications including sensing. However when subjected to sulfonation, PEEK loses its 

crystallinity and becomes soluble in a number of solvents depending on the degree of 

sulfonation (DS). PEEK can be easily sulfonated by concentrated sulfuric acid, chlorosulfonic 

acid pure or complexed sulfur trioxide or acetyl sulfate. SPEEK with varying degree of 

sulfonation can be obtained by varying the reaction time, acid concentration and reaction 

temperature. In case of sulfonated PEEK (SPEEK), having a degree of sulfonation (DS) ≥ 30% 
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is normally soluble in N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), or N-

methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP); whereas SPEEK with DS ≥ 70% is soluble in methanol and 

hot water. On the other hand, NAFION is a sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene based fluoropolymer-

copolymer discovered in the late 1960s by Walther GROT of DUPONT.Both NAFION and 

sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) are consisting of hydrophobic polymer backbone along 

with hydrophilic sulfonate polar group clusters. The use of SPEEK and NAFION in methanol 

fuel cell application has been exhaustively explored by several researchers over the past few 

years [393]. 

In the present section the vapour sensing performance of sulfonated PEEK/ CNT 

nanocomposite sensors is studied thoroughly with a view to fabricate highly selective alcohol 

sensor that could be implemented as one of the components of an electronic nose for the 

detection and discrimination of cancer biomarker VOC. Since the breath extract is a complex 

mixture of several VOC, the ability of our sensor to identify and differentiate mixture of VOC 

is also studied. 

 

V.2. Synthesis of sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone)/CNT nanocomposite 

vapour sensors 

V.2.1. Sulfonation of Poly (ether ether ketone) 

 

Figure 48 Synthesis of sulfonated PEEK 

It is reported that the sulfonation reaction does not lead to chemical degradation and sulfone 

cross-linking, when the concentration of sulphuric acid is <100 wt. %. Sulfonation of PEEK 

(VICTREX 150 XF) was carried out in the laboratory as shown in Figure 48. 20 g of PEEK were 
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dissolved in 1L of conc. H2SO4 (95-98%) in a reaction kettle at room temperature with 

constant agitation to avoid heterogeneous sulfonation. Afterwards the temperature was 

increased to 50 °C and the reaction was continued for a desired time, ranging from 1 to 3.5 h to 

achieve the desired degree of sulfonation (DS). Then the polymer solution was gradually 

precipitated into a large excess of ice-cold water under continuous mechanical agitation. The 

agitation was continued one hour further and then the polymer suspension was left to settle 

overnight. The polymer precipitate was filtered and washed several times with distilled water 

until the pH was neutral. The polymer was then dried under vacuum for 8–10 h at 100 °C. The 

final product is the sulfonic acid form of PEEK (SPEEK) which is a copolymer comprising 

sulfonated PEEK and non-sulfonated PEEK structural units.  

V.2.2. Fabrication of sensor 

100 mg of SPEEK polymer of varying degree of sulfonation was dissolved in 20 mL DMF 

followed by the dispersion of 4 mg of carboxylated CNT into the solution by ultrasoication for 

several hours until the dispersion becomes homogeneous. Afterwards the fabrication of 

portable sensors was done by spray layer by layer technique as explained in appendix (page 

number 143). The SPEEK nanocomposite sensors based on hybrid fillers were also fabricated 

in a similar way, only replacing CNT by C60-g-CNT. Carboxylated CNT and NAFION /CNT 

sensors were also prepared similarly for the purpose of comparison of their sensing 

performance. 

 

V.3. Characterizations of sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) 

V.3.1. Determination of degree of sulfonation by nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 

The 1H-NMR spectra was recorded using DMSO-d6 as solvent and tetramethyl silane as 

internal standard. The 1H-NMR spectrum of five SPEEK samples of varying DS is shown in 

Figure 49. The degree of sulfonation of SPEEK was also determined using 1H-NMR. The 

introduction of SO3H functional group resulted in a distinct signal for HE proton at δ = 7.55 

ppm. The intensity of HE content is equivalent to SO3H group content, therefore the degree of 

sulfonation can be calculated by taking the ratios between the peak area of HE to the peak areas 
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for the rest of the aromatic hydrogens i.e. H A,Aʹ,B,Bʹ,C,D . Degree of sulfonation was calculated 

from 1H-NMR using equation 6,  

풏
ퟏퟐ ퟐ풏

= 푯푬
 Ʃ 푯

푨,푨ʹ,푩,푩ʹ,푪,푫 
………… (6) 

Where ‘n’ is the number of HE per repeat unit. Degree of sulfonation was calculated using 

equation 7.  

DS (%) = n*100 …………………. (7) 

The details of different reaction parameters and reaction conditions used for the preparation of 

SPEEK with varying degree of sulfonation are given in Table 11. 

 

Figure 49 1H-NMR spectrum of (a) PEEK-S1, (b) PEEK-S2, (c) PEEK-S3, (d) PEEK-S4, (e) PEEK-S5 

Nomenclature of 
the polymer 

Reaction 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Reaction 
time 

(Hours) 

Degre of Sulfonation 
(DS) (%) 

Nomenclature of the 
nanocomposite 

(SPEEK+3% nanofiller) 
sensor prepared by spray 

layer by layer process 
PEEK-S1 50 1.5 45 PEEK-S1/CNT 
PEEK-S2 50 2.0 55 PEEK-S2/CNT 
PEEK-S3 50 2.5 65 PEEK-S3/CNT 
PEEK-S4 50 3.0 75 PEEK-S4/CNT 
PEEK-S5 50 3.5 85 PEEK-S5/CNT 
PEEK-S5 50 3.5 85 PEEK-S5/ C60-g-CNT 

Table 11 Effect of reaction time on degree of sulfonation 
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V.3.2. Structural characterizations by FTIR spectroscopy 

The comparison of FTIR spectra of PEEK-S5 and PEEK is shown in Figure 50 (a). The 

characteristic peaks associated with sulfonic acid groups in PEEK-S5 is a broad band at ~3440 

cm−1 which is absent in PEEK. Peaks at 1085 cm−1 and 1022 cm−1 in PEEK-S5 are due to 

symmetric O=S=O stretching and S=O stretching respectively. A new absorption band, which 

appeared at 1222 cm−1 in the spectra of PEEK-S5 samples, was also assigned to the sulfonic 

functional group. 

 

Figure 50 (A) FTIR spectrums of (i) PEEK (ii) PEEK-S5 (b) TGA curves of PEEK and sulfonated PEEK samples 

V.4. Characterization of SPEEK/CNT nanocomposites 

V.4.1. Study of degradation by thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) 
 

PEEK is a thermostable polymer in which the onset of degradation is found beyond 550 °C and 

up to 800 °C, 52 wt. % losses takes place in one step. Whereas the thermal stability of PEEK 

decreases progressively with increasing DS as visible in Figure 50 (b) due to the catalytic 

effect of sulfonic groups on degradation of the polymer chain, and the enhanced asymmetry in 

the PEEK structure due to the introduction of SO3H groups. Normally three steps degradation 

occur in SPEEK samples. All the samples of SPEEK exhibited a minor mass loss below 200 

°C i.e., in the range of 1-2 % due to loss of free or bound water. The next weight loss step in 

the 200-450 °C temperature range is due to the decomposition of the sulfonic acid groups and 

the final weight loss between 450-800 °C is due to the main chain degradation of polymers. 
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V.4.2. Morphological characterization by SEM and AFM 
 

The morphology of SPEEK/CNT nanocomposites was studied by SEM and AFM. By 

comparing the SEM image of CNT and PEEK-S5/ CNT nanocomposite, as shown in Figure 51 

(a) and (b) respectively, it is visible that the PEEK-S5 polymer has coated CNT everywhere in 

PEEK-S5/ CNT nanocomposite. AFM image of pristine CNT and PEEK-S5/CNT are shown in 

Figure 51 (c) and (d) respectively from which it is observed that spherical shaped sulfonated 

PEEK polymers are deposited over CNT in case of PEEK-S5/CNT nanocomposite. 

 

Figure 51 SEM image of (a) CNT and (b) PEEK-S5/CNT, AFM image of (c) CNT and (d) PEEK-S5/CNT 

V.4.3. Vapour sensing performance of sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone)/CNT 
nanocomposites  

V.4.3.1. Selection of targeted VOC 

A single compound (pure VOC biomarker) is generally insufficient to monitor complex and 

heterogeneous situations in case of environmental exposures or chronic diseases. 

Consequently, exploring the total amount of exhaled VOC, called the volatome, may generate 

more suitable information regarding the complexity of processes underlying the 

pathophysiologies of interest. Certainly, analyzing the volatome implies a more sensitive and 
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specific discrimination between various conditions as it reflects changes in both exogenous and 

endogenous compounds [395]. Therefore it is important to verify the discriminating ability of 

array of sensors when exposed to mixture of VOC [396]–[400].  

However it is quite tricky to sense lung cancer biomarkers in real conditions, considering that 

they are blended with many other VOC including water at high concentration (more than 80 

%). Still, the detection of pure molecules must first be conducted before addressing a 

discriminating detection. Thus we restricted our study till now, mostly to the analysis of 

chemo-resistive properties of an array of sensors in the presence of synthetic biomarkers 

produced under controlled conditions in the laboratory, being aware of the remaining possible 

obstacles until the final validation with cancerous patients. 

Nevertheless, since sulfonated PEEK nanocomposite based sensors were the last systems 

studied in this dissertation work, it was decided to check the ability of these sensors to 

discriminate both single and binary mixture of VOC. For a specific sensor array, 

discriminating a mixture from its components depends on the number of vapours in the 

mixture, their structural similarity (or more accurately, the similarity of their interactions with 

the interface layers of the array sensors), and vapour concentrations [401]. In this context, in 

order to constrain the mixture analysis problem, binary mixtures were selected, which are 

simplest VOC mixtures, judicially undertaken for initial experiments. 

The response differences in binary mixture vapours were investigated already by Jaisutti et al.,  

using metal oxide based sensor arrays. The classification patterns of binary mixing vapours 

could be identified by a principal component analysis which demonstrated that the mixture 

points at various ratios are clearly separated [402]. 

V.4.3.2. Influence of DS of the polymer matrix on the performance of CPC sensors in 

pure and binary mixture of VOC 

Figure 52 clearly displays the average maximum relative amplitudes (A r max) of a set of five 

sulfonated PEEK sensors only varying in the DS of the polymer, and one additional sensor 

composed of carboxylated CNT upon exposure to a set of selected lung cancer biomarker pure 

and binary mixtures of VOC. The sensitivity, i.e., the response of all sulfonated PEEK based 

sensors, was found much higher than that of pristine carboxylated CNT in most of the VOC. 

However, the sulfonated PEEK based sensors were found to have a higher sensitivity for 

methanol, i.e., they are methanol selective. An increasing sensitivity to methanol with an 

increasing DS of sulfonated PEEK was also observed, as depicted in the inset curve of Figure 
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52. Among all the sulfonated PEEK based nanosensors of varying DS, the best performance is 

exhibited by PEEK-S5/CNT sensors in terms of sensitivity and selectivity. The ranking of 

selectivity of PEEK-S5/CNT sensor for the selected set of pure and binary VOC, as depicted in 

Figure 52, is as follows: [Methanol> methanol+ethanol> methanol+propanol> 

methanol+acetone> acetone> ethanol> methanol+benzene> propanol> benzene]. 

The Ar max values of binary mixtures are located somewhere in between the Ar max values 

of the two component VOC. 

 

Figure 52 (a) Average maximum relative amplitude (Ar) of a set of pure and binary mixture to saturated VOC 
lung cancer biomarkers 

V.4.3.3. Comparison of vapour sensing performance of CPC sensors based on 

sulfonated PEEK matrix with that of Nafion 

Since both sulfonated (PEEK) and NAFION are sulfonated polymers with high methanol 

permeability, the sensing performance of NAFION-CNT sensors was compared to those of 

sulfonated PEEK based nanosensors. Figure 53 (a) and (b) exhibits the dynamic vapour 

sensing responses of PEEK-S5-CNT sensors to a set of lung cancer biomarker VOC before and 

after normalization respectively. The original responses (to saturated VOC) and the normalized 

responses (eliminating the effect of the varying number of molecules in different saturated 

VOC) of NAFION-CNT sensors are depicted in Figure 53 (c) and (d) respectively, for a set of 

eight selected pure VOC, which are known as lung cancer biomarkers. As expected, the 
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ranking of selectivity undergoes some changes after the responses have been normalized. But 

PEEK-S5/CNT sensors are still highly selective to methanol after the normalization of the 

sensing response. Unlike the sulfonated PEEK nanocomposite sensors, the sensitivity of 

NAFION-CNT sensor towards all saturated alcoholic VOC (methanol, ethanol, propanol) are 

very close to each other, hence it is difficult to discriminate them from one another. However, 

after the sensing response have been normalized, the sensitivity to 2-propanol and ethanol 

increases much more than to methanol. The sulfonated PEEK nanocomposite sensors are found 

more performing than NAFION-CNT sensors due to the following reasons: (1) a six times 

higher sensitivity to methanol, (2) a possible alteration of the DS, which allows to tailoring of 

sensitivity. 

 

Figure 53 Chemo-resistive response of PEEK-S5/CNT (a, b) and Nafion/CNT sensors (c, d) to a set of lung 
cancer biomarker VOC before and after normalization of sensing response 

V.4.3.4. Limit of detection 

Figure 54 (a), (b) and (c) shows the chemo-resistive responses of carboxylated CNT, NAFION-

CNT and PEEKS5-CNT sensors respectively exposed to pulses of 2 ppm to 340 ppb of 

methanol. At first glance it is clear that the signals of PEEKS5-CNT sensor are much 
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smoother, cleaner and larger, compared to the noisy and weaker signals of pristine CNT or 

NAFION-CNT. The determination of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) during sensing experiments 

with only trace levels of vapour molecules allows to quantify the noise density and ultimate 

sensitivity of sensors [359].  

 

Figure 54 Chemo-resistive signals of (a) CNT (b) Nafion/CNT (c) PEEK-S5/CNT sensors under exposure to 
methanol in varying trace concentrations (d) chemo-resistive response of PEEK-S5/CNT sensor on exposure to a 
set of 8 VOC cancer biomarkers at 2 ppm  

Methanol 

concentration (ppm) 

SNR for 

carboxylated CNT 

SNR for 

PEEK-S5/CNT 

2 50 250 

1 48 244 

0.7 40 235 

0.5 30 220 

0.34 20 200 

Table 12 SNR values of CNT and PEEK-S5/CNT sensors in methanol 

Table 12 is collecting all the SNR values of pristine CNT and PEEK-S5/CNT sensors for 

pulses of 2, 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.34 ppm of methanol. It can be noticed that the SNR values of CNT 
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based sensors are increased of five times after coating with sulfonated (PEEK), which confirms 

the better sensing performances of PEEK-S5/CNT sensors even at low VOC concentrations. 

As evident from Figure 54 (d), the ranking of selectivity for PEEKS5-CNT sensors at 2 ppm 

exposure is:[methanol> ethanol> n-propanol≈ acetone> butanone≈ toluene> water>benzene]. 

Therefore the SPEEK based sensors are methanol selective even for trace level concentrations. 

 

V.4.4. Influence of hybrid fillers on performance of sulfonated PEEK based CPC 
sensors 

It has been reported in chapter IV that the sensitivity of CNT based sensors could be 

significantly improved after the grafting of spherical Buckminsterfullerene at the junctions of 

CNT. To the light of this finding, the present study is carried out to check the influence of 

hybrid fillers on sensors based on conductive polymer nanocomposites sensing performances. 

As already shown in the previous sections, the SPEEK with a DS of 85 %, i.e., PEEKS5 based 

CPC are the most sensitive and selective, among all the other CPC sensors in which the DS has 

been varied. This is why it has been chosen to evaluate the effect of hybrid fillers on CPC 

sensors chemo-resistive properties.. The sensing performance of PEEKS5-CNT is compared 

with that of PEEKS5/C60-g-CNT, where carbon nanotube are replaced by an equal amount of 

Buckminsterfullerene grafted CNT.  

The chemo-resistive signals of the PEEK-S5/ C60-g-CNT sensor to a set of VOC are shown in 

Figure 55 (a). By comparing its sensing responses with those of PEEK-S5/CNT in Figure 55 

(b), it is clear that independently from the polymer matrix, which is the same in both sensors, 

the replacement of CNT with C60-g-CNT results in a very high increase of sensitivity of the 

sensors. The sensitivity to methanol is increased of more than two times by the use of hybrid 

fillers, whereas the sensitivity to ethanol has is eight times larger. The ranking of selectivity of 

the CPC sensors is normally controlled by the chemical nature of the polymer matrix. Since in 

this experiment the polymer matrix is the same in both sensors, the selectivity ranking should 

be unchanged. However, the large increment of sensitivity brought by the use of hybrid fillers 

is found to somehow modify this ranking. 

By comparing the AFM images of CNT with that of PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT as depicted in 

Figure 56 (a) and (b) respectively, it is clear that C60 particles are grafted all over the CNT 

network, particularly at the CNT junctions. Moreover, the C60-g-CNT nanohybrid appears to 

be coated with the polymer matrix in PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT. A 3D AFM image of PEEK-S5/ 

C60-g-CNT at higher resolution is also provided in Figure 56 (c) that better shows the details of 

the hybrid filler. The two dimensional AFM image of PEEK-S5/ C60-g-CNT in Figure 56(d) 
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confirms the presence of bright spots of C60 aggregates at CNT junctions, and suggest that the 

nanofillers are well coated with a layer of polymer.  

 

Figure 55 (a) Chemo-resistive response of PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT sensors to a set of lung cancer biomarker VOC 
(b) Normalized average maximum relative amplitude (Ar max) of a set of two sensors in eight VOC lung cancer 
biomarkers  

 

Figure 56 (a) 3D, AFM image of carboxylated CNT (b) (c) 3D, AFM image of PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT at different 
resolution, (d) 2D, AFM image of PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT 

The tailoring of the carbon nanotubes nanojunctions by the grafting of C60 spherical nanofillers 

of very high surface area and electronic mobility, is expected to lead to a more effective 
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disconnection of the CNT conducting network that could explain the higher sensitivity of CPC 

sensors based on C60-g-CNT hybrid filler. 

 

V.5. Conclusion 

A set of high performance chemo-resistive sensors were prepared based on sulfonated poly 

(ether ether ketone)/CNT nanocomposites, each sensor differing from the others in degree of 

sulfonation of PEEK. The degree of sulfonation of PEEK is found to impart a strong influence 

on the sensitivity and selectivity of the sensors. Among a set of 8 lung cancer biomarker VOC, 

the SPEEK nanocomposite sensors were found to possess highest selectivity for methanol. The 

degree of sulfonation of PEEK polymer was used for the first time as a tuning parameter to 

control the methanol sensitivity of the sensors. The vapour discrimination ability of the sensors 

was also studied for different binary mixtures of VOC where one of the two components was 

always methanol. The CPC sensors were found efficient to identify and discriminate a set of 

different single or binary mixtures of VOC biomarkers. The sensors were also found to be 

operative under exposure to very low concentration of VOC i.e., in sub-ppm level. Even the 

sub ppm level sensing performance of SPEEK/CNT sensors was far better than those of 

NAFION-CNT sensors in terms of sensitivity and signal to noise ratio. The influence of the 

hybrid filler on the sensing performance of CPC sensors was also thoroughly studied. Both 

degree of sulfonation of matrix polymer and the use of hybrid nanofillers were found to 

emerge as new generation sensitivity tuning parameters in chemoresistive sensors. 
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remarks with future prospects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary: 

In this last chapter of the thesis, the construction of an e-nose with different combination of 

sensor arrays was accomplished in combination with a principle component analysis (PCA 

mapping), which is a two or three dimensional mapping of multi-component data with a 

minimum loss of information. The efficiency of the e-nose, composed by assembling varying 

combination of sensors was compared. Finally several conclusive remarks are stated along 

with future prospects of this dissertation work. 
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VI.1. Library of sensors 

The objective of this thesis was to fabricate different chemo-resistive sensors based on 

conductive nanocomposites with the ability to differentiate and discriminate a set of disease 

(such as lung cancer) biomarker VOC. Therefore in order to fabricate high performance 

sensors with high sensitivity and required selectivity towards targeted VOC, the adoption of 

different methodologies for the synthesis of conductive nanocomposite preparation was 

strongly emphasized. For this purpose different strategies were undertaken to synthesize 

conductive nanocomposites. The selectivity of as synthesized sensors was tuned by the 

variation of organic functionalization of smart carbon nanomaterials. 

Below, the Table 13 summarizes all the different functionalized CNT/graphene based sensors 

fabricated in this dissertation work along with their selectivity. 
Sensor 

Number 

Nomenclature Best selectivity Normalized maximum relative 

amplitude  in VOC for which 

sensor shows best sensitivity 

 (A r normalized) 

1 Carboxylated CNT - - 

2 RGO - - 

3 RGO@PYAD - - 

4 RGO@PYAD-MCD Methanol 0.48 

5 RGO@PYAD-NCD Acetone 0.46 

6 RGO@PBCD Benzene 1.2 

7 RGO@PYAD-PEGCD Propanol 16 

8 IO-POSS-g-CNT Cyclohexane 5.3 

9 TSPH-POSS/CNT Acetone 4.9 

10 C60-g-CNT Cyclohexane 27.3 

11 C60-g-RGO Toluene 2.85 

12 PEEK-S5/CNT Methanol 21 

13 PEEK-S5/ C60-g-CNT Methanol 55 

Table 13 Library of fabricated sensors 

Sensors 1, 2 and 3 are basic sensors without appreciable selectivity towards any particular 

analyte; whereas the rest of the sensors exhibit some particular ranking of selectivity 

depending mostly upon their surface functionality. Sensors 1 to 5 possess sensitivity (towards 

the VOC for which it is most selective) values (A r normalized) <1; hence we may consider that 

these sensors possess lower range of sensitivity. Sensors 6, 8, 9, and 11 possess medium range 

of sensitivity values (10 < A r normalized <1), whereas sensors 7, 10, 12 and 13 possess a higher 
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range of sensitivity towards most selective VOC (A r normalized >10). Hence the library of 

fabricated sensors as shown in Table 13, possess sensors with different range of sensitivity and 

selectivity values. 

 

VI.2. Principle component analysis (PCA mapping) 

Sensor arrays can be used to generate a great deal of data in a very short time. A significant 

challenge exists in finding ways to extract the information useful in solving the problem at 

hand from the data. The graphical analysis of the raw data is often not possible since the 

number of samples and sensors is typically greater than three. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) provides one efficient approach for reducing the dimensionality of a data set with 

minimum loss of information. Often two or three principal components provide an adequate 

representation of the data, which is convenient for graphical output [403]–[408].  

PCAis a simple and effective method to plot the set of data produced by an array of n-sensors 

exposed to m-vapours, and this method describes the simplifying of multi-dimensional data 

onto 2D or 3D axes. Basically PCA contributes new attributes (axis PC1, PC2, PC3) which are 

linear transformation of input attributes. The variance of these attributes is maximized, each 

attribute being orthogonal to other. More precisely, PCA is a powerful linear supervised 

learning pattern-recognition technique in which the response matrix is expressed in terms of 

linear combinations of the orthogonal response vectors (s ij), so the r th principal component 

(X), is a summation of the n response vectors, for the vapours 

푿풓 = ∑ 휶풊풓 풔풊풋
풏
풊 ퟏ .............................. (8) 

where αir are the eigenvectors, sometimes referred to as the loadings. The variance of X, is 

maximized under the constraints that are defined by: 

∑ 휶풊풓 = ퟏ   풏
풊 ퟏ ……………………(9) 

Principal components are independent. The percentage of data variance contained in each 

principal component is determined by the eigen value [406]. The power of principal 

component analysis stems from the fact that the coefficient matrix, is chosen such that the 

principal components are mutually orthogonal, even though the original descriptors may have 

been heavily correlated [409]. 

The applications of PCA to data from chemical sensor arrays, is used for a variety of things, 

from a complete analysis of the data to a guide for other methods of data analysis. Oftentimes, 
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working with sensor arrays, especially electronic noses, requires only a differentiation of 

patterns. It is not necessary to identify components in a sample [403]. 

 

VI.3. E-Nose construction 

Although the discrimination ability of chemo-resistive sensors can be intuitively assessed from 

their individual responses to analytes, this parameter becomes strongly difficult to quantify 

when they are assembled into an e-nose. In order to evaluate how sensors can discriminate the 

different vapours, an unsupervised classification analysis has been performed by using a 

principal component analysis. An electronic nose (e-nose) is an instrument that combines 

vapour sensor assembled in arrays and pattern analysis techniques for the detection, 

identification, or quantification of volatile compounds. The multivariate response of an array of 

chemical gas sensors with a broad and partially overlapping selectivity can be utilized as an 

“electronic fingerprint” to characterize a wide range of odours or volatile compounds by 

pattern-recognition means [410], [411]. The final objective of this research work is to construct 

a highly efficient electronic nose by suitable combination of, as fabricated sensors into arrays, 

suitable for the discrimination of a selected set of VOC lung cancer biomarkers. For this 

purpose we have considered different combinations of the fabricated sensors to be assembled 

in an e-nose and also compared their discriminating ability qualitatively by the aid of PCA 

mapping. The results of PCA, performed in a 3D space of responses, for different e-nose 

(consisting of varying combination of sensor’s in the array) exposed to the selected set of 

vapours, are plotted in the following Figures 57. 

 The maximum and minimum values of x, y and z axis scales are kept identical for all e-nose 

for the ease of comparison. Three dimensional plots (PC1–PC2–PC3) are obtained by the 

collection of maximum relative amplitudes of each sensor exposed to the set of eight organic 

vapours recorded during 3 cycles and converted into an m by n matrix (m being the number of 

measurements and n the number of sensors).  

 E-Nose 1 (sensors 1, 2, 3 from Table 13) 

The e-nose 1 was constructed by the combination of the three most basic and simple sensors in 

an array (sensor 1, 2 and 3).This e-nose is composed of carboxylated CNT, reduced graphene 

oxide and pyrene adamantan linked graphene sensors. In 3D, the scores of PC1, PC2 and PC3 

accounts for 100% of total variance. As depicted in Figure 57 (a), being composed of basic 

sensors with low sensitivity and selectivity, this e-nose appears not at all efficient for the 

discrimination of the set of VOC lung cancer biomarkers in 3D PCA mapping. The cluster 
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points corresponding to different VOC are close to each other all being localized in the central 

region of the PCA map. This e-nose 1 is to be used as a reference for evaluating the efficiency 

of other e-nose. 

 E-Nose 2 (sensors 1to 13 from Table 13) 

As evident from Figure 57 (b), the e-nose 2 is composed of 13 sensors in array, where all the 

sensors listed in Table 13 are integrated. Therefore it consists of 10 additional modified sensors 

along with three basic sensors. Finally 74.5% of the total variance within the data is contained 

in the three first principal components, which corresponds to better discrimination ability 

between clusters of vapours when compared to e-nose 1. The cluster points corresponding to 

most VOC (except water, toluene) appears to be quite well dispersed throughout the mapping 

zone unlike in Figure 57 (a). 

 

  Figure 57 3D PCA mapping of (a) e-nose 1(sensor 1, 2, 3) (b) e-nose 2(sensor 1-13) 

The quantitative demonstration of the improved efficiency of e-nose 2 compared to e-nose 1 is 

available from Table 14 and Table 15. For each VOC, one point corresponding to the average 

of three points (average maximum relative amplitude values of each of three cycles) is 

considered. The distance of each VOC point from all other VOC in the measured set is 

evaluated by equation 10. 

The distance between two points is the length of the path connecting them. The shortest path 

distance is a straight line. In a 3 dimensional plane, the distance between points (x1, y1, z1) and 

(x2, y2, z2) is given by: 

풅 = (풙ퟐ − 풙ퟏ)  
ퟐ + (풚ퟐ − 풚)ퟐ + (풛ퟐ − 풛)ퟐ……………. (10) 
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VOC Methanol Ethanol Propanol Acetone Benzene Toluene Cyclohexane Water 

Methanol 0 2.62 3.73 2.675 2.94 2.81 2.307 3.78 

Ethanol 2.62 0 1.92 2.05 1.469 2.47 1.199 2.139 

Propanol 3.73 1.92 0 3.64 2.66 2.2 2.435 1.003 

Acetone 2.67 2.05 3.64 0 1.13 4.17 1.28 3.31 

Benzene 2.94 1.469 2.66 1.13 0 3.67 0.698 2.25 

Toluene 2.81 2.47 2.2 4.17 3.67 0 3.1 2.92 

Cyclohexane 2.307 1.199 2.435 1.28 0.698 3.1 0 2.144 

Water 3.78 2.139 1.003 3.31 2.25 2.92 2.144 0 

Table 14 3D distance between points corresponding to two VOC in e-nose 1 

VOC Methanol Ethanol Propanol Acetone Benzene Toluene Cyclohexane Water 

Methanol 0 4.97 6.529 6.01 6.707 6.4196 7.65 5.95 

Ethanol 4.97 0 1.617 3.73 3.16 2.896 5.134 1.795 

Propanol 6.529 1.617 0 4.166 3.41 3.19 5.66 2.177 

Acetone 6.01 3.73 4.166 0 2.919 6.311 6.266 5.136 

Benzene 6.707 3.16 3.41 2.919 0 4.469 3.58 3.47 

Toluene 6.4196 2.896 3.19 6.311 4.469 0 4.297 1.197 

Cyclohexane 7.65 5.134 5.66 6.266 3.58 4.297 0 4.186 

Water 5.96 1.795 2.177 5.136 3.47 1.197 4.186 0 

Table 15 3D distance between points corresponding to two VOC in e-nose 2 

The shortest distance between points corresponding to methanol and benzene was 2.81 in e-

nose1 whereas this same distance has been increased to 6.707 in e-nose 2. Therefore the 

efficiency of discrimination between methanol and benzene has increased by 138% in e-nose 2. 

Likewise the discrimination between any of two pairs of VOC has increased in e-nose 2 with 

only a few exceptions (ethanol/propanol, ethanol/water and toluene/water). Excepted for these 

three pair of VOC the discriminating efficiency of the e-nose 2 has undergone an overall 

improvement when compared to that of e-nose 1.  

Therefore e-nose 2, constructed by the assembly of 13 sensors (fabricated during this research 

work), possess an appreciable ability of determination and discrimination of a set of lung 

cancer biomarker VOC unlike e-nose 1. 

Moreover, there is sometimes a necessity to discriminate one particular VOC biomarker from a 

set of other VOC. In this case the use of complex e-nose 2 with a combination of 13 sensors 

may not be necessary. In fact, the integration of only one additional sensor with a high 

selectivity towards the targeted VOC into the sensor array comprising only the three basic 
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sensors (used as reference) can be quite efficient to discriminate the targeted VOC from the 

rest of others. An example of such e-nose prepared with this objective is provided in Figure 58. 

 

Figure 58 3D PCA mapping of (a) e-nose 3(sensor 1, 2, 3 and 6) (b) e-nose 4(sensor 1, 2, 3 and 7) (c) e-nose 
5(sensor 1, 2, 3 and 10) (d) e-nose 6(sensor 1, 2, 3 and 13) 

 

 E-Nose 3 (sensors 1, 2, 3 and 6) 

The e-nose 3 is composed of a combination of four sensors. Keeping the same three sensors as 

in e-nose 1, one additional sensor i.e., sensor 6 (RGO@PBCD) is integrated in this e-nose 3. 

Comparing the 3D plot of PCA map for e-nose 1 (Figure 57 a) with that of e-nose 3 (Figure 58 

a), it is clear that the insertion of sensor 6 has facilitated the benzene and toluene 

discrimination. Unlike e-nose 1 which shows a single cluster of all VOC, in e-nose 3, nonpolar 

aromatic hydrocarbons like benzene, toluene appears to be located in a separate cluster 

compared to all other VOC. The high selectivity of sensor 6 (RGO@PBCD) towards nonpolar 

aromatics (as shown in chapter 3) is responsible for this behaviour. 

 E-Nose 4 (sensors 1, 2, 3 and 7) 

Similarly, in e-nose 4 the fourth additional sensor is sensor 7 (RGO@PYAD-PEGCD). 

Comparing the 3D plot of PCA map for e-nose 1 (Figure 57 a) with that of e-nose 4 (Figure 58 

b), it is evident that the insertion of sensor 7 has facilitated the discrimination of water vapour.  
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 E-Nose 5 (sensors 1, 2, 3 and 10) 

Sensor 10 (C60-g-CNT) is integrated in this e-nose 5 in addition to three basic sensors. The 

discrimination of the lung cancer biomarker cyclohexane is facilitated by the insertion of this 

cyclohexane selective sensor into the sensors array as observed in Figure 58 (c) unlike the 

reference e-nose 1 (Figure 57a). 

 E-Nose 6 (sensors 1,2,3 and 13) 

The additional fourth sensor in e-nose 6 is sensor 13 i.e., PEEK-S5/C60-g-CNT, which possess 

a high affinity towards methanol. The insertion of sensor 13 has facilitated the discrimination 

of methanol from the rest of other VOC in the set as depicted in Figure 58 (d). Therefore this e-

nose can act quite efficiently when methanol discrimination is required. 

 

VI.4. Discrimination of pure and binary mixture of VOC by principle 

componenent analysis (PCA) 

 

A multi component analysis has been carried out for the identification of individual VOC and 

their binary mixtures by the use of an e-nose (multi sensor array) and feature extraction of 

analytical information was done by PCA. PCA is regarded as a preprocessing algorithm that 

sometimes transforms the sensors output responses into a content of information more suitable 

for recognition [412], [413]. The set of methanol selective sensors elaborated in Table 11 of 

chapter V, were assembled in an array and integrated in an e-nose to evaluate their ability to 

discriminate both pure and binary mixtures of VOC. Since these sensors were mostly selective 

to methanol, experiments were carried out to check their ability to discriminate pure methanol 

from different binary mixtures each of which containing methanol as one of the two 

components. As pattern shown in Figure 59 (a) corresponds to the two first principal 

components (PC1, PC2) obtained by collection of maximum relative amplitudes of each sensor 

exposed to the set of vapours recorded during 3 cycles and converted into an m by n matrix 

accounting for 97.36 % of the total variance. The well discriminated nine clusters of points 

confirm that the e-nose system is efficient to discriminate both pure and binary mixtures of 

VOC.  

Some studies based on principle component analysis of binary mixtures is already available 

from literature [414]. As studied by Hsieh et al., Figure 59 (b) presents a principal components 

(PCA) plot derived from response data for three vapours obtained from the six polymer coated 

SAW sensor array. Individual vapour responses were generated experimentally and mixture 
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responses were synthesized by MONTE-CARLO simulation. The response vectors of vapour 

mixtures were synthesized from those of the component individual vapours under the 

assumption of additivity of responses, which has been verified for polymer-coated SAW 

sensors in several studies [401]. In this study by Hsieh et al., the responses to individual 

vapours are linear and responses to mixtures of vapours are additive. The individual vapour 

response patterns appear unique enough to permit their recognition and discrimination 

relatively easily and the composite responses from the binary mixtures span the regions 

between those of the respective component vapours. Severin et al. also stated that, the swelling 

response of polymer coated SAW sensors to binary analyte mixtures is expected to be a 

weighted linear combination of the responses to the individual analytes in the vapour phase 

[415]. 

 
Figure 59 (a) 2D PCA curve for sulfonated PEEK nanocomposite based six sensors array (experimental) (b) 
Principal components plot of sensor array responses to three vapors A ) toluene, B ) hexane, C ) 2-
methoxyethanol and their binary and ternary mixtures where individual vapor responses were generated 
experimentally and mixture responses were synthesized by Monte Carlo simulation (from literature) [401]  
 
However, the observation of our experimental results reveals that, the PCA clusters 

corresponding to any binary mixtures are situated in the space between that of the two 

components as depicted in Figure 59 (a), although not on a straight line like in the paper of 

Hsieh et al. [416]. Due to the limitations of our experimental device, it was not possible to 

change the mixing ratio of the two VOC of the mixture, to another value than that fixed by the 

division of the total vapour flow rate of 100cm3.min-1 in two. Therefore, checking HSIEH’s law 

would require adapting our device so that it will be possible to vary continuously the mixing 

ratio of each component. From this preliminary study on the sensing response of e-noses 
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towards binary mixtures, it was found that cluster points corresponding to binary mixtures are 

well discriminated from that of the pure VOC components. The position of binary mixtures 

appears to be intermediate to their pure components. Future perspective of the present work 

will concern the study of the evolution of the pattern of responses with changes of VOC 

mixture ratios, which will require more sophisticated equipment allowing to change the VOC 

ratio. 

 

VI.5. Conclusion & future prospects 

The development of conductive nanocomposite sensors for anticipated diagnosis of diseases 

like cancer was the objective of this thesis. Smart carbon nanomaterials, such as CNT or 

graphene were used as the basic material for chemo-resistive sensors’ fabrication. Although 

pristine CNT/graphene is able to perform as chemo-resistive sensors, it possesses a low 

sensitivity and non-adjustable selectivity. Hence, covalent and non-covalent functionalizations 

of these carbon nanomaterials with various oligomeric, polymeric or inorganic molecules were 

done in order to tune the sensor’s selectivity and sensitivity. Nanoswitching at the junctions of 

the percolated network formed by the carbon nanomaterials could be controlled by varying the 

organic functionality on the surface. Also the performance of smart chemo-resistive sensors 

could be controlled by various factors such as the architecture of the conductive network, the 

nature of interactions between polymer matrices and conductive nanofillers, solubility 

parameter, hydrogen bonding, hydrophilicity etc. Different strategies were undertaken for the 

functionalization of carbon nanomaterials in order to achieve a high sensitivity and adjustable 

selectivity to targeted VOC. 

Functionalized cyclodextrin wrapped graphene sensors were designed successfully. In 

this novel work, tuneable organic functionality and host guest inclusion complex formation 

ability of cyclodextrin along with high surface area and electrical conductivity of graphene 

could be judicially exploited to fabricate a set of high performance sensors with tailorable 

selectivity. Perbenzylated cyclodextrin wrapped reduced graphene oxide sensors were found to 

show a higher affinity towards nonpolar aromatics whereas amino cyclodextrin wrapped 

reduced graphene oxide sensors could exhibit a higher affinity towards acetone due to 

potentially reversible imine bond formation between amino group and acetone. Thus, changing 

the organic functionality ofcyclodextrin made it possible to tune its selectivity towards the 

targeted VOC biomarkers. Additionally, the polymerized cyclodextrin wrapped reduced 

graphene oxide sensors were found to exhibit sensitivity several times larger towards polar 
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VOC than oligomeric cyclodextrin wrapped RGO sensors. However, short chain functionalized 

oligomeric cylodextrin wrapped RGO sensors were found effective to obtain different 

selectivity towards the targeted disease biomarker VOC. 

The hybridization of more than one nanomaterial could also provide a path to alter the 

sensing performances of pristine carbon nanomaterials. Covalent or non-covalent 

functionalization of CNT by nanosized polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane was found to be a 

path to achieve an adjustable selectivity and enhanced sensitivity of chemo-resistors. Tuning 

the organic functionality of the POSS surface was found an effective factor to control the 

selectivity adjustment whereas the nanosized rigid cubic shaped POSS cage could positively 

influence the nanoswitching at junctions of CNT upon exposure to vapour molecules, resulting 

in a higher sensitivity. Iso octyl POSS grafted CNT was found to exhibit high selectivity 

towards nonpolar aliphatic hydrocarbons such as cyclohexane and n-pentane whereas trisilanol 

phenyl POSS/ CNT sensor showed a higher affinity towards acetone.  

Moreover the grafting of spherical Buckminsterfullerene of high surface area and 

electronic mobility onto CNT/graphene was carried out in order to achieve a synergistic 

combination of properties in terms of sensing performances. An appreciable enhancement of 

the sensitivity of CNT/graphene based sensors was obtained from the grafting of 

Buckminsterfullerene at the junctions of the conductive network. Particularly it brought about 

a dramatic enhancement of their sensitivity to respectively cyclohexane and toluene keeping at 

the same time their ranking of selectivity unaltered. 

A set of high performance methanol selective sensors based on sulfonated PEEK 

nanocomposites were fabricated and their degree of sulfonation was found to be a useful 

parameter controlling the sensitivity and selectivity of sensors. Either by increasing the degree 

of sulfonation of PEEK or by using hybrid nanofillers (Buckminsterfullerene grafted CNT), the 

sensitivity and selectivity to methanol of these conducting polymer nanocomposite (CPC) 

sensors could be tailored. 

Finally it was possible to make a library with all the fabricated chemo-resistive sensors, 

made from functionalized CNT/graphene that were found highly selective towards the different 

targeted lung cancer biomarker VOC. These room temperature sensors were also found 

operative under ppm-ppb level of VOC, which is compulsory for the analysis of VOC 

biomarkers in human breath that are present at very low concentration. 

By suitable combination of sensors from this library highly efficient e-noses were 

manufactured, which were able to discriminate a set of VOC lung cancer biomarkers from one 
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another. Moreover, some e-noses were found effective to discriminate one targeted VOC from 

a set of other VOC. It was also demonstrated that particular e-noses were suitable to 

discriminate pure and binary mixture of VOC. However due to limitations of the sensing 

device, only binary mixtures with identical proportions of two components could be compared 

to that of pure VOC components. In the PCA mapping the cluster of points corresponding to 

binary mixtures were found between those of the two pure components, although not exactly 

on a straight line and these points appeared to be well discriminated. More precise information 

about the sensing responses towards mixtures of VOC would possibly be extracted in future 

with a more sophisticated sensing equipment capable of creating binary, ternary or more 

complex mixture VOC with adjustable ratios of each component. 

Thus, a more extensive study on sensory response towards different VOC mixtures 

comes under the future perspective of further research in this field. Additionally, the findings 

of this thesis are promising to switch to the next step, i.e., the confrontation of e-noses to real 

VOC biomarkers present in patients’ breath in order to make an anticipated diagnosis of 

cancers. Real time monitoring of human breath extract by e-nose composed of chemo-resistive 

VOC sensors may emerge as a non-invasive and potentially inexpensive technique of early 

stage lung cancer detection in near future. This work also possesses a very high future prospect 

in other applications such as environmental monitoring and food degradation monitoring. Also 

comparison of the nature and concentration of VOC extract from healthy and diseased human 

skin may emerge as a non-invasive technique for detection of skin cancer melanoma in future. 
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Appendix 

1. Smart carbon nanomaterials used in this study 

Size, shape and geometry of the nanofillers may influence the sensing performance of 

chemoresistive sensors due to their influence on conductive architecture. Different varieties of 

carbon nanomaterials such as two dimentional carbon nanotubes, one dimensional graphene, 

zero dimensional Buckminsterfullerenes were used as sensing materials in this thesis. 

1.1. Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) 

All the MWNTs used in this thesis were kindly provided by nanocyl S.A., Belgium. They were 

produced via the catalytic carbon vapor deposition (CVD) process. The physical properties of 

three different varieties of MWNT used in this thesis are listed below in tabular form (Table 

1A). 

Property NC 7000 NC 3100 NC 3101 Method 
Average Diameter (nm) 9.5 9.5 9.5 TEM 

Average Length (µm) 1.5 1.5 1.5 TEM 
Carbon Purity (%) 90 >95 >95 TGA 
Metal Oxide (%) 10 <5 <5 TGA 

-COOH functionalization 

(%) 
0 0 <4 XPS 

Table 1A Physicochemical properties of MWNT s of different grades 

1.2. Buckminsterfullerene (C60) 

Zero dimensional Buckminsterfullerenes (C60) have polyhydral pentagonal-hexagonal carbon 

rings in which each carbon atom is bonded to three other neighbours. Fullerene-C60 of 99.5% 

purity was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. They appeared as black crystalline powders. 

 

2. Steps for the fabrication of the sensors 

Vapour sensors were fabricated from conductive nanocomposites by following several steps 

elaborated below. 

2.1. Solution mixing 

For the fabrication of portable sensors, solution mixing was found to be more convenient and 

practical than melt mixing. Requirement of less quantity of raw materials, low power 
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consumption, easy preparation method are the advantages of this versatile technique. 

Synthesized nanocomposites or nanohybrids, were subjected to dispersion in a suitable solvent 

followed by ultrasonication for 1 h at 50 ◦C with a Branson 3510 device (100W, 40 kHz) in 

order to obtain an appreciable level of homogeneity as shown in Figure 1A. 

   

Figure 1A Ultrasonic bath (left) and solution of nanocomposite before and after sonication (right) 

2.2. Preparation of the electrode 

The electrodes were prepared by mechanical cross-sectional cutting of commercial 22 nF 

ceramic capacitors, which consist of a series of interdigitated metal lines (25 wt.% Ag/75 wt.% 

Pd). Prior to deposition of those materials, these electrodes were polished and washed with 

ethanol to remove any existed dust particles. 

2.3. Deposition of synthesized nanocomposite onto electrode 

 

Figure 2A Schematic drawing for solution spray deposition process 

The final step of sensors fabrication is the deposition of conductive nanocomposite dispersion 

on to the interdigitated electrodes followed by evaporation of the solvent. Spray layer by layer 

technique (sLbL) was employed for this purpose using a homemade device (Figure 2A), 

equipped with a spray valve controller (Valve Mate 8040) allowing a precise control of the 

nozzle scanning speed (Vs = 50mm/sec), solution flow rate (index 2), air pressure (0.1 MPa), 

and target to nozzle distance (8 cm). After fabrication, vapour sensors were conditioned at 30o 

C in a controlled atmosphere for one night. The initial resistances of sensors are well controlled 
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by changing spray number of layers which acts as a well controlled tool for structuring thin 

film of nanometer to micron level thickness. 

 

3.  Characterization of the nanocomposites 
In order to support successful synthesis of different nanohybrids or nanocomposites, various 

morphological, thermal and structural characterization techniques were employed. 

3.1. Morphological characterization 

In order to understand the structure of conductive architecture in different conductive 

nanocomposites or nanohybrids, various types of microscopy was carried out. 

3.1.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful surface analytical technique used in air, liquid 

or vacuum to generate very high-resolution images of a surface and can provide some 

topographic, chemical, mechanical and electrical information. An AFM consists of a sharp 

micro-fabricated tip attached to a cantilever, which is scanned across a sample. The nano-scale 

characterization of nanomaterials based sensors was done using atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) under ambient conditions using light tapping mode (TM-AFM) on a calibre multimode 

scanning probe microscope from Bruker-Veeco (France). The ratio of the set point amplitude 

to the free amplitude was maintained approximately at 0.9. AFM tips Veeco (France) had 

typical resonance frequency between 300 and 400 kHz and tip radius between 5 and 15 nm. 

The set point amplitude of antimony doped silicon tapping mode cantilever (LTESP model, 

Veeco, USA) was about 4.5 V.  

For AFM observation, samples were prepared by depositing the dispersion onto a freshly 

cleaved silicon substrate by spin coating at 2500 rpm for 30 s using SPIN150-NPP (SPS-

Europe), followed by vacuum drying at 60oC for 3 h. Silicon wafer substrates were cleaned 

with de-mineralized water and were dried in UV chamber prior to solution deposition. The 

diameters of CNT/ Buckminsterfullerene or quantum dots and thickness of graphene sheets 

were measured using the section analysis software of the microscope (SPM lab software). As 

shown in the Figure 3A, The diameter of MWNT was found to be around 10 nm where as the 

thickness of graphene oxide sheets was calculated as 1.2 nm and the diameter of C60 

nanoparticle clusters, were calculated to be around 230 nm on an average. 
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Figure 3A The AFM images of MWNT, graphene oxide and Buckminsterfullerene respectively (from 
left) 

3.1.2.  Scanning Electron Microscipy (SEM)  

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that produces images 

of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of electrons. The electrons interact with atoms 

in the sample, producing various signals that can be detected and that contain information 

about the sample's surface topography and composition. The morphology of nanocomposites 

or nanohybrids was observed under the ZEISS EVO Series Scanning Electron Microscope 

Model (EVO 50). Figure 4A, shows the SEM images of MWNT, graphene and 

Buckminsterfullerene. The elemental profile of the membrane was recorded to investigate the 

presence of various elements by in a Bruker-AXS Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) System 

(Model QuanTax 200).   

3.1.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission Electron Microscope JEOL 2010F- type-high contrast (HC) was used to observe 

the conductive architecture of CNT or graphene as in Figure 5A. The microscope had 

accelerating voltage from 80 to 200 kV and standard magnification from 1000 to 800000 

times. Illuminating system consisted of cool beam electron gun with pre-centered LaB6 

filaments. There were three-stage condenser lens (1st, 2nd, 3rd) and five apertures. A beam 

total angle was 2 ̊ in all directions.  
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 Figure 4A The SEM images of (a) MWNT, (b) graphene oxide and (c) Buckminsterfullerene respectively  

 

Figure 5A The TEM images of graphene oxide and MWNT respectively (from left) 

3.2. Thermal characterization 

3.2.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

Thermo gravimetric analysis or thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal 

analysis in which changes in physical and chemical properties of materials are measured as a 

function of increasing temperature (with constant heating rate), or as a function of time (with 

constant temperature and/or constant mass loss). TGA is commonly used to determine selected 

characteristics of materials that exhibit either mass loss or gain due to decomposition, 

oxidation, or loss of volatiles (such as moisture). Common applications of TGA are (1) 

materials characterization through analysis of characteristic decomposition patterns, (2) studies 

of degradation mechanisms and reaction kinetics, (3) determination of organic content in a 

sample, and (4) determination of inorganic (e.g. ash) content in a sample, which may be useful 

for corroborating predicted material structures or simply used as a chemical analysis. Thermo 

gravimetric analysis  of all samples was carried out on Pyris 6 TGA instrument of Perkin 

Eimer in nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate 20°C/min in the temperature range 50°C to 

750°C. 
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3.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

The thermal properties were studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The glass 

transition temperature of the membranes was calculated using TA DSC Q 200 instrument in 

the temperature range of 40-300 °C in nitrogen atmosphere with sample size 5±2 mg at a 

heating rate of 10 °C/min 

3.3. Structural characterization  

3.3.1. Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction 

X-ray crystallography is a tool used for determining the atomic and molecular structure of a 

crystal, in which the crystalline atoms cause a beam of X-rays to diffract into many specific 

directions.The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all the samples were obtained with an X-ray 

diffractometer model no PW3040-60 X’pert PRO (Netherland) with 40kV voltage, 30mA 

current and CuKα = 1.54Å, at a scanning rate 0.02° per second in a 2θ range from 2°-40°. 

3.3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a technique which is used to obtain an 

infrared spectrum of absorption, emission, photoconductivity or Raman scattering of a solid, 

liquid or gas. An FTIR spectrometer simultaneously collects spectral data in a wide spectral 

range. This confers a significant advantage over a dispersive spectrometer which measures 

intensity over a narrow range of wavelengths at a time. The FT-IR spectra of samples were 

obtained using Thermo Nicolet IR 200 spectrometer. 

3.3.3. UV-Visible Spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy is useful as an analytical technique for two reasons. First it can 

be used to identify some functional groups within molecules and secondly, it can be used for 

more quantitative analysis. Ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy is used extensively in chemical and 

biochemical research, for a variety of tasks. For most spectra the solution obeys Beer’s Law. 

This states that the light absorbed is proportional to the number of absorbing molecules, i.e., to 

the concentration of absorbing molecules. Nevertheless this is only true for dilute solutions. A 

second law, Lamberts’s law, tells us that the fraction of radiation absorbed is independent of 

the intensity of the radiation. Combining these two laws gives the Lambert Beers’ law: 
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푙표푔
퐼
퐼 =

∈
푐  

IO = the intensity of the incident radiation 

I = the intensity of the transmitted radiation 

ε = the molar absorption coefficient 

l = the path length of the absorbing solution (cm) 

c = the concentration of the absorbing species in mol dm-3 

UV-visible spectroscopy was done using CARY WIN UV BIO-50 within 250-750 nm range. 

Rectangular cubic cell (1cm2 cross sectional area and 2.5cm length) was used for UV 

spectroscopy experiments. 

3.3.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

NMR is a powerful tool which is used to identify functional groups in particular chemical 

bonding. The NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AV300 spectrometer, operating at 300 

MHz. Electrospray-ionization mass spectra (ESIMS) was recorded with an API 2000 

spectrometer. 

 

4. Other materials and synthesis  
4.1.Materials 

1-pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (Aldrich, 95%), 1-adamantanemethylamine 

(Aldrich, 98%) triphenylphosphine (Aldrich, 99%), sodium azide (Aldrich, 99.5%), 2-

propynyl-tetra-O-acetyl--D-glucopyranoside (Aldrich, 97%), ascorbic acid sodium salt 

(Fluka, 99%), sodium methoxide (Fluka, 97%), cupric sulfate pentahydrate (Fluka, 99%), 

iodine (Alfa Aesar, 99%), anhydrous pyridine (Aldrich, 99.8%), acetic anhydride (Aldrich, 

99%) were used as received without further purification. CH2Cl2 (VWR, 100%) was dried over 

CaH2 and distilled just before use. The deuterated solvents (D2O, DMSO-d6) were purchased 

from Eurisotop. The -CD (Roquette, 98%) was purified before use. A saturated solution of -

CD was prepared at 80°C, then slowly cooled to room temperature and left at 0°C for one 

night. The crystallized -CD was then filtered and dried under vacuum at 80°C over one night. 

All solvents ethanol, methanol, DMF, formaldehyde, acetone, toluene, benzene, propanol, 

isopropanol, o-xylene, from Acros Organics (Belgium) was used as received. Aminopropyl Iso 

Ocyl POSS and trisilanol phenyl POSS were purchased from Hybrid Plastics, USA. 
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4.2.Synthesis of functionalized cyclodextrins 

4.2.1. Synthesis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl) methylene -D-

glucopyranoside) -CD or mannose functionalized CD (MCD) 
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Step 4 Synthesis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene-- glucopyranoside) -CD 

Figure 6A Four step synthsis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene-- glucopyranoside) -
CD  

A solution of -cyclodextrin in anhydrous DMF (4.4 mmol in 90 mL), I2 (92.5 mmol) and 

Ph3P (92.5 mmol) were added followed by stirring at 80 °C for 18 hours. A freshly prepared 

solution of NaOMe in MeOH (45 mL) was carefully introduced in the reaction vessel after the 

reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and concentrated. The reaction mixture was 
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precipitated in methanol. The resulting brown solid was dried under high vacuum. 6.095 g of 

compound was recovered (yield of 72.6%). 

In the next step, NaN3 (31.3 mmol,) was added to a solution of heptakis (6-deoxy-6-iodo) -

CD in DMF (3.2 mmol) and the resulting suspension was stirred at 75 °C for 24 hours. The 

suspension was concentrated followed by treatment with a large excess of water. The 

precipitated compound was filtered, washed with water, and dried under high vacuum to yield 

a stable white powder (3.71 g, 88%). 

Then to a solution of heptakis (6-deoxy-6-azido)-CD (2.7 mmol) in anhydrous pyridine (65.2 

mL), acetic anhydride (215 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred for 24 hours at 60°C 

under nitrogen. The solution was then concentrated and the residue was dissolved in 

dichloromethane and washed with 10% HCl in water followed by water. The organic layer was 

dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated to yield white product (0.96 g, 66.8%). 

2-propynyl-tetra-O-acetyl--D-glucopyranoside (0.54 mmol) was added to a solution of 

heptakis(6-deoxy-6-azido-2,3-di-O-acetyl)-CD (0.07 mmol) in DMF (2.4 mL). Cupric sulfate 

pentahydrate (0.54 mmol) and a freshly prepared solution of sodium ascorbate (1.08 mmol) in 

water (0.6 ml) were successively added to the mixture. The solution was stirred for 48hours at 

room temperature. After evaporation of solvents, the crude product was dissolved in CH2Cl2. 

The product was extracted three times with an ammonia solution (5N) and three times with 

water. The organic layer was retained, the solvent was removed and the product was dried 

under vacuum when the yield was 88.5% (290 mg). 

Resulting, Heptakis (6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl) methylene-tetra-O-acetyl--D-

glucopyranoside-2,3-di-O-acetyl) -CD (6.3.10-2 mmol) was added to the solution of  NaOMe 

in MeOH (1M). The heterogeneous solution was stirred for 18 hours at room temperature. The 

mixture was filtered and the precipitate was dried under vacuum. A white powder was 

recovered which was purified by silica chromatography with the mixture H2O/ethanol as eluant 

(95/5 until 75/25). The expected product (as in Figure 6A) was collected with a yield of 40%. 

4.2.2. Synthesis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-amino)-CD (NCD)   

As shown in Figure 7A, heptakis (6-deoxy-6-azido)-CD (153 mmol) was dissolved in DMF 

(40 mL) and PPh3 (24.2 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred under N2 for 2h. 

Concentrated aqueous NH3 (6 mL,  35%) was then added dropwise to the solution followed 

by stirring. The suspension was then concentrated under reduced pressure to approximately 10 
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mL and 150 mL of ethanol was added in order to precipitate the product. The precipitate was 

washed with ethanol and dried under high vacuum to yield a white solid.               

O

OH OH
* O

N3

*7

NH2

OOHOH

*

*7

          DMF, PPh3

N2, 24hours stirring,room
temperature, NH3  

Figure 7A Synthsis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-amino)-CD(NCD) 

4.2.3. Synthesis of perbenzylated β–cyclodextrin (PBCD) 

O
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OH
*

HO

NaH, BnCl

7

O

O

*

OBn

OBn
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BnO

7

DMSO, N2, 20°C

 

Figure 8A Synthesis of perbenzylated cyclodextrin 

β–cyclodextrin (7.1g)  were added at room temperature under nitrogen to a solution of NaH 

(259 mmol) and benzyl chloride (259 mmol)  was carefully  added dropwise to the solution. 

The mixture was stirred vigorously at room temperature in anhydrous DMSO for 24 hours. The 

reaction mixture was then neutralized with water followed by the extraction of the aqueous 

layer with Et2O. The combined organic layers were dried, filtered and concentrated. Silica gel 

choromatography of the residue gave 17.9 g of perbenzylated β–cyclodextrin (yield: 94%) as 

depicted in Figure 8A. 

4.3. Characterization of synthesized products 

4.3.1. Characterization of the synthesis of pyrene adamantan 

1H NMR (CDCl3) shows the characteristic peaks as below 

ppm, δ: 8.33-7.86 (9H, Py), 5.39 (broad peak, 1H, NH), 3.43, 3.41, 3.38 (t, 2H, Ha), 2.97,2.95 

(d, 2H, H1), 2.34-2.16 (m, 4H, Hc, Hb), 1.95 (broad peak, 3H, H5), 1.71, 1.67, 1.61,1.58 (q, 

6H, H3), 1.46, 1.45 (d, 6H, H2)  
13C NMR (CDCl3) shows the following peaks 

 ppm, δ: 172.83 (C=O), 136.08-123.57 (Py), 51.10 (C1), 40.40 (C2), 37.07 (C3), 36.42 (Cc), 

33.76 (C4), 32.99 (Ca), 28.35 (C5), 27.71 (Cb)  

For C31H33NO, ESIMS: 436.40 uma [M+H]+, 458.40 uma [M+Na]+, 474.40 uma [M+K]+  
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 Figure 9ACOSY NMR spectrum of pyrene butyric acid adamantanemethyl amide in CDCl3 

 

Figure 10A HMQC NMR spectrum of pyrene butyric acid adamantanemethyl amide in CDCl3 
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Figure 11A ESIMS of pyrene butyric acid adamantanemethyl amide 

4.3.2. Characterization of the synthesis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene-

-D-glucopyranoside)-CD (MCD) 

 

Figure 12A 1H NMR spectrum of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene--D-
glucopyranoside)-CD (EB12-31c) in D2O at 25°C 
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H13), 3.48-3.23 (m, 28H, H4,H12, H15), 3.15 (t, 7H, H11)  
13C NMR (D2O) ppm, : 143.88 (7C, C8), 127.39 (7C, C7), 101.93 (14C, C1, C10), 

83.27-60.52 (70C, C2 to C5, C9, C11 to C15), 50.55 (7C, C6) .  
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For C105H161N21O70, ESIMS: 968.5 uma [M+3Na]3+, 1440.6 uma [M+2Na]2+   

 

 

Figure 13A 13C NMR spectrum of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene--D 
glucopyranoside)-CD (EB12-46a) in D2O at 25°C 

 

Figure 14A COSY NMR spectrum of heptakis (6-deoxy-6-(1,2,3-triazolyl)methylene--D-
glucopyranoside)-CD (EB12-31c) in D2O at 25°C 

4.3.3. Characterization of the synthesis of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-amino)-CD (NCD) 
1H NMR (D2O) ppm, : 5.17 (d, 7H, H1), 4.21 (m, 7H, H5), 3.98 (dd, 7H, H3), 3.68 (dd, 7H, 

H2), 3.59 (t, 7H, H4), 3.46 (dd, 7H, H6), 3.26 (dd, 7H, H6’) 13C NMR (D2O) ppm, : 104.1 

(7C, C1), 84.9 (7C, C4), 74.9, 74.3 (14C, C2, C3), 70.5 (7C, C5),  42.9 (7C, C6)  
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Figure 15A1H NMR spectrum of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-amino) -CD  (NCD) in D2O at 25°C 

 

Figure 16A13C NMR spectrum of heptakis(6-deoxy-6-amino) -CD  (NCD) in D2O at 25°C 

4.3.4. Characterization of the synthesis of perbenzylated β–cyclodextrin (PBCD) 

 

Figure 17A  1H NMR of perbenzylated β–cyclodextrin in CDCl3 
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Figure 18A13C NMR of perbenzylated β–cyclodextrin in CDCl3. 

1H NMR (CDCl3) ppm, : 8.40-6.84 (m, 105H, aromatic H), 5.22 (d, 7H, H1), 5.18-4.34 

(m, 42H, CH2-Ph), 4.24-3.92 (m, 28H, H3, H4, H5, H6), 3.69-3.45 (m, 14H, H2, H6)  
13C NMR (CDCl3) ppm, : 139.41, 138.48, 138.34 (3  C aromatic quaternary), 130.0-

126.2 (CH aromatic), 98.57 (C1), 81.04 (C3), 78.95 (C2), 78.82 (C4), 75.55, 73.41, 72.81 (3  

CH2-Ph), 71.64 (C5), 69.44 (C6)  
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Abstract 
 

The analysis of specific VOC in exhaled breath (identified as biomarkers of specific disease 
like cancer) give an idea of metabolic and physiological activities of an individual and can 
provide non-invasive and potentially inexpensive anticipated diagnosis of several diseases 
including cancer. The invention of a fast, reliable, economic and portable technique is highly 
required before breath testing become a clinical reality. Nanomaterial based sensor arrays 
can fulfill all these requirements and can form a solid foundation for identification of disease 
related VOC patterns in exhaled breath. The objective of this thesis was to fabricate different 
chemo-resistive sensors based on conductive nanocomposites with ability to differentiate and 
discriminate a set of disease (such as lung cancer) biomarker VOC. Therefore in order to 
fabricate high performance sensors with high sensitivity and required selectivity towards 
targeted VOC, adoption of different methodologies for the synthesis of conductive 
nanocomposite, was strongly emphasized. Covalent and noncovalent functionalizations of 
these carbon nanomaterials with various oligomeric, polymeric or inorganic molecules were 
done in order to tune the sensor’s selectivity and sensitivity. Nanoswitching at the junctions of 
percolated network formed by the carbon nanomaterials could be controlled by varying the 
organic functionality on the surface. Finally a set of high performance chemoresistive vapour 
sensors, with different selectivity towards targeted lung cancer VOC could be fabricated and 
successfully integrated in an e-nose with high efficiency towards detection and discrimination 
of a set of disease specific VOC biomarkers. 

 
 

RESUME DE LA THESE EN FRANÇAIS 

L'analyse de COV spécifiques dans l'halèine (identifié comme biomarqueurs de maladies telles 
que le cancer) donne une idée de l’activité métabolique et physiologique d'un individu et peut 
fournir un diagnostic anticipé non-invasif et potentiellement peu coûteux de plusieurs maladies 
dont le cancer. Mais avant que des tests médicaux ne puissent devenir une réalité clinique, il 
est nécessaire de développer une technique d’analyse rapide, fiable, économique et portable. 
Les réseaux de senseurs (nez électroniques) à base de nanomatériaux qui peuvent satisfaire 
toutes ces exigences, constituent l’élément clef de l'identification des maladies par leur 
empreinte de COV dans l'haleine. L'objectif de cette thèse est de fabriquer différents senseurs 
chemo-résistifs à base de nanocomposites conducteurs ayant la capacité de discriminer un 
ensemble de maladies (comme le cancer du poumon) par l’analyse de leur biomarqueur 
(COV). Par conséquent, afin de fabriquer des senseurs de haute performance avec une grande 
sensibilité (ppb) et une sélectivité adaptée aux COV ciblés, différentes méthodologies 
d’élaboration de nanocomposites conducteur, ont été implémentées. Des fonctionnalisations 
covalentes et non-covalentes de ces nanomatériaux de carbone ont été réalisées avec différents 
types de molécules, i.e., oligomères, polymères ou minérales afin d’ajuster la sélectivité et la 
sensibilité des capteurs. La nanodéconnection des jonctions du réseau percolé formé par les 
nanocharges de carbone a ainsi pu être contrôlée en faisant varier la fonctionnalité chimique 
de leur surface. Finalement un ensemble de senseurs de vapeur chemorésistifs de hautes 
performances, ayant une sélectivité pour les biomarqueurs du cancer du poumon ont pu être 
fabriqués et intégrés avec succès dans un nez électroniques. 
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